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North American Aviation 

In 1946 I worked in the Electrical Laboratory 
at Wright Field in Dayton, Ohio. I wanted to 
get out of the air force, but I had no job lined 
up. I had never had a civilian engineering job. 
Fred Eyestone, a good friend of mine in the 
laboratory, left to work for North American 
Aviation in Los Angeles, California. That 
seemed as good a place as any so I applied for 
and got a job there. Averyl, John, and I an:ived 
in ~fomia about 'mid-December 1946. 

At first I worked in a big building adjacent to 
the Los Angeles airport - one of the North 
American buildings. They assigned me to work 
on accelerometers. The accelerometer was to be 
part of an inertial-navigation system for guided 
missiles. (At that time I had not yet become a 
pacifist, and did not mind working on "war" 
stuff.) The general idea was to measure 
acceleration in two directions, both 
perpendicular to earth's gravity~ and from the 
double integration of each of the two 
accelerations obtain the position change from the 
starting point. 

The first accelerometer I worked on was 
simple. It had a pivoted arm with its center of 
gravity offset from the pivot. A coil of wire in a 
magnetic ··field, mounted on the arm, was fed 
current to hold the arm stationary when 
accelerated. The amount of current required at 
any instance was a measure of the acceleration. 
The problems I faced, working on this device, 
were to (1) minimize the effect of friction at the 
pivot point, (2) minimize the effect of the wires 
leading to the coil from the base (the base was 
stationary relative to the pivoted arm) and (3) to 
make the force on the arm directly proportional 
to the current to the coil. I don't remember how 
long I worked on that simplistic thing; I am sure 
for at least a year. It had too m~y problems to 
ever be practical; although it was an obvious 
way to measure acceleration we had no good 
way to doubly-integrate the current. 

We were saved when an engineer came up 

with a better idea. It was called a Kinetic Double 
Integrating Accelerometer, KDIA, for short. A 
powerful name for a non-obvious (brainy) id~. 
This device was not simple. It had the followmg 
basic parts: 1) A motor suspended in a . 
low-friction bearing. 2) The motor case weighted 
so its center of gravity was offset from the axis of 
the low-friction bearing. 3) An angular position 
sensor of the motor case relative to the mounting 
base. 4) A means to keep track of the motor's 
rotation. 5) A motor controller ~t kept the 
angular-position offset of the case :near rero. 

· This is how the KDIA worked. [If you can't 
follow this explanation, rm sony .· It is not 
necessary that you do.] "Rotor" refers to the 
motor"s rotor (essentially a conventional motor's 
rotating part); "Case" refers to the motor's case 
which floats in a minimum-friction bearing and can 
freely rotate (a limited amount). Whenever the 
Rotor is accelerated by motor current the Case 
receives an equal force in the opposite (rotational) 
direction (Newton's law). Imagine the instrument 
mounted on a platform so that the instrument's. 
low-friction axis is parallel to gravity vertical. (In 
that position gravity will not try to tum the Case. 
The angular position ~nsor will be centered and 
the motor controller will not rotate the Rotor.) If 
the "platform" is accelerated in a direction . . 
perpendicular to the line between the low-fricuon 
axis and the center-of-gravity of the Case, then the 
Case will begin to tum. The motor controller, in 
response to the angular displacement of the Case, 
will accelerate the Rotor to balance this 
accelerating force (on the Case). The clever part is 
that the angular rotation of the Rotor is directly 
proportional to the distance moved in the . 
accelerating direction. That is why "double 
integrating" got into the name. 

· I was at North American from about January 
1947 until September 1952. I worked on the two 
above accelerometers during that time. Most of 
that time I worked on the KDIA. We used an air 
bearing for the low-friction bearing. The motor 
case was suspended on a film of (moving) air fed 
by a compressor through many small jets. There 
were a lot of problems to overcome, but it had the 
potential of being successful. 

Often members of congress visited our 
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laboratories. They were escorted and briefed by 
our higher management The exaggerated 
performance fed these visitors disturbed me. 
The results of our tests conducted under ideal 
laboratory conditions were assumed to apply to 
missiles without consideration .c)f the drastic 
changes in the instrument's environment 

While at North American I learned a lot. 
About servo-mechanisms, also called feedback 
control systems, from Walt Evans the inventor 
of a widely used method called Root-Locus. 
Walt even gave me a mention in his book for a 
technique I came up with. I also learned about 
coordinate transformations from John Moore 

. using what he called the unit-sphere method. 
Since we were navigating a missile in space, 
coordinate transformations played an important 
part in our computations. I used the -servo 
knowledge later at IBM. 

So much for the work at North American -
later it became North American/Rockwell and 
now I don't think North American is in the name 
at all. 



At IBM in 1952 

When I began work at IBM in September 1952 
I immediately knew that I had made a wise 
choice· in leaving North American. My 
co-workers at IBM were smart and industrious 
and Rey Johnson, the lab manager, inspired me 
whenever I spent time with him. Despite all 
that, I never imagined that out of this lab, with 
only 50 people, would come the genesis of a 
product that would for many years produce 
billions of dollars of income for IBM. 

An old. concrete-block building, which once 
might have been a laundry, housed the lab. It 
was at 99 Notre Dame Avenue in downtown San 
Jose, two blocks north of the DeAnza Hotel. 

Before I arrived, an aircraft factory had · 
approached IBM with a proposal. They wanted 
to test airplane structures by gradually loading 
the wings and fuselage while monitoring their 
deflections with hundreds of strain gauges. 
John~on gave me the job of building an analog to 
digital converter as part of the solution for their 
proposal. This converter was to change low 
input voltages, from the strain gauges, into 
accurate digital values. 

Had I been at North American, where I had 
spent years working only on accelerometers, I 
would have thought this job would take at least a 
year. At IBM surrounded by about 15 
engineers, with varied experience, . I had 
completed my converter in two months. The 
input voltages were in the millivolt range and my 
converter was accurate to about two microvolts. 
When I started on the job I had had no hope· of 
doing that well. 

But as often happened at IBM, my work never . 
was used. Someone in upper management 
decided it was not a product IBM wanted to 
market. Although an initial disappointment, I 
soon knew they made a good decision. IBM, at 
that time, had just introduced their first big 
computer, the 701 model. It was estimated that · 
only about ten (!) of these computers could be 

sold in United States. Our laboratory goal was to 
create things to make IBM computers more 
powerful and useful. 

We tried everything we could think of that might 
be useful for a computer. Rey Johnson, guiding us 
toward our goal, set aside Friday afternoons as a 
time when everyone stopped their normal work and 
looked only for new ideas. Some fifty years earlier 
~arconi had used coherers to detect radio signals; 
m Rey Johnson's lab coherers go\ resurrected. I 
never worked on them, I thought :they ·were a waste 
of time, but we didn't want to miss any bets and 
Rey kept us thinking. For a while I worked on 
cathode-ray tubes for display and later for 
memories. (They later were used for both of these 
applications.) 

During those days we did a little "horse play" 
once in a while. For example, I shared a cubical 
with Dick Weeks and we came up :with a trick to 
play on guys on another project. Each cubicle had 
temporary walls about six feet high surrounding 
our desks, file cabinets, etc. Guys in two cubicals 
on opposite ends of ours worked on the same 
project. To save time walking back and forth, they 
installed a pair of surplus army telephones, one in 
each of the two cubicles. The connecting pair of 
wires ran along the top edge of our cubical. One 
day Dick and I decided that we could fool them by 
connecting a battery into those two wires, which 
would cause both phones to ring. We took a 
couple of sharp needles, each wired to a battery 
terminal, and shoved them through the insulations. 
It worked. At each end we heard someone say, 
"What. do you want?" and the other end saying 
"What do you mean, what do I want, you called!" 
We did this infrequently over several days. before 
they figured out what was going on. 

The 701 used tape drives to store large chunks of 
memory. It had tiny, doughnut-shaped 
ferro-magnetic cores for its dynamic. memory. I 

. believe the 701 machines had 32,000 characters of 
memory. In our groping for ideas someone 
suggested using magnetically-coated disks for 
memory. Soon, I and almost everyone in the 
laboratory, worked to develope that idea. That 
was the beginning of an exciting titne in my life. 

At North American I had developed expertise in 
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servomechanisms. This skill I was to use on the 
second disk drive model we created, the disk file 
that became a part of the RAMAC (An acronym 
for Random Access Memory Automatic 
Computer) - the first computer with quick 
random access to huge quantities of stored 
information that could be either read or written. 
Tape drives hold a lot of information, but only 
the information under the read head is quickly 
accessible. To read (or write) something at the 
end of the tape could take many minutes. In 
contrast to the tape drive moving the information 
to the head the disk memory moved the head to 
the information. We expected to access anything 
on our disk memory in about half a second. 
Originally, at least, the tapes cou1d. hold much 
more information than the disks. 

An early model 'to test reading and writing had 
24 inch diameter disks on a horizontal shaft. 
This model helped develope the early read-Write 
heads and the technique used for magnetically 
coating the disks. 

Both I and Bill Goddard, who came from 
North American about six months after I joined 
IBM, knew about the air bearings we had used at 
North American. We both knew that air 
bearings could keep the read-write heads close to 
a disk, yet not touch it. However, Bill and I 
hesitated to disclose the air bearing since all the 
work at North American was secret. In the end, 
air bearings were selected. I do not know 
whether Bill told them or if someone else came 
up with the idea -- which, after all, seemed 
obvious. 

The first RAMAC file took about eight months 
to build. It had 25 aluminum disks, each 24 
inches in diameter. They were stacked on a 
~haft, about 10 inches in diameter, with spacer 
rings which created about 0. 6 inch between 
adjacent disks. Since making read-write heads 
was difficult for us, we pla~ed to use only three 
heads. One head was fixed mounted to read a 
clock track on the outside of 
the top disk and the other two I 
heads were mounted in the · 
ends of a pair of moveable I 
steel arms. These arms, 
joined at the outer end, but 

separated o~ the "head" ends, stradled a disk to 
read any of 100 concentric tracks on either side. 
The arms were mounted in a 
carriage, which when 
detented at a disk 
position, allowed the 
arms to slide in and out. 
With the arms retracted 
outside the disk and secured, 
the carriage detent released 
and it could move up or 
down to any of the 25 disks. ~·'t°'' 
A continuously running ~ · 

motor, driving a pair of · 
counter-rotating clutches, moved the 
arms and carriage by means of a bi-directional 
cable. To move from a track on the top disk to a 
track on the bottom disk, for example, the cable 
first pulled the arms out clear· of the disks, then 
secured the arms and freed the carriage, the cable 
then pulled the carriage to the bottom disk where 
the carriage was detented and the arms freed, · 
finally the cable moved the read-write heads in to 
the desired track. 

My job was to speedily position the read-write 
heads to any of the 5,000 tracks. Although I knew 
I had an imposing task, I felt confident and excited 
by the challenge. This was my kind of fun. The 
task required sensing the position of the carriage, 
the arm position relative to the carriage, 
controlling the detent to free the arms and lock the 
carriage or vice-versa, and controlling the magnetic 
clutches to move the heads to the desired position 
as quickly as possible. All done· in such a way that 
the process could be repeated thousands of times. I 
had several months to study this problem. One 
problem I worried about, and spent a lot of time 
on, was the elasticity of the drive cable. That 
turned out not to be ~ problem. That's the way 
engineering goes, but had it actually been a . 
problem, I had some ideas to solve it. One of the 
first requirements was position sensors. To sense 
the arm position we used an accurate rotary 
potentiometer turned by movement of the arms 

relative to the carriage. 
Nothing was commercially 
available to sense the carriage 
position, which moved about 
2 feet vertically. We located 
a company called the Markite 
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Corporation, in New York City, which made a 
special resistive strip for us with 25 taps on it, 
one for each disk position. 

The hard part was the electronic control of the 
magnetic clutches. We still used vacumn tube 
electronics then and it took a couple of big 
vacumn tubes to provide the necessary current 
The general idea of a servomechanism, or 
feedback control system, is to mechanically 
move an object at maximum speed to the desired 
destination. Titis controller was complicated 
because although the same magnetic clutches 
drove the arms and the cci.rriage, the arms were 
light compared to the carriage assembly. I 
resorted to the use of a non-linear resistor, called 
a thyristor, to improve the controller 
performance. Shortly after everything was 
assembled, I was able to go the maximum 
distance, from the inner track on the bottom to 
the inner track on the top, or vice.-versa, in 0.55 
seconds, or about the time it takes to blink your 
eye. I still remember the doubting tone of Al 
Stone's remark when he first saw it, "How long 
you think it'll last?" - Al had been a customer 
engineer for several years before he joined our 
lab. (I later received a $5000 award from IBM 
at the Waldorf Astoria in New York City for my 
servomechanism work.) 

Once we got the positioning mechanism 
working well we turned to the next task: to test 
reading and writing on the disks. Leonard 
Seader, a recent graduate from the University of 
California, Berkeley, joined me on this work. 
We had a yery simple-minded tester at first. We 
wrote the same character on every disk track and 
then tried- to read all tracks. This test only 
required the read-character to match the 
write-character. It failed. We could read parts 
of some disks, but that was not good enough. 
We traced the problem to clocking. The 
clock-track head was supposedly fixed, but even 
~t head could move a tiny bit in its socket. A 
head on the access-arm, however, could not only 
move in its socket, but the arm holding the 
socket, even though clamped by a detent, could 
move. We had naively assumed that the · 
clocking and reading used on magnetic drums in 
that era would work on magnetic disks. It 
wouldn't. Magnetic drum heads were clamped 

solidly, they didn't move. 

At this point Leonard saved· us. He invented the 
'self-clocking' scheme, in the next day or two, a 
scheme that made magnetic disk memories 
possible, and which I am sure is used today on all 
magnetic disk memories. Although simple, it was 
a brilliant idea. Leonard said, "Since every 
character on the disk has at least one 'l' bit, we 
can use the written data to clock itself. I will use 
two oscillators, with only one tul"l}ed on at a time. 
Whenever a '1' bit occurs the two oscillators 
switch modes. Thus, an oscillator need only run, 
at most, for eight bit times during which time it 

· just can't get out of step. To write, one oscillator 
will stay on during the entire write time." 

Leonard implemented his scheme in the next few 
days and we tested it. Leonard was right, we read 
through the entire file again and again, with NO 
errors! I believe we could have read accurately 
even with the access arm vibrating. 

It was only when we rewrote the file with other 
characters, several times, that we found a second 
problem. We then experienced failures to read 
correctly for another reason. Only by observing 
the signals from the read head did we deduce the 
cause. Again it was related to the positioning of 
the magnetic read-write heads. Since a head could 
not be radially positioned exactly the same every . 
time on a track, when we were off a little and 
wrote on a track we did not completely erase (i.e. 
writeover) some of the old information. I solved 
this problem, by means far simpler than the 
self-clocking solution: we replaced our head with 
two heads, both on the same track, but with the 
front head wider than the rear head. The new 
read-write head was used in either of two ways: (1) 
The front head erased the path during writing, and 
the rear head wrote the information behind it. Or 
(2) The front head wrote the information, and the 
rear head read the information. Either method 
worked equally well. I hold the patent on that 
idea. 

To my knowledge, both the self clocking and the 
dual read-write heads were used on all subsequent 
files. Without both, disk files would have been 
unreliable. 



To understand · 
what happened, 
I'll give an 
abbreviated 
description of 
the machine. Twenty four inch disks for our 
machine were separated by what we called 
disk-spacer rings. These rings had an inner 
diameter to fit the motor drive shaft, about 10 
inches, and two outer diameters, one to match 
the center hole of the disks, and the second, a 
larger diameter whose thickness provided proper 
spacing between disks. The disk-spacer rings 
fitted so tightly to the drive shaft that assembly 
was difficult. Someone suggested cutting a slot 
through these rings to ease assembly, which was 
done. For our first machine, since we lacked 25 
disks for a full assembly we assembled a 
skeleton machine. We put only a top disk and a 
bottom disk on the shaft, but used all 25 rings 
for proper spacing. A threaded ring, on the top 
of the shaft, screwed on at the end of assembly, 
clamped the rings solidly together. 

-~ 

we turned the motor on and waited for it to 
bt<ikt> come up to speed. When it reached : ... /' fl}; full speed it exploded. The 

". centrifugal force on the 23 
· ;,'t. split disk rings, which had 

no disks constraining 
them, broke one, and then most of the other rings 
broke. The broken rings blasted through the 
plexiglass sheets. One ring cut through a tendon 
connected to Leonard's thumb. Another ring broke 
my nose and caused a contusion on my right 
temple. We both ended up in the hospital. 

Leonard's tendon was stitched together and my 
nose was reset. Had Don's plexiglass sheets not 
arrived when they did, we would have run the 
machine without them. Undoubtedly we both 
would have been more severely hurt. The sector 
of the ring which broke my nose and hit my 
temple, missed my right eye by a fraction of an 
inch. We were lucky. 

The rest of the problems we encountered with 
the RAMAC file were minor. I had worried about 
keeping the read/write head sockets clean enough 
to be reliable, but with the disk file enclosed and 
the air filtered for the head's air bearings, my fears 
were not confirmed. After the file had worked 

Me, on a gurney, after the accident, on my way to the hospital. 



Many of us worked one of three shifts around 
the clock. Sometimes guys on one shift, to 
relieve their boredom, pulled jokes on a 
following shift. For example, one gang 
connected a whistle to the laboratory air supply 
through an electrical valve. A timer, set for the 
wee hours of the morning,· activated the valve, 
and the shrieking whistle panicked that crew 
until they discovered the trick. 

Jake Hagopian, one of the early IBM 
engineers, felt that the air bearings for the 
read/write heades were not necessary. He felt 
that the head could be made to 'fly' over the 
rotating disk. In a relatively short time he 
proved this idea feasible. Although the 
RAMAC used an air-compressor to supply the 
air bearings, later disk files had flying heads. A 
significant development. 

When the RAMAC moved toward production 
I bad a choice of continuing as a manager or 
working on technical problems. I chose the 
latter, which ended almost all of my disk work. 



My recognition work 

After I stopped working on the RAMAC I 
worked on character recognition. 

In the late 50' s there was considerable interest 
in machine recognition of numbers printed on 
bank checks, so checks could be sorted by bank 
and within a bank, by user and amount. A 
group at Stanford Research Institute (SRI) 
wanted to put magnetic particles in the ink and 
recognize the characters by the magnetic pattern 
seen when scanned through a vertical slit. IBM 
engineers proposed an optical recognizer that 
viewed the entire character. To permit either 
approach to be used, a cooperative effort 
between IBM and SRI shaped the funny looking 
numbers, which still are used on bank checks, to 
improve recognition accuracy. · 
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Several engineers in San Jose and in Endicott 
New York worked on this project We sent data 
and results back and forth within IBM and also 
communicated with SRI to demonstrate that the 
changes we suggested would improve their 
recognition accuracy as well as ours. 

While working on character recognition in 
1957 I had an idea that I thought would make the 
recognition easy. A key portion of my idea 
required inverting a 26 X 26 matrix of numbers. 
I did not know any short cut to invert the matrix 
and the way I did know I figured would take me 
(or someone else) about three months on a desk 
calculator if a number was entered every ten 
seconds. It would be impossible to do that 
without making a mistake. Doing it that way 
was ruled out. I went and talked to Charlie 
Hoppel who had an IBM 650 machine housed in . 
an abandoned store building on north First 
Street Charlie said, 111've got a program that 

· can invert that matrix." His key punch operator 
keyed in my 676 numbers and when Charlie ran 
the matrix inversion program on my data the 
answer came out in about five minutes. 

I went through an instant conversion. I became a 
born-again programmer. Within a week or two I 
was programming that 650 myself. At that time all 
programming was in machine language (Assembly 
language came later). By machine language I 
mean entering something like 57 127 202 which 
might mean reset the accumulator (57) and add the 
contents of storage location 127 to the contents of 
location 202. I have failed to mention that my 
inverted matrix did not solve the recognition 
problem for me, but more importintly that ~atrix 
inversion led to my conversion. From that time on 
I programmed anything and everything that I could 
on the computer. I had multiplied my 
computational ability by factors of thousands and 
later millions. I could solve problems that 
previously I had automatically rejected. 

After the character recognition work, I worked 
for a few of years trying to recognize spoken 
words. That was much more difficult (which is 
why I said "trying to recognize"). About the best 
we could do was good recognition of about.fifteen 
commonly used words, like the numbers, spoken 
by a single speaker .. Words for numbers have 
evolved to sound different since, unlike common 
words of speech, they don't have much context in 
use. That made them good candidates for this 
problem. 

A simple-minded recognizer of the digits built in 
our lab was shown as part of the IBM exhibit at the 
1962 Seattle World's Fair. A fair that our family 
attended. 

***** 

A trivial happening about that time of my life ... 

IBM, during the 50-60's, sent their TIIlNK 
magazine to all employees and to many libraries 
around the country. One issue had an article about 
insects. In this article they made the statement that 
there are 10 to the 20th power insects in the world. 
(I think that was the number) I always check 

numbers in print for order-of-magnitude accuracy. 

I computed the volume of air over the earth from 



ground level to one mile up. It was then obvious 
that their estimate was far too high. I wrote to 
the magazine and questioned their estimate, but 
did not say why. In due time I got a letter back 
in which they said they were correct. They said 
that the New York Museum of Natural History 
told them that, if anything, their estimate was · 
too low. 

I had them where I wanted! I sent a letter in 
which I showed that the volume of air from 
ground level to one mile up over the entire earth 
would have over 200 insects in every cubic inch 
if their number of insects were true. 

In time I got a reply which said, we concede, 
you are right. But they never printed a 
correction. Anyway I got a kick out of that 
interchange. 

I have a habit of rough checking numbers I see 
in publications. I also sometimes exercise my 
mind while driving by computing things in my 
head. For example, I recently wondered how 
much an inch of rain covering 'San Jose would 
weigh. I knew that a cubic foot of water weighs 
about 62.5 pounds, that a mile is 5280 feet, etc. 
So for a square mile one inch of rain would 
weigh about (5000 X 5000 I 12) X 60 = 5000 X 
5000 X 5 = 125,000,000 pounds. Easy. San 
Jose is about 100 square miles so my answer was 
12,500,000,000. Then I could go on and 
compute the energy needed to raise it to say, 
10000 feet, etc. 

***** 

Sometime about 1962 or 63 I started working 
for Dr Ed Quade at IBM. Ed was a person I 
loved and admired more than any man rve 
known. He was fun to be around. He always 
was pleasant and I don't think a day went by 
when he didn't tell me (and others in the lab) a 
joke. He had a knack for getting to the core of 
problems and offered suggestions for solving 
them. I learned a lot from Ed. He always made 
me feel like a special person, but I don't think 
that I was alone in that respect. He did not 
restrict his involvement to his projects, rather he 
circulated in the lab all day long, talking with the 
engineers, secretaries, librarians, etc. and left a 

trail of good feelings behind him. 

While I was not religious, Ed was. If I happened 
to come in early I'd always find that he was 
reading his bible. Yet, he respected the religious 
beliefs of others and did not push religion on them. 
He acted, I believe, as he thought Jesus might 

have acted. He was soft spoken, a great listener, 
and caring. 

All the while Ed worked for IB~ (from 1952 
until about 1964) he knew his life could end at any 
time. It wasn't until after he died that I learned 
that while Ed had worked ori the Manhattan bomb 
project for Westinghouse he had accidentally been 
exposed to a huge dose of radiation. There was no 
known treatment that could help him. He never 
told anyone in the lab that I know of. 

Shortly before he died he went to San Francisco 
where he stayed the remainder of his life in the 
Christian Scientist's convalescent home. George 
Price, a technician in Ed's department, and I saw 
him there a couple of times. Ed was in bed, but 
didn't appear very ill and didn't want to discuss his 
condition. He talked about our work, made a few 
suggestions, and listened to what we had to say, in 
other words he was himself. His death, a few days 
after our last visit, came as a shock. 

After Ed's death many of us established an Ed 
Quade Memorial Fund and used the money to 
support several children around the world. One 
was a young Chinese girl, Yim Mui, that lived in 
Hong Kong. We later brought her over to visit us 
in our laboratory. She was a bright young lady, 
who by then had learned English and spoke it well. 
She made us proud of having helped her along the 

way. 



Automatic Computer Design 

In the early 1960' s, a young engineer named 
·Mike Larriva and I designed a small computer, 
which used a conventional IBM Selectric 
typewriter for input-output and a magnetic delay 
line for its memory. This computer was 
programmed by the user by entering sample 
'lines'. 

We used a type of memory which neith~r of us 
were familiar. A pulse into the sending end of a 
magnetic delay line.twists the end of a long steel 
wire. The "twist" travels along the wire and at 
the receiving end produces a signal. Each 
'twist' corresponded to a 'bit' in this memory. 
The received bit would normally be written back 
into the sending end making it a circulating bit. 
The number of bits that could be stored in th~ 
delay line depended upon the length of the wire, 
the propagation speed along the wire, and the 
size of the "twist". An electronic clock 
identified the bits stored in the memory. 

George Price, an ~aginative technician in our 
department, designed a mechanism that fit under 
and connected to an unmodified IBM Selectric 
typewriter, which made the typewriter an input
output device. 

We intended our computer to produce 
invoices, bills, and the like. Our computer had 
two modes of operation: Learn and Run. In the 
Learn mode, the user keyed a line typical for his 
application to establish what we called a 
template. A selector switch permitted several 
such Learn-mode templates to be stored. In the 
Run mode, the user switched to the desired . 
template. The machine tabbed to each field and 
stopped if it required an entry or else it typed the 
~lculated results. For example in Learn mode, 
if the user were malcing an invoice she/he might 
enter the identification of the item, the number 
ordered, a multiply symbol, the price per item, 
an equal symbol, and the extended price. (fhe 
extended price being the number ordered times 
the price per item. ) Our computer's (built in) 
p~gram considered the identification as an 

alphabetic field; the number ordered, the price per 
item, and the extended price as numeric fields; and 
the multiplication sign and the equal sign as 
arithmetic operands. In the run mode for this 
example, the computer would wait for the user to 
enter the identification, number ordered, and price 
per item, and would print the extended price and 
then return for next-line entry. 

Mike and I began working on the design needed 
to implement such a computer. We worked 
independently on different sections of the design at 
the same time, but because of interdependencies, 
we ·recognized the need to know each other's 
changes. To solve that problem we put each 
machine instruction on a separate punched card. 
We duplicated these cards so we each had our own 
deck. The changes that each of us made, were put 
into the part of the deck we had changed, and then 
that part duplicated for the other person. This 
deck, thus provided us with a machine readable 
description of our computer. 

No one can write a significant program or do a 
computer design without mistakes so I got the idea 
that I could write a program which could simulate 
the computer that we described with our deck. It 
turned out to be easier than I had thought. Within 

· about ten days I had such a program, while Mike 
had continued to improve the design by himself. 
The Fortran program I had developed, read in our 
design deck and wrote, as output, another Fortran 
program that simulated our design. Using this 
simulator program Mike caught errors which 
neither of us had suspected. 

Overjoyed by my sucess, I thought I could use 
the same deck to define the hardware. I was 
successful. 

We planned to use Motorola circuits, that had at 
most a few NAND devices on each chip, for our 
basic building block. Each chip was soldered to a 
small printed circuit card, which in tum could be 
plugged into sockets that provided power and 
input-output terminals. Our design was mainly 
done in NANDS, which simplified my program 
considerably. 

My physical design program turned our design 
deck into NAND circuits connected to perform the 



instructions described by our card deck. The 
program chose the type of Motorola chip to use, 
it printed NAND diagrams of all the logic, listed 
the chip type needed in every socket, listed the 
point to point (manual) wiring needed to connect 
the sockets, and cross referenced the diagrams to 
the design instructions. 

This was, to my knowledge, the first time a 
machine-readable design was used both for 
simulation and physical design of a computer. If 
the resulting machine failed to work properly, it 
was the fault of either the simulation to catch the 
error or the physical design to implement the 
design. 

When our simulation performed properly, we 
created the physical design. Unfortunately, the 
teclmicians who wired from our listing 
miss-wired the board, so that when we got the 
board for testing we had to check almost every 
wire-net (A wire net is all the points wired · 
together).. It took us over a week to find and 
rewire all the mistakes they made. (We 
probably could have done the entire wiring faster 
ourselves. When we ran our tests there were 
only two timing errors found. (A failure of our 
simulation to catch!) These were easily fixed and 
the machine worked as designed. 

The machine was displayed at many places in 
IBM, which led to a problem we had not 
anticipated. When the person who demonstrated 
the machine wanted to show how the electronics 
were constructed, he would pull one of the small 
cards to show the chip and the ten leads going to 
the socket. Often when the card was reinserted, 
it was misaligned and resulted .in bent contacts 
and open circuits. The board could not 
withstand this treatment. After a while it 
became such a hassle to repair that damage that 
we gave up, but by that time the machine had 
been transferred to our Lexington Division. (In 
retrospect, we should have had a few dummy 
sockets the demonstrator could have used.) 

At Lexington they decided to use a 
magnetic-core memory. Without benefit of our 
design system the redesign took so long that the 
project died because of a too-high projected cost. 

That machine started my automated computer 
design work, which I pursued during the rest of my 
time at IBM. 

***** 

Several years later I tried IBM's way of doing 
chip design on a cathcxle ray tube screen. I tried to 
design a latch circuit, which requires only two 
transistors. It took rrie an incredible time to do. I 
decided I could write a program to design circuits 
faster. That decision led to my doing chip design 
by computer from then on. · 

Over the years I always used a logical 
description of the circuit as my input. A 
simulation program checked the logical description 
for validity. 

My first programs were able to design entire 
chips, but that was back when 1000 transistors on a 
chip was the nonnal limit. My design took into 
consideration the parts of the logic that required 
higher speed, it adjusted bus widths to compensate 
for voltage drops, etc. I created a few chips with 
those programs which were used for data 
compression. The chips worked as well or better 
than what I had predicted during the design. 

Because my first programs required a specific 
design methcxl, I switched to a less constrained 
approach and did designs near the end of my work 
that used thousand of transistors. 

On the last project I worked on, my programs 
designed what was called the "hard" parts of the 
logic. Some of the logic for this 32-bit chip 
involved laying out one bit's logic and replicating 
that logic 31 times, with slight mcxlifications, to 
design the "easy" part of the chip. The "hard" part 
was over half of the chip's logic that had no 
discemable pattern and thus was called random 
logic. That was the part my programs designed in 
detail. 
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THE FIRST MAGNETIC DISK FILE 

Good evening. Thank you for the Introduction. I'm 
delighted to be able to spend the evening with you. 

I'll be talking this evening about some of the high
lights In the development of the first random 

· At that time, Thomas J. Watson, Jr., '!Vas s·ucceedlng 
.' ~Is father, Thomas J. Watson, Sr., as president of IBM. 
:: ~He decided to bulld 19 scientific computers. The first 
. .' of them was completed In 1952. 

access disk product - the IBM RAMAC 350 flle -- The why,. ·IBM's business In punched card equipment was 
where, when and how of the first disks. .;_'growing as rapidly as we would build products. 

This Is the product that spawned the magnetic disk 
storage Industry - an Industry that has since come to 
generate an annual revenue of 23 bllllon dollars. I 
think It's fair to say that the RAMAC 350 has carved a 
place In history for Itself. 

Let me begin by showing you a few minutes of foot
age from an old 16-mllllmeter film. It was made by the 
IBM sales department when the product was Intro
duced back In 1957. With that you'll get a good Idea 
of what the machine looked !Ike, and how It did Its· 
job. 

(Film cllp shown here) 

I am sure that many In my audience were not born In 
1951 when my story begins. Let me therefore set the 
stage for the events, most of which took place In San 
Jose, a few blocks from here. 

In 1951, San Jose was a city of 100,000 people. Its 
economy was based mainly on agriculture. At the 
same time, IBM was a rapidly growing company, with 
data processing as Its main business. Its revenue In 
1951 was about $250,000,000. 

After IBM had developed two large computers that 
were Intended strictly for sclentmc applications, IBM 
management saw little evidence that computers 
would become profitable business products. In fact, 
in 1951, an extensive survey of all potential computer 
customers yielded statistics that Indicated that 17 or 
18 computers would saturate the market. 

· EXpanslon was In the air at IBM. 

:··In 1951, IBM corporate headquarters In New York 
· decided to establish a research laboratory on the 
, . West Coast Research was a term that at that time 
:..Covered all types of engineering activity. 

: The West Coast was chosen because IBM's custom
: . ers In the aircraft Industry were creating Innovations 
: ·and modifications that were considered to be poten
. tlal products. For example, the first card programmed 

.' calculator originated with engineers at the Northrop 
·· Corporation. 

The bay area was chosen as the site of the new IBM 
. ~esearch laboratory because It was between Los 
.. Angeles and Seattle, where those Innovative custom
. . '3rs were based. 

:. San Jose was chosen as the specific site because 
} IBM already had a punched card plant here, at .16th 
'i· and St. John. This plant housed the district manager, 
... ·an accounting department and a cafeteria. Under the 
.~ direction of Roger Wllllams, IBM's community rela
.: ilons were very good. 

· Qurlng the first week of January, 1952, I was told of 
, : my . appointment as West Coast laboratory manager. 
' I was told that I would have free rein In hiring a staff of 

3o to 50, and that I would be free to choose projects 
·: to work on. One-half of ITT/ projects were to be new 
,:· IBM products and one-half were to be devices In 
-..support of customers' special engineering needs. No 
'. projects were to be duplicates of work In progress In 



•· 
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other IBM laboratorles. The laboratory was to be 
dedicate~ to Innovation. 

My first act as manager of the new laboratory was to 
rent a building, and the second act was to place an 
ad In all West Coast dally papers, announcing that 
IBM was opening a laboratory In San Jose. The ad 
noted that positions were avallable for scientists, 
engineers and technicians, and It brou·ght In 400 
appllcatlons. 

The IBM Research and Engineering Laboratory 
opened Its doors at 99 Notre Dame, a few blocks 

· from· here, on February 1, 1952. 

I was told that my flair for Innovative engineering was 
a major consideration In my selection to manage the 
new laboratory. During 18 years with the IBM Endi
cott laboratory. I had had responsibility for numerous 
IBM products - test scoring, mark sensing, time 
clock products, key punches, matrix and non-Impact 
printers and random card file devices. By 1952, I held 
over 50 patents, some of them fairly good. 

To be given freedom to choose our projects and our 
staff made the San Jose laboratory an exciting oppor
tunity, especlally since funding was guaranteed -- at 
least for a few years. 

The first few months of 1952 were consumed largely 
In Interviewing and hiring a balanced staff of talented 
and experienced engineers, technicians and adminis
trative personnel. 

Except for one person from each of our two New York 
laboratories, and one engineer from my department In 
Endicott, New York, we were .under orders not to 
recruit people from the Eastern sites of IBM. As a 
result, our first crew all came from the West. 

Among the first projects undert~en during the start
up were a non-Impact printer, a test scoring machine, 
source recording equipment and a random access 
replacement for tub flies. 

It was the search for an automatic random access 

, .. · .. ·,; 

:. ~ystem to replace tub files that lad us to explore 
. ·magnetic systems. 

: .. ·1n 1952 IBM was producing sixteen bllllon Hollerith 
· .. cards per year. Each of these cards had to have 
:. :Jnformatlon entered Into It In the form of punched 
: : holes before It could be usefully processed by 
-~ accounting machines. Manual key punching was one 
· :: of the most costly Items In customer data processing 
.:

1 

operations. In many applications, most of the lnfor-
·":rpatlon In a card was unchanged from week to· week. 

!.:· ·10 a ·payroll application. for example, only hours 
:·:~orked may be new. An automatic tub flle would 
.;·.:~utomatlcally enter status Information and the key· 
.punch operator would be relieved of punching any- · 

·::.:thing but new data. · 

'.. After deciding that our random access component 
~!Was to be based on a magnetic recording system, we 

;__· proceeded to explore the most probable magnetic 
-.." ·roedla. We explored magnetic drums, magnetic tape 
~:-~oops, magnetic plates, magnetic tape strip bins, and 
·. · even magnetic wires and rods. 

· ftotatlng magnetic disks came out on top In our 
. analysis, chlefly because of Its rotational dynamics, 
:·the potential of multiple accesses and the efficient 
.surface-to-size ratio. 

~·:As time went on, our engineers became Inspired by 
;."t~e posslblllty of developing a product that gave 
-':.essentially Instant access to file data. not only when 
· :qonnected to key punches. but also when connected 
. .·.t<? accounting machines and maybe even to comput
: ers. 

· .. two events In 1953 tumed out to be fortuitous for our 
. disk project. We ended an automatic data reduction 
·:·project being done under contract with the McDonald 
· Douglas Aircraft Company. This released a half
.". ~~zen talented electrical and system engineers, who 
·.were then available for reassignment to the disk 
~-.·~roJect. 

::·.The second fortuitous event was the receipt of a 
: . request to bid from the U.S. Air Force Supply Depot In 



Ohio. They called for a material Information flow 
device. They wanted Instant access to each of their 
50,000 item Inventory records. 

We were simultaneously studying file appllcatlons In 
wholesale grocery and wholesale paper supply 
companies In the bay area. 

We pooled these Insights and Information and pre
pared a set of specifications for a general purpose 
random access memory. These specifications re
corded In February, 1953, In his notebook by Art Crit
chlow, turned out to be almost Identical to the 
RAMAC 350 disk file specifications announced two 
years later. 

Going from the wish llst provided by the specifica
tions to a reliable operating model required solving 
many technlcal problems. With added staff avallable 
we proceeded to attack all key problems simultane
ously. What kind of disks could we use? How could 
we get them to run true? How could we best paint 
them with the Iron oxide paint? What kind of magnet
ic transducer should we use? How could we keep 
the read/Write head close to the disk without having It 
wear out? And finally, how were we to move the head 
to any one of 50,000 tracks In less than one second 
or In one accounting machine cycle? 

We proceeded to test our Ideas. 

We tested the dynamics of rotating disks by mounting 
· 120 aluminum disks two feet In diameter on a shaft 

with about 1/4 Inch spacer8 and rotating this array at 
3600 rpm. One test run of this model allayed our 
fears about problems of excessive wind, vibration, 
power requirements and even excessive disk wobble. 

However, one problem that turned out to be quite 
dlfflcurt was coating the disks w~h Iron oxide paint to 
a uniform thickness and smooth finish. The oxide 
paint we were using was essentially the same as was 
used to paint the Golden Gate Bridge. One of the 
engineers suggested pouring the paint near the 
center of a rotating disk and allowing centrifugal force 
to spread a smooth uniform coat over the disk sur-

:: ·:face. Another engineer found that filtering the paint 
:_. .. t~rough a sllk stocking got rid of Jumps In the paint 
· ... Another engineer showed that by filDng a tray of 
.. . ·paper cups with just the right amount of paint, the 
: · .~atfng thickness would be the same from disk to 
. disk. This system was used for many years. It was 

.. ·later Incorporated Into the equipment that automated 
·the process. 

:. Another group of eng~neers was assigned to develop 
.a small thin head for the record and readback func

'. tlons. None of our staff knew much about magnetic 
·:recording. So we hired a consultant. Al Hoagland, 
. ·who at that time was a gr*1dUate student at UC Berk
.. ley and an expert In magnetic recording. About the 
· ·only magnetic transducers In use In 1953 were those 
·:used with magnettc drum and magnetic tape equip
. ment. Both of these had entirely different space and 
, .~ltlonlng constraints than we had. · 

: ·~arly In the development of the read/Write head we 
:· 'Cieclded to protect the· head against wear by using air 
·_pressure with nozzles In the face of the flat head. The 

:· $Ir flow spaced the head a uniform distance from the 
:_sometimes wobbly disks. Afr pressure was also used 
=:·~o force the head toward the disk after It reached Its 
.. destination. 
·.: 

· $tored bit density at the center tracks was made the 
·:.:~ame as the state of the art density In magnetic 
·::.drums, 100 bits to the Inch and 20 tracks to the Inch. 
~i1hls was better than a 4,000°" Improvement over 
_: punched cards In Information density and the data 
.. \vu alterable and erasable. 

:. In our first flle model two-foot diameter oxide-coated 
.; ~lsks were mounted on a horizontal shaft at 1/2-lnch 
"l~ervals. Fifty-one disks gave 100 Inside surfaces. 
· Two opposite facing heads were mounted on one 
· access arm. The access arm was moved so as to 
.=·place the heads on ~ of the 100 tracks on each of 
- "1e 100 disk surfaces, at a speed that would match an 
::. ~ccountfng machine cycle, which was less than one 
f :$econd. We had anticipated that there would be a 
·:.need for as many as twelve access stations on each 
fiie. A provision that proved to be excessive. The 
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maximum travel between addresses was 36 Inches. 
The minimum travel between addresses was one
twentieth of an Inch. 

Two access drive systems were designed and 
modeled, one mechanlcal and one electronlc-servo 
system. We finally chose an electronic-servo system 
for the first file model. 

The tub fire appllcatlon led us to test out the disk 
performance by pairing It with a keypunch, because 
the keypunch could be used for entering Information 
and for recording In punched holes the Information 
read back from the disk file. 

On February 1 O, 1954, this first sentence was fed Into 
and read back from the disk flle -- "This has been 
a day of solid achievement". 

By March, 1954, tests of components and the card to 
file machine made us confident of being able to build 
a product. Lou Stevens was made the manager with 
tun development responsibility. 

He and his staff of very capable engineers Initiated a 
program of re-design that started In mid-March 1954. 
By November this design had matured Into a •mag
netic disk processing machine•. RAMAC was on Its 
way. Hopes were high that this revolutionary concept 
would develop Into an ~BM product. 

The potentlal for large random access memory was 
attested to by activity among competitors who were 
using very large drums, drum arrays, tape loops and 
even the surface of a power station fly wheel as 
recording surfaces. 

The IBM vice-president for marketing, L H. Lamotte, 
stationed his long range planner, F. J. Wesley, In our 
laboratory mid-summer, 1954. On October 8, 1954, 
Mr. Wesley sent a memorandum which he called a 
•pontiflcal announcement•, to his boss. In part It 
stated, "we must Immediately attack accounting 
problems under the philosophy of handllng each 
business transaction as It occurs, rather than using 
batching techniques•. Wesley's memo was widely 

-:,• .· 
. ' 
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circulated among IBM management and, needless to 
..-.-.~. In our laboratory. The promise of developlng a 
. product for more than a file tub replacement led to a 
· . corporate decision fn November 1954 to build at least 
·. ·fo/e prototypes of our pr~uct to field test. 

': )nttlaJ specifications for the RAMAC were prepared 
. :C)ecember 17, 1954. 

The non-RAMAC projects of the research and engl
. .nearing laboratory moved to Julian Street to open 
. ·more space for the RAMAC team •. At the Julian Street 
-laboratory work continued on advanced Ideas for disk 

··. flies. Gliding heads and multiple parallel access arms 
·.Were developed and eventually transferred to Lou 
: ~tevens domaJn where. these features were lncorpo. 
·."·rated Into disk flle products that followed after the 
._=_ryAMAC 350 • 

. :. ~ou Stevens and his engineers at 99 Notre Dame 
:·: ~·uccessfully demonstrated arid operated the Model II 
·:··t:fle on January 16, 1955. Debugging of this machine 
:. continued around the clock for months. 

.·~:j:arly In 1955, a corporate decision was made to build 
:=·1.:4 RAMAC 350 machines for Internal use and fleld 
··t9stJng. 

· . 
... On May 6, 1955, IBM held a press conference to 
··announce that'll was bringing out a new product -ihat 
: takes Information from a stored program using a 
.. multl-mllllon character random access memory that 
. ·~akes It posstble for the new system to do a whole 
· job automatically without using batch processtng•. 
. On August 25, 1955, the San Jose Mercury N~ 
:. published a short article which said, •teM plans .a 
: . giant new San Jose plant that may employ more than 
·'.~ ij_,000 here•. 

: ihe first RAMAC was shipped to Zellerbach Paper 
:.Company In June, 1956, by an outstanding San Jose 
.n:tanufacturlng team. Mr. Porter remembers the 

~:~ent 

.T. J. Watson Jr., President of IBM, announced the 
·· RAMAC on September 4, 1956. He said In part, "This 



Is the greatest product day In IBM•s history and I 
belleve In the Office equipment lndustty•. 

The RAMAC was featured In the United States exhibit 
at the World•s Fair In Brussels -· and In the United 
States Technical Exhibit In Moscow. Chairman 
Khrushchev of Russia came to San Jose In 1959 to 
visit the RAMAC plant. 

The American Society of Mechanloal Engineers 
designated the RAMAC an Jntematlonal historic 
landmark on February 'O, 1984. 

The first four years of dl~k· flle history have been 
reviewed In my remarks. In the 33 years since the 
AAMAC 350 left the laboratory, tremendous advances 
have been made In product devel0pment. manufac
turing and research. as you all well know. 

: ·As a review of this history lesson, I would llke to 
·.·show a few slides • 

.. · #1. Prune Valley before It became Silicon Valley 

· -~ 99 Notre Dame - 2 blocks from the DeAnza Hotel 

, .~3. The first and most Important test of the disk fife 

' #4. An 026 keypunch supported by an automatic tub 
flle - our first product target using a disk flle 

#5. The ultlmate RAMAC disk 

#6. Air head models 

· #7. ·Heads that worked 

: .#8. The first model of the disk file 

. #9. The first model of the redesigned disk array 
· with vertical shaft being tested by Wes Dickinson 

· #1 o. The RAMAC 305 with the 350 disk file 

. #11. Khrushchev visits IBM 

":.. #12. lntematlonal historical mechanical engineering 
landmark plaque 

t•." 

.". ~13. The .first disk file and the last RAMAC 350 In 
Bulldlng 10 at IBM 

. : .· 

:· . 
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ELECTRONIC MACHINES 
for Business Use 

A machine that satisfactorily solves dilferential equations will not necessarily perform 
every-day clerical work. The circuit principles are applicable, but much engineering 

must. he done before the office-equipment market can he tapped 

BUSlNllSSDN, as well as mathe
maticians, are fascinated by the 

possfbililies of electronic computa .. 
tion. What they see, primarily, are 
payroll sa.vJngs. Of secondary im· 
portance, the1 see the possibility of 
securing additional tacts about 
their businesses. 

When a businessman reads In the 
newspapers about a machine that 
will do in thirty mfnutea what it 
would take thirty people a month 
or more to do manually, he natur .. 
ally asks. "When can I 1et one of 
these machines!'' He· may not think 
to ask whether or not the machine 
will actua))y do the particular 
clerical jobs that have to be done in 
hfs · offlce. He is likely to sssume 
that any machine that will solve 
dUBcult mathematical problems wW 
do ordinary clerical work with ease. 

This aaawn11tion is · understand .. 
able. The principles of electronic 
computation are a11pllcable to much 
of the clerical work enco11ntered Jn 
business. Automatic electronic ma· 
chines undoubtedly will eireet a 
clerical revolution. But some more 
engineering will have to be done be
fore that happens. A machine that 
will solve difrerential equations fs 
not neceeearily a machine that will 
do the everyday paper \YOrk of busi
ness concerns, and do it economi- . 
caJly. 

The engineerin.r that remains to 
be qone, before the market for 
automatic clerical mach1nea can be 
ta.pped, is by no means all elee
tronic engineering. First, an fn .. 
dustrial engineering job must be 
done. Bus!neae problems muat be 

l.t. . ...... . -- . -- . . - . --

By W, 8, FLOYD 
BoaQnh Dff'8fcm 

l#ea.ra, .Roc'b11ds Md Oo. 
CMcooo, JU. 

··;;,. .. 

under&tood in detail before ideal 
machines for tl&eir solution can be 
bu Ill 

Tbe General Patte1n 

No two companies have quite the 
same clerical problems. This fact 
has been the despair of more than 
one omce • equipment salesman. 
Nevertheless, a common pattern fa 
discernible fn most clerlcal work. 

The pattern starts with the crea. 
tion or recelJ)t of an original docu· 
menl A purchasing agent notes an 
item to be bourht; a receiving clerk 
lists incoming merchandise: a sales
person writes a sales checlc; a meter 
reader writes down some numbers. 
Or a purchase order, subscription, 

Tfle CUSTOMER Speaks 
BUSINESS BRIEFS (p 60, Morch) re

celltly 1all1cf attention to the fad tbat CUI 
"lrnportaaf frcnd oYefiWlttR In 

s~ldOIH!le II "" 1ngi1tt1erln1 st11199lo 
to comblt1e tlle fa1tclions of el~tro11ie 
meoaurlng • talDmetering • ealculal• 
ing • larllcotiag - recording devlco1 
wiflt tAose ol 1A1 9r11tlen nrkfr of 
•utinen mricbine1:' 

tt was pointed out thait 
"Wllot I• neocfcd it a ,,,;dgo he

f1reen tllo two 4aYicu, one tltat neetl 
ltOf le nt0nlte18d 61 la11m•n Aar11ff. • 

This article, t., Mr. Flo1d1 telb what • 
typJeal l>utineismn expectt of desi91 
englnecn 

remittance or complaint is received. 
Millions of entries and papers such 
as these are the starting point of 
virtually all of the clerical work 
that is done in business. They are 
the input of whatever system ls 
used to ship merchandise, charge 
customers, maintain stocks, sched
ule production and account for fn .. 
come and outgo. 

The remaining steps are internal 
to the system Jtself. They almoat 
Invariably include: 

One or more lookups, to secure 
additional information or to check 
information that !s shown on the 
original document. 

A few simple ealcuJations, such 
as totaling u account or extending 
sn invoice. 

Recording the transaction, often 
under not one but several captions. 

Typing final documents such as 
purchase orders, shipping papers, 
voucher ohecb, acknowled1ementa 
and hosts of similar papers. 

Summaria!ng the dab. that has 
been recorded from the constant 
flow of business papers. Moat ae• 
counting and atatlstical work be• 
longa In this oat~gory. 

U you th1n.k ot almost any clerical 
procedure you happen to be familiar 
with, you will see that it doe.s fn .. 
volve all of these steps. And. in most 
eases, sorting, lookups, posting and 
typing far outweigh the arith· 
metical work that is done. 

With the foregoing psttem of 
clerical work ill mind, we can now 
see some of the important points of 
contrast betwee.n the mathematical 
computers i)iat hne..b~ .buitt aud 

Mgp. ff.SO- !LECTkONICS 
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Cler:cal bolp in ODO oJ lllcrJlf doportmenll ol a big buloeH 
eoncom, tnteal of tbe olfko1 where cetaplat&ly autcmcnJc 

11Jec11011k: J11acJiliwa are ueeded 

the clerical ma.chines that w!ll be 
built. These contrssts bring out 
some o1 the still-unsolved problems 
in building an ide:il clerical ma
chine. 

Machines YS Computers 
Tho Input P1·oblem. One funda

mental difference between mathe
matical and clerical work can be 
stated this way; While mathemati
cians often ha\'e to perform a great 
many complex operntions on a rela
tively small amount of datn, clerks 
in business offices must perform a 
few relatively simple operations on 
a vast amount at data. 

Two implications ns to machine 
design are immediately apparent. 
Input and output capacities assume 
greatly increased impor ts.nee. Com
putatitl assumes less importance. 

To ha~dle clerica.l input econom
icnlly, we must do more than 
merely use the fastest possible key
boards. Every conceivable me:lns 
J:nust be found to eliminate the 
manual keyboard altogether, or to 
hold the required number o! key 
depress.ions at an sbsolute mini-

ELEtnO?-!!CS - Mar, 1950 

mum and so minimize manual la.bor. 
One way to reduce key strokes is 

to record manually only reference 
numbers, relying upon . the ma
chine's memories to supply all of 
the remaining data that is regu
larly ~ssociated with these refer
ence numbers. For example, the 
price and description of a product 
are usually sssocisted with a stock 
number. Similarly, the nsme and 
address of a vendbr or customer 
can usually be associsted with a 
vendor number. or customer number. 

Better than reducing manual in
put is to eliminate it altogether, by 
producing original documents in 
machine lanlluage to begin with. 
Equipment recently developed for 
the retail garment trade illustrates 
this principle. The m:uking tickets 
that are placed on garments are 
prepared by a epecisl mschine 
that perforates as well ss prints 
code numbers on t he tickets. Thus 
the garment ticket stub, which is 
removed when the Item is S-Old, can 
be automatically road by the m3-
chines th.at record and summarize 
sslee. 

Much thought is being given to 
more generally useful means of prcr 
ducing original documents so they 
can be relld &utomatically. The 
problem Js one of inttr-company 
standsrdizstion rather than o! Jind
[ng tecltnics.I solution:J to thl! prob· 
lem. There is ~ need !or more 
sts.ndard business docaments that 
ca.n be read mechanically as well 
as visually. When it costs nearly as 
much to put data in such tonn that 
a machine can use it aa it would 
cost to produce the final documents 
themselves by manual mes.ns, noth
ing ts gained by mechanisiation. 

The Output Problem. The output 
problem c~ot be solved in quite 
the same way ss the input problem. 
Our whole purpose is a big output 
of invoices, purchase orders, receiv
ing records, shipping p&pere, PIY
men t vouchers and summary re
portB. What we must do here is to 
speed up the output device itself. 

A better solution must be :found 
th3ll t~t of driving electric type
wr.it ers sutomatically. No matter 
how fast they are driven, we are 
still prlnting only one character at 

~~II ?? · ~ 1 1~~,.~?:::-~~~~~~~~~~~--...:. __ ... ____ ..;. ........ A.1.C ... C·1·~ .. 7·C·~·c ......... c.~·~·-C .. ~·c ......... 1m1 
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LOW•SP£6\ 1uaNOOM• 
ACOESS MENOFlfES 

(OF' VIRTUALLY 
UNLIMITED CAPACITY) 

"ARCHING CIRCUITS 
C TO SUGCESSl\.'£1.Y 

READ EAGN TAPE I~ 
TURN) )l·RI TtotM£flCAI. 

HIGH-$PUD RJIN~ 
llCC&:SS MEMORIES 

(TO HOLD DATA CiU~ 
RINTU' BEING WORKED 

ON) 

ANO 
COMPARING 

CIRCUITS 

M.oiGNtnO·TAPE RC• 
CORDE~ ~ND REAl)(P 
fFOR suc;H DATA AS 
LEl\IDS ITSEL' TD 
STORAGE IN N~G-

NETIC TAPESl 

PAINTER PAINTER PRINTER 

OUTPUT PRINTERS 

Jcraie eomponea1g of lhe d~Jred eJoctronlc maehine for 9eneral hugi!l~ss use 

a time. Output printers for com
merciaJ use will almost certainly 
have to be of the line·at-a-time type. 
Perhaps several lines, or whole 
documents, will be printed at a sfn .. 
gle impression. OveJ' 1,000 line.a per 
minute is considered ·a worthy goal 
by some engineers who sre working 
on output printers. 

Selecti11s Mnn.oriea. An.other batio 
contrast between most matbe
m=ttical and clerical problems is the 
contrast between. a batch of work 
and a .ftow of·work. A big statistical 
problem constitutes a bateh of work. 
Business documents, like the assem .. 
bly lines to which they are tied, con
stitute a ftow of work. 

Preparing 10,000 invoices ;may be 
comparable,· in machine time, to 
solving a single problem in mathe
matical physics. Yet, in addition to 
differences fn the volumes of input 
And output, there 1s •another 
fundamental difference between the 
two undertakings. All of the data 
for the mathematical problem can 
be assembled, in predetermined 
order, and handled as a unit. The 

__ inv~L however, must be pre· 
pared as goods are .shipped. They 

cannot be held until a convenient 
batch of work has accumulated. 
What this means from a machine
deafgn point of view is that the 
clerical machine must be able to 
take work in random order. 

A flow of work in random order 
requires the use ot selective 
memories. The problem is similar 
to that of a telephone exchange. 
Telephone calls ar& i·eceived, by the 
central exchange, in random order. 
Selectors must be ttsed to connect 
with the X>arties called. Were it not 
for their relatively low speed, tele
phone selectors could be used, 
as is, to solve many selective 
memoey problems that wiJJ be en
countered in designing machines 
for business use. The computing 
machine companies . must find a 
faster and less expensive solution. 

Electrostatic memories and 
aconatlc: delay lines· are fast enough, 
and selectivo enourh, but far too 
e.'lpensive tor all but limited use. 
Magnetic drums are a step toward 
lower-cost memories of the selec
tive type. But they too a.re rather 
e.."ICpenslve. 

Memory Ca.,acit11. The contrasts 

we have already mentioned lead to 
a fourth, important contrast be
tween mathematical computers and 
clerical machines. Thia is the dif
ference in required memory capac
ity. Low memor7 capacity has- been 
a limiting factor even in some of 
the mathematical computers that 
have been constructed. The prob
lem becomes more acute with busi
ness machines. 

Hundreds of thoosanc1s of stock· 
keeping units are not unusual in a 
business concern. A large manu
Iacturer must buy and stock a great 
number of dUl'erent parts and mate
rials. A large maJJ-order house has 
as many as 800,000 stoekkeepi11.r 
units, counting each coJor and size 

. advertised in each current co.talog 
as a sepai•ate stocklceeping unit. 
Relatively small department stores 
have from 20,000 to 80,000 stock· 
keeping units. 

When we come to the names and 
addresses of suppliers and custom ... 
ers we again run Into thousands, 
if not millions, of separate blocks 
of Information to be referred to. 
Large companies have from 5,000 
to 10,000 suppliers. Popular masa-

. zines have several miJJion sub-
·scribers, and large distributors 
have hundreds ot thousands of 
names cm their mailing lists. 

Since so many separate registers 
or addresses are required, memories 
wiJJ have to be cheap. Ten cents 
might be more or less arbitrarily 
taken as the maximum cost of any 
one register, incJudinr whatever 
circuits 01· mechanisms are neces
sary to locate and read ft. A cost of 
one cent or le.ss would be more 
nearly Ideal 

Fortunately, this severe cost 
lfmitatlon is partly otraet by an
other consideration. Density ot rel
ermce will be low. During any 
given period of time, selective 
reference wm be made to relatively 
few of the total number of memory 
units. This permits relatively slow 
i·eference speeds. Several ref erencea 
can be made simultaneously, to dtf. 
ferent sectlons of the memory. By 
making several references simul
taneously, look-ups can be kept 
ahead of computing speed. 

A look-up machine, consisting of 
banks of reference memories to
gether with -appropriate selectors, 
may very well be entirely separate 
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from the computer itself. Informa
tion may feed from several input 
machines, to a look-up machine, to 
a computer, and thence to several 
output printers. All of the machines 
would be electrically connected. It 
should not be necessary to manually 
carry· work, in any form, from one 
machine to 'the next. 

different serf es of separate manu
ally~attended operations, or manual 
prehandllng, to get work in such 
form that it c~n be. fed into the 
regular ftow ot work. When we see 
operators going from one 111achme 
to another with little groups of 
cards, or when we see large clerical 
stairs getting work ready for the 
machines, we are often wltnessh1g 

What Business Needs an application that might just as 
Elecb'onic clerical machines of well he performed manually from 

the future can have one tremendous beginning to end. 
advantage over all of their predeces- The great promise of electronic 
sors. They are inherently capable equipment Hes in its jnhere:nt abil· 
of doing a whole clerical job, from lty to overconie these three Jimita· 
begburlng to end and including any Uons. A limited manual mput may 
foreseeable variatfons, exceptions be required, when doc.uments are 
or irregularities that may arise. not In machfne language to begin 
The;y are fnherently cnpable of b~ with. But t'rom then on we.are deal· 
ing completely automatic, rather ing with electrical -pulses which 
than semiautomatic. The selective- travel over wires. We do not have 
sequence principle of electi•onie corn- to manually carry data from one 
puters, or their ability to solve operation to the next. The machines 
logical as weJI as mathematical csn operate unattended. And, since 
problems, is the key to their they csn compare· and select, they 
promiae in ibis respect. can recognize and handle irregular-

The neai·est pre-electi·onie ap- ltfe.s. Whatever ntles can be given 
proach to automatic clericlll equip- to a clerk can be given to an elec• 
ment is, of course, punched~sfd tronic machine. 
machjnes, They are widely and The heart of the fully automatic 
economically used. Yet these ex- cJericsl machine of the future will 
cellent mnchines have not com- be the seJ~ctive-sequence principle. 
pletely replaced msnual operations This principle is used in all of the 
on aJl routine clericsl jobs. and digital computers that have been 
there are good reasons why they built. These computers handle in• 
have not done so. Resistance to formation very much as a clerk 
punched-card methods does not rest does, only faater. All information 
on ungrounded conservatism or pertinent to the problem at hand ia 
blind sales resistance. Punched-card assembled, including complete in
machines can be made to perform , structions as to what to do with 
virtually any ser!es ot clerical op- each Item of information. Each 
eratfons. But. in some appllcations item ot information fs pJaced in a 
it costs ns much to do ·the job by definite location on a magnetic 
machine as it does to do it manually. d1·um, in an acoustic delay line or 

The reasons are three-fold: First, in an electrostatic memory. 
a series of separate meehanic.ol op- , Programmed · lnstr?ctio!1s then 
eratfons is nquired to p1·oduce a., telJ the machine to switch informa
single result. Cards must be ti6n from one location to another 
punched, verified, so1·ted, collated until all desired operations have 
and tabulated befo1=e even the ftrst been performed. Numbers to be 
report is forthcoming. Second few added are sWitched to an adding 
machines si·e completely auto~atic. unit and the sum is switched back 
Cards must of ten be ted in and to a given memory location. Other 
manualJy taken away. In addition, srithmetic.9.l operations are pez· 
there is n manual card-tiling prob- formed in the same manner. Most 
lem. The third and greatest handi- important of all, from a clerical 
cap of punched-card machines in point of view, is the fact that dif
some applications ls their insbility ferent items of information can be 
to handle certain irreguJa.rJtles. The compared to determine agreement 
machines are idea)Jy suited to large 01• non-agreement or to dete:rmlne 
volumes of Identical work. But the larger or smaller. Depending 
varlatfons usually require either a upon the outcdh\e of a comparison, 
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the machine can swrtch to one pre
arranged sequence· at subsequent 
~peratlons't.r·to··another. It Is ln 
this way that irregularities can be 
recognized and handled. 

All ot the cjrculta that are re
quired to do these things are well 
proven. Computer men may differ 
as to the best circuits, but we do 
have workable circuits. Better ID• 
put, less expensive random•acceas 
memories and .faster ·printers are 
needed, but we already have in 
selective ... sequence computers '11That 
is probably the most ditncult com. 
ponent of a completely automatic 
clerical lnstallation. 

'fho Job Ahead 

What remsins to 
0

be done is to 
decide . what sort of machines to 
build. What components, of what 
speeds and capacities, are· to be put 
together to. do a given clerical jo11 
with maximum economy! Before 
precisely the right machinte can be 
assemble~, $}te requirements of the 
job must be understood in detail. 
Thi~ is an Wldertaldng tor Indus~ 
trial engineers. · · 

All or most clerical work may tdf
low the ·same general patteni. But 
similarity ends when we go beyond 
generslities. No two clerical jobs 
are _Identical. Common parts and 
commcin sub-assemblies will no 
doubt be used in all eJectronic cler
ical machines, but to· do the whole 
job each machine will almost cer
tainly be modified to suit Individual 
performance specfftcatfons. 

The industrial engineering that 
remains to be done Is thus twofold. 
First, enough must be known about 
clerical work of all types to design 
the best possible common com
ponents. Second, each application . 
must be analyzed in detail before 
the machine for that apphcation is 
finally put together. 

The desirability of an ideal ma
chine for each clerics! job can. per• 
haps, be o"eemphasized. Lesa· 
than-ideal machines can be sold. 
But anyone who has experienced 
the compromises and the borderline 
decisions that often have to be 
made In using present.day oftlce 
equipment cannot help dreaming of 
a machine that is engineered for 
their particular wol"k. 

Such piachines would sell them• 
selves~ · 
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T HE PH&NOMBNON of photo. 
emission of el~trons has been 

widely used for the Jight-sensltive 
surf ace of television pickup tube9. 
This is true for the image orthicon• 
as well as for it.9 predecessors, the 
orthicon and the iconoecope. 

The related phonomeno:n of pho
toconductfvity has not been em· 
ployed in any commercially useful 
,pickup tube. However, this appliCll• 
tion of photoconductivity h.as by no 
means been ignored either In :.ne 
experimental laboratories or in the 
patent Jiteuture. In fa.ct, one of 
the earliest proposals for a televi
sion system envisioned the use o! a 
selenium photoconductive cell In 
combination wlth a mechanical 
scanning disc. Actually, the slu~ 
gfsh frequency response of the sele
ni um celJa m3de them inadequate 
!or this npplication. Photoemissive 
cells which becAme :rva\lable in the 
early part of this century were 
found to l>e much more 3uftaLle. 

During the middle 19BO's, work 
on pbotoconductive targets for tele
vision pickup tubes was curied on 
In this country9, ss well as in Eng
la.nd1 and Germany.' In these ~eri· 
_ments an electron beam similar 
to that used in the lconoscope 
scanned the photoeonductive target. 
Thia mode o! operation allowed the 
possSbilfty uf obtaining incressed 
sensitivity by means ot storage. 
Furthermore, the photoconduotor 
n~ded to respond to cbangea in 
light intensity no faster than thirty 
cycles per seoond ag compared to 
the several million per second that 

ALIGNMENT 
con .... 

' ; 
I , 

&UN C4Tl1001> 
0 VOLTS 

Mlnloluro 111levlaio11 camera e111ployin9 Lbo yJdlcon piclr&UI lllbo1, wllh atandard 
lmaqo-orlhieon ecmetfl 111 backq1ound 

The Vidicon 

is required tor nonstorsge opera
tion. 

None o! these experiments re
sulted in a useful tube able to com~ 
pete with the iconoscope available 
at that time. The principal defects 
were insensitivity, retention of im
s,gee and spurJou9 spots on the tsr-

T 
YIDEO 
SlON.O.L 

.. 

LIGHT 
rAOM 
SCENE 

get. Once agsin photoconductivity 
!or pickup tubes was set a!ide &t 
least temporarily in favor o! ph1>
toemiBBion whose processing art 
wss somewhst more advanced. 

Work done during the war on 
pbotoconductive msterfals for in
frared detectors has served to focus 
attention on the basic sdvantsgea 
which photoconduct!vity has to 
offer to teievision pickup tubes. It is 

· well known that the light senaftiv· 
!ty obtainable with photoconducttve 
cells greatly exceeds that reported 
for any photoemissive cells. Where.
as s gensltivity of 60 microainper99 
per lumen (about 0.10 electron per 
quanta) is considered ~cod 1or pho
toemission, tens of thousands of 
mlcroamperes per lumen· (many 
electrons per quanta.) are no~ un
common with some photoconduotive 
mst erial&. (An image orthicon em· 
ploying a photocathode giving 60 
microsmperes per lumen has an 
operating sensitivity comparable to 

FIC, 1-Cron-aocllonal dlaQrellll al cm oiq.orl.mentcal vldic:oa pholoconductive 
t•l nllloll p ickup lubo 
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Photoconductive Camera Tube 

Simplification of design, high sensitivity and good resolution are available in a new tube 
having a photoconductive target. Its application results in economy of equipment 

designed for unattended industrial applications as well as broadcast use 

By PAUL K. WEIMER, STANLEY V, FORGUE and ROBERT R, GOODRICH 

that of the human eye.) 
If high-sensitivity materials suit

able for pickup tube targets could 
be found, the benefits could be used 
In two ways, Perhaps least im
portant at present would be the pos
sibility of developing tu bes capable 
of operating at much lower light 
levels. An improvement of about 
10 times over that o! the present 
day image orthicon' is theoretically 
pogsfble, assuming that on the aver
age, the be.st photoemitting sur
faces are only 10 percent efficient. 

RO.d. LobQf'4t~# 
l'rl •~ccrott, N •«> J~ssv 

Second and more important, any 
sizeable increase in target sensitiv· 
ity would permit such simplifica
tion in pickup tube design a.a to 
open up entirely new fields of appli
cation. The electron image section 
and the electron multiplier, which 
have been required in the image 
orthicon for good sensitivity, may 
be entirely eliminsted. The tube is 
reduced to the bs.sic e!ements of 
gun and target. This mskes for 
economy, compactness and simplic
ity of operation. 

In addition, all the tube dimen
sions· may be scaled down, i! de
sired, because the extra target sen
sitivity is available to compensste 
for the reduct lon in target area. It 
was easily conceivable thst a .sim
ple, compact and dependable tele
vision pickup tube would find many 
applications in industry, business 
and in scientific investigations far 
w ider than that of entertajnment 
broadcasting. 

Work on photoconduc:tlve pickup 
tubes has been carried on inten-
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s.ively at RCA Laboratories durin"F: · · ity of impact of the beam may ba 
the :past several yesrs. High-sensi- either below :drst crossove1· a~ in 
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tivity mater!als:suits.ble for targets the orthicon. or above . ~rat crosa-
have been found and many experi- over ss in the iconoscope. The video 

The beam deposits sufficient elec
trons to neutralize the accumulated 
charge, and in doing so generates 
the video signal in the signal plate 
lead. It will be noted that the br
get is sensitive to light throughout 
the entire frame time permitting 
full storage of chs.rge. 

mental photoconductive tubes of signal is taken from the target by 
various sizes have been tested. The connecting the s.mplifier to the 
name "vidicon" has been coined to transparent signal plate. The w:ill 
distinguish these tubes from the screen shown in Fig. l provides a 
photoem.hsive tubes. uniform tleld in front of the target, 

T-he psrticular form of vidicon to but does not appear in the trnm-
~e described is in sn advanced stage mitted picture. · 
o! experimental development. It is 
one Inch in diameter and six inches 
Jong, and i!I particularly suited to 
industrial npplications. It appears 
likely that both larger and smaller 
forms of vidicons wm eventually 
become av3iJable for other sppllca
tions. 

The comparative sizes of the vidi· 
con and the image orthicon sre 
shown in :m accompanying photo· 
graph. A miniature television cam
era• employing the vidicon is also 
iJlustrated, 

One·lnclt Viclkon 

The cross-sectional diagram o! an 
experiments! tube given in Fig. l 
shows the rel:!.tive positions of the 
gun and the target. 

As shown in Fig, 2, the photocon
ductive material is deposited on the 
transparent conducting signal plate 
and scanned directly by the electron 
beam. A uniform magnetic field is 
used to focus the beam. The veJ~ 

Charge-Discharge Cycle 

For :purposes of explan3tion, 
assume thats low-velocity orthicon
type scanning beam is used. A fixed 
potential of about 20 volt:'l po!!ltlve, 
relative to the thermionic cnthode, 
is applied to the transpsrent i;igns.1 
plate. The beam deposits electrons 
on the scanned surface of the pho
toconductor charging it down to 
thermionic cathode potential. Al
though considerable field ill the1·eby 
developed across the opposite fnces 
o! the photoconductor, its conduc
tivity is sufficiently low that very 
little current flows ln the dn1·k. 

It a light image is focused on the 
target, its conductivity is focressed 
in the illuminated portion!I, thus 
permitting charge to flow, In these 
sreas the scanned .surface gradunlly 
becomes charged a volt or two posi
tive with respect to the cathode 
during the 1/80-second intervlll be
tween successive scans. 

.Pnolograph of picture lrctnamltted by a on!l·lnch •ldko11 

.,.,. 
l.1n1 I ?'? • t;l 1 1 ~ : <'? 

The charge-dlschlll'ge cycle is 
identical to thst of the orthicon 
with the exception that the posi
tive charginµ effe:t is t1chleved by 
photoconduction through the target 
itself, rather than by photoemiss!on 
from the scflnned surface. This 
mode of operation requires that the 
resistivity of the photoconductive 
target be sufficiently h!i:rh that its 
time constant exceeds the 1/30-sec
ond television frnme time. A dsrk 
resistivity of 1ou ohm-cm or greater 
is satisfactory. 

Many materials such as selenium, 
sulfur, a~ well as the sulfides, sele
nides and oxides are known to be 
photoconducting. Several of these 
materinls when properly processed 
have been found suitable !or pickup 
tube tllrget11. The spectral response 
is a function of the material and 
the procusing. Targets which are 
sensitive to the entire visible range 
of the spectrum have been made. 

Operating C horacrerist;cs 

Photoconductive targets free 
from the spurious spots and lai' 
which troubled the earlier workers, 
have been m~e. Sensitivities in 
excess of 1,000 microamperes per 
lumen are obtainable. Resolution fs 
limited only by the electron optics 
of the be.!lm while in the image or
thicon a fine mesh screen at the tar
get limits resolution. 

The one-inch diameter vidicon 
is capable of resolving more than 
600 lines. Under similar conditions 
the larger image orthicon will give 
about fifteen hundred linea. The 
capacity of the ts.rget mii.y be made 
sufficiently Jarge in any ai:ze target 
thst the high light signal·to-noise 
ratio of the output signs! can be 
As high ss needed. 

The signal-vs-light curve is 
linear at low lights as in an orthi· 
con, but with some flattening off 
at high light levels. ln general, the 
photoconductive targets made to 
date will not accommodate as wide 
a range o! light levels for 11. given 

Moy, 1950- ELECTRONICS 
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·Jena aperture as an.image Olthicon. 
For extremeb' bright illumination 
on the target, the picture loses con· 
trast withoui any tendency for Ull
a table charge up as in the early 
orthicon. An lma.ge orthieon under 
similar conditions would maintain 
good ~ontrast by virtue of the re-
distribution of secondary electrons 
on the picture side of the glass tar· 
get. 

Jn general, pickup tubes wltb 
photoconducilve targets are sim
pler 1n opera.ting adjustments than 
an image orthicon. The electron 
image focusing control is com• 
p1etelf eliminated, and tbe target 
·voltage adjustment ls somewhat less 
eriticaL 

The high signal level obtainable 
at the target removes the need for 
an electton multiplier whose con• 
tribution to spurioua spots and 
shading in the image orthicon has 
been a steady source of concern. 
The beam-current adjustment is ac
cordingly less critical. In short, the 
sbnpllcity of operation of the pho.
toconductive targets combined 
with their adaptability for small 
tubes has made them particularly 
suitable tor equipment designed for 
unattended industrial appUcstions. 

Sufftcient satisfactory tubes have 
been constructed in the laborataory 
to demonstrate the advantages 
listed above. However, questions of 
tube life. allowable temperature 
limits and reproducibility of re
sults wlJI require additional inten
sive development before equipment 
reliable enough for industrial uae 
can be made available. For exam
ple, conditions necessary to ensure 
targets free ot objectionable time 
lag are still Jn an experimental 
&tage. 

Se111itil'ity of the Tube 

A one-inch vidicon possessing a 
target sensltlvity of 800 p.a per 
lumen will transmit a nolse-tree 
picture with a scene brightnes1 of 
several toot-lanibe.rts uainr an 1./2 
lens. Since thia light level is less 
than ordinarily present in most Jab. 
oratories or factories, special light
ing is not required. 

It Is impossible to compare the 
relative sensitivities ol the vidi
con and the Image ortbieon with
out specifying at what light level 

EUCTAONICS-Mfl'/, 19!0 

NOU 2? 'Bl 15:39 

the comparison is being made, At 
Intermediate light levels, with a 
fe\v foot-lamberts scene brightness, 
the two tubes will transmit a pic
ture having about the same signal· 
to-noise ratio. At higher light lev· 
els, the vldlcon wlll deliver a higher 
signal-to-noise ratio than the im· 
age orthicon since its target capac
ity is hirhe:r. At lower light levels 
its signal-to-noise ratio will be in
terior to that of an image orthlcon 
with a multiplier. 

Thia follows from the tact tliat 
the noise background 'for the v1cli
con is the amplifier noise that re· 
mafns .tlxed at all light levels, while 
tor the Image orthicon St is shot 
noise in the scanning beam, which 
may be reduced somewhat for lent 
aignsl levels. With the development 
of still more sensitive targets, the 
vidicon without a multiplle.r may 
be expected to exceed the present 
image orthicon at all light levels. 

It will be noted that the elimina
tion of the electron multiplier will 
require a stronger be~m current 
at the target ot tbe vidicon than 
In the image orthicon. Assuming 
the input noise of the video ampJi .. 
fier to be 2 x 10"' microampere, a 
target current af 0.2 microampere 
is required for a ejgnal·to-noise 
ratio of 100. This current ia about 
ten times that required in the im
age orthicon. 

Some explanation as to why a 
smaller pickup tube may require 
a more sensiti\'e target for equal 
scene brightnesses is in order. 11 
the entire tube and optics] system 
are scaled down in size, keeping 
the same f number lens, the quan .. 
tlty of light in lumens intercepted· 
by the lens is reduced. The output 
signal of the tube in microamperu 
is also reduced unless the ta:riret 
sensitivity . In microamperea per 
J amen is Increased. 

On the other hand. [f the lens 
d[ameter for the small tube were 
kept the same as for the large tube, 
no Increase in brget sensitiVity 
is necessary. However, for the same 
angle of view this means a. faster 
or lower f number lens. Such lenses, 
if available at all, are Ukely to 
be less highly corrected ad more 
expensive. Thus, In ieneral, the 
smaller tube will be operated with 
smaller diameter lenses requirintr 

VIDEO aa'rAL 

no. 2-J>etail at the tarvet comlnic
liOll i.a Ilse o>rparimon1aJ ~o.ndUC: II•• comera tube 

higher -scene bri1htnesses or more 
sensitive targets. The gain In 
depth of focus accompanying the 
use of the smaller diameter lens 
may, however, be very· usefUl. Mo
tion picture 18-mm lenses have 
been found t,o be satisfactory. 

The writers wish to thank V. X. 
Zworykin and Albert Rose for their 
continued interest and advice dur
ing the course of this work. The 
construction aud testing of tubes 
has been greatly aided by the co
operation and assistance of A. D. 
Cope and P. G. Berkarl We are 
Indebted to S. M. Thomsen foi 
preparation of photoconductive 
materials. The development of min
iature oamera equipment by J.. C. 
Webb and J.M. Morgan has facili
tated the evaluation of tube per
formance. 
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RAP_W· ~c)M: . ACCESS FILE 

'Multiple requirement• ~1l.at_ in.huainna, scientllic c·0zn~~-er• aJld 
industry for hi11h cap•city, rapid, ra:ndom acceu memories.·, :· W'·· 
ia· probable that no· one method wiil 1a.tiafy all requl.remeµta ··.C.tb4.t 
many methods must be· studied; Thie study will be carried out in · 
two sections tb s.atis'fy both immediate a.nd future needs. 

An immediate applic'ation for a Rando.m Access File eX:isi_s in fhe 
Source Recording Syetem which require~ .that a metbod be chosen · 
in the near future which can be quickly developed to supply this need. 
In addition, it is necessary to study and do experimental work on 
sev·e.ral techniques to determine their long-range suitability for such 
varied needs as accounting, inventory control, production control, 
library search, table locik-up, etc. 

Magnetic methods are most promiaing for immediate application. 
Long-term study, however, will include such diverse techniques as 
electromechanical, f err.oelectric., coherer, electroplating, electro
static (both CRT and the newly developed open surface storage) and 
optical methods. 

The purpo·se of the various design·s illustrated herein is to describe 
some of the approaches which will be the subject of study under this 
proposal. 

F ebruary 6, 1953. 
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OUTPUT PROVISIONS 

Acc.••• from t:miltiplc a t&.dooa 

Ca r4.11 

TeJ c type 
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Somt general pe-r-Cormiuw:c c•tl~te• &TC: given here: foT c.on.tidc:-r<l.tio.o i1l COICLl\cctiou witb the R•pid Ac.c.c:•• 
File •}>;)lle&tiott. 

Tiit ••!loa.t ache.me• ~c pl&ccd iA OlLc ot two po••iWt: C 1) •Y•tcm • whh hc•h in conhct with lbc re:corc:l
U:i • urf.acc (2) •yat crm • whh bead• in i:u:irl.-cmutct with the rccordlni su.rlace:. Cosu:aeQna hc&A. a.re ct1a
• ldered p~ctieal up to .about 100" / •cc. of -rcb.tivc ap.ced be:r-ctn Mad .a.nd recording lt1ll'!.acc. 

(I) Coma..etiq Hu.d Systetn• 

b. R.c-ad hc...d volt.iC •pproxim.atdy ZQ mv. / ft. I •«. 

c. lbaca.r de:sity up to 200 bit• per inch A.ppc.ar• poaa iblc but ia l'eguded u ir-a.rgi.JUI. 100 bits 
pc::r i.Dc:b i • cocuidercd more p.ra.ctka.L 

b . Ra.d h.cad YQlt&3c a pproltiawt.tc:ly 5 mv. / h. /acc. 

Som.e .add.lticma.J conu::nc r.t:• :rcg~ding th.e i.nd_ividu.U s y s .tc:m.s follow: - R.ecordcd doc.lt c...'!a:n:o.els -~~ fc.a. 
riDlc cm ...U •T•t~• ClCCcpt o.o. yCJ!Ch ud ....trc:•. Rowcvcr0 with a. cloc.k chu::id prcciAC ilig:runc:n.i of bud:s 
iu a ll ca.• es &ad b ctwcai bc<ld• Uld feed pidc tu the t.ap.e .a..o.d pbtc syatem• is reqoired4 Tbe wor5t •i~

tloo would cxi..t ln the ;:i4te • y • :.ern where • akcw .. ,.le of o'Dly 1 mioutc- bc-""'cen plate a.DC!. auldc ed&c 
would i:nove the clock pulse s out o( :tc-gia tradoo with the recorded bit•. 

•fie-re a. cloc;k c~el i • not fta. t ible. •• ill thlf' c-••e of rodt &.ad wire•. • lt-clQCldng IT'.&y be cmplC1fed4 
Occ- m e.thod i• the rcco:rd!nt o! pJu.s. z.c-ro • nd mln-os ::nain-ctlu.t!on 16.ftd rcducica ibc deMity • 11f1icie:r.Uy 
to p rovide rcc~blc- z.c-ro .a.ri• Ct"CM •-ovet" • or th• pUybadt •ignal. Son:i.cw-ha.t complex. -a.vc..r&.aploa 
and pting is rcqui:r~ to gcncr.ic thC' clock plu•C' rrlln in thi• m.&.rmC'r but the ~hniquc i• 1'traia,ht
forward4 ArtothC'r u.11-cloddag method u.sc• a. Tccog-nU..ahlc hit •pa..c.lna 1.Dd al) c.ltttroaic: recognition 
circlrlt a• ack"rihcd !o·r the wire r ccordia,J .. 

'hlth d:rums . pbtc• ~ d!1te•. tlic codtbuou..s b•pectloo aod coaJic.s proc-e•• c-oouoJ. Dich i • given 
~anctle: up.c a..9 a result or the b.racprod'QCtio.A ia•olvc-d. inay not be pots!bJc4 Poorer w:ai!ormity oC 
m.a~tic co.ting• al:i.ocald. tbcr-.!orc. ba •JCP-CCl~ on these- mit"dU •• coznp.a.rcd to ta.pc a.cd -.o that dcn
• ity fig1ac or 100 bit• pu inch u.y J>e. opti.m.le tlc. 

hY..conncctioa with th1t nc-ed £or cnaain.g. it ia bcltc •ed th.at •~ rcdllC:doa in. the tm.m.bcr of ch.a.tlcd.s 
pc.r inch below Uac: c .-t:Un.tcd. Z-0 may.h..avt to be m.adt l>eun e or .m,ic.ipa.tcd ero••·c~l cr••t eUcct..a, 
p.a.rriculi...tly in .cou-coa.taet brta.d • Y• tcm...a . 

hl addition, Lor in._:xim-um Telia'b-ility C.OO'lpletcc cruve ~ re•rccord.iDg on a.ii cbd:roe digit is recor:nm:e°" 
ed to avoid eflect• from c:loc.k cb.&n:tcl m.larc-gi• tratlon. For rhe Mah .-pC'~d disc a.nd drum aye.teins 
.-pccia l !er-rite e ratt he.a.d• •?PC•r oecc••ary a iftcc thc frcqucoc:y o! the crate C'llTrcnt mu.st b.c ln the. 
r~ioc of 500 KC: 

A p<>••lblc way to reduce reaiJ~tion erro r• in c:r&.Su..re a.Dd, re-rt:cordUa3 b by uriua 8 bft SpA.Clna (or 
Wormatioa and then lea.rina: 12. vaca:nt bit spa.cc• iD ca.ell cb.u•c:ur .-pa.cc to allow for slight mlt.aligti
me:a.L Thia requlrc• eruurc o! .a com.plet..c dl&it.o( couru. 

Dc veloprr..ec.t of 04w type• oi ~i'MtiC head.a app~T• rc.asiblc. U•e of l.ad b.armon.ic. modulator ctCec:ts 
( .._. J.c•cc-lbcd. U. Dc.U P•Cc.U 2.. 6o8. 6.21) •c~• c•pcc-1..Uy p • ..nl• l•C• A=.otlacr po••l.W!ity :o-uld u .•• 

nurnc-tk ooa-11.ot•riry to detune hiah•Q o•c.ilJ.a_tor-• 4 

\ 
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CLASSlJ'ICATIOI< 0.- STCIUG£ METROOS 

• 
l. l Wl:R.£ M.ATlllX - O. OCM6" 41•-tcr 14'" loot O. CHO- 0& c:e.nkr• 

I. Z ROO A&JlAY 
I. Z. I 

I. 2.1 

~'• Loa.t lbld.il:W. R.•cor~ .. o. 070-- ...... z 2.r 100i .. ( Two &ecc••• • 
0.100- oa c••~r•» 

Stc:••a• ' Clrcvn:fe rc11lla l R.ccord-l•i .. O. IZS rq.U x 6" lon, .. (Two a cc•••e• 
o. ITS" _. c:e nt..r• J 

I. 3 TAP£S 
I. l. I T~pe Ma.trh • Te l e-compute r 

], ).2 M&ldplc Ta;,. Spool.I .. Sbort lcoatlu iadJYlAta..ally c.luc.htd o r coc..t&a\lf ~a -
Multiple Acee•• .. n a.t An•r 

1. ). } 

I. l . 4 

I. 4 DISCS 
1.4 .1 Rabioo-1 • Nocc.bcc:l -OUC.• - To.rold.al Arraqc:m.• 

ZO- 4-Ja.mcter .. Klcked to rCK.a.tc 

... . . 2 HotM.m•• Dl• c • o.o. lonelt-ud.ioal •Wt - Coati.auooalf ~I 
U• d.i.&.:ncwr - Multiple Ace.c a• 

I. S MOLTlPLE DRUMS • Cir·c-1.a.r Ana.oacrnc:ot. • a oc.ad.o.1 Ke.ad 
10 druzn• - IS" dJam.-:ur x ZS .. 109.I 

l. 1 FER.ROMACNETlC COR.ES .. (Se:.e M a trb StoraseJ 

Z.I SATWlA.8U: F"CllA0l'AGN.£TIC CO..CS 

-2.2 &-l.-£CTROCH&M.1CA.L. STORAGE - " P a•N•• ho• Wire N•r.,.. Model" a.ad • lm.11.a.T Pheao:ow.o.a 

z.) n:aaOEW:CTIUC CllTSTALS 

1. z DJ,J:L£CTP.JC ·solll' AC£ CJLU>.G£ .STOIUGE i ' 
Y..--Z. I ·Au .a..c,~ eoo.Spr-atiooa de• c:ribed. aa4c:T ma.coedc miau.od.9 

4.1 PHCSPHOll SrCllAGE'° 

4. Z J'JLMSDlP AIUlA T 

4 . l EUCCTR06TAT1CALLT CHAJlGED. XEAOX POW'DEIU:D Pl.AT&:S • OptkAl It.ad 
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WIA& MATl\IX 

Tbc propo1itd record •toraa,e c.octa.la• ZS. &oo wire•., c:&clt c.A.pa.btc ol 1torlq 200 cbr.&etcr• or OAC eomple-te 
c .u4. The wir• • uc: . 0044 Uicll. i. ....._ci.r. 2.0 l.DcM• dhcd•• 1._,.o.. wit!a-.. a • .umc4 Wt d• a.• ltr of 100 
bit.e per lie.e ar lDc.h.. Th<t 1 tora.ic dc ... tty 11 41.6oO bit.. per c-.WC loc~. ~ wire• Uc • pa..ccd 040'* on 
c c a tcr • . Th he.ad • .Jliclii 1ctc c u &la• rcqW.rc:d wi.r-c. i • poa1t1oocd "1 tn.e&.ILS tJ the plotur-pr tni:cr ~ba.ai1-m.. • 
.i_..c.M:y ..Ser 1cp.uai.c doevtl~AL 

Loeat!oo ot the wiTc reqGirc: • a maximtU'Q fiaM, of I • ccood • .a. miD.taau:n d.mc of .1 s.eccmd. wiUt .a a Ycra1• 
1ocalioo Ll~ o! le•• lh&n 1/Z •ccood. Oec.e th.e pro~ w l ,c l • lOC-•'-d• the wlre pitlG.p Ja•• a.re low1rc d by the 
prca1u.rc lo t.bc. air cylinde r . • tia.c t.bc wlre Aad ril• t tOe ti-p ot \ht- wtrc- to en1u~ in the wire d.rive ro1l1:r 1 
The wire rl1e1 p.aa t the :re~. cruc. aod wrlk hota.d1 &Del bto the .rlrc pi4c. A ccmu.ct a.cu the lOJ> ot the w l.r c 
1Wd1 1 iop1 aft.cl rcv c r •.c• U.c wire drl•• roller• bcfoTc tb c •-er c lld of tll• wire e~l'gc • Lrorn Ur.a r1CO'l'd 
1torarc bo• a.Ad the wi.re ia r-e tu..tacd to it• propel" •tor.a~ loc-a tloo. 

°"-rJ.aa l' t &dout. the wire ..,.akm l • b_mpet'ed by illAcl'~Qt J.ac:k of pO.dtlva ~ (OI' l OC..tiOQ of aay SiVeA 
<lwi.J"act•r. b U belie-Yed t!u.t a rc1la.hlc mec\• nicaJ bdrxina •7 • tc m • ou.ld M &c:c:o..t&te to a pproa.lm.at• ly 0 010-
wlt.iU l • oot •ul!i.dcot fCJ-r tbc • CoTa.rc: d.e.., i.ty c.boM..D.. 

All • l• <tricaJ 1n1:thod: of iod&Jdq &pf4:U• fea • thle : A cyclc Yid. 12 cycl• pol.at• c oet.alet.e ol a tlmlaJ ,.al•• a t du 
llr• t Cf<I• poi.at: two bl&u. cycl• poiat• • l&lat c.odri i.o.foTm;a.t'-a poU.U &ad n.o bl~ cyclit. ;o.i.At... Tb.• lod•-ai·•i 
• J • lcm. • ti.o.D b the block d.laara rn form. c~ a. ,.dcrencc O•cllla tor and a.a i.c.u1-r.a.tir:c o..twol'k wlt.ldt 
• um. up lb. o·•c.iUatoT OQtplt for tile Uroc: elapacd tHtw.-e_a t&c: tlrt t 664 tcalli c.ycle points . 1'"4 o.a.tpot of llt<il 
lot.e:1rau., rctwoTk i • cla.mpc:d a..t h .• • a hac a t lhC' unth cyclr pol.At &Del ••,.....•• to conuol lhc ti.DM ltltarn.I • oi: -. 
aencratcd clock pW• c • fo,. the foUowlnis cycle. T he •T•tc.rn Ch11• c.orrc.cta tb.c dmiar of the Cfcl• poiAt.e !or each 
eye.le by \he lndluted cla~•4 tlm• for \he prevfO<o• c;.yc:l ic. ApS>rOSh:taa tc ly correct tim.iD.a i • tnalct.dntd Dy ~ 

1ya.c.1:t.ro1MN• motor drive u.d loot.r-d.a of tbc dt'tvc • Y• tc m .. 

Bcca .aa c of~ ~ me~ a • tol'• I• • r itc rn cap&btc of • torl•1 ZOO a.l~o:tl'lLl'ica.1 c.bua.ctcr• • ppc&I'• 
a.c:c••••"Y· Tla-c focu ~La..nk cyclc polot• allow• the cue of A . G. et'a ear • • .-Mell tna.k~• lort....-a0 1 I••• crtUc &l tha.A 
tb.at r«Q\l.lt cd by pal• e e.r-a.auzc . 

Due to U.. IU&lt T01'"'2;c ca .. lty O'f • to.-« la:fonnadoo-.. cnaltiplc a ce-••• • PP'lu • !.cu.fblc br ulA& aMJUoq.l 
r e cor4 • tol'aac bolt••· .U ~1 lbc •.uoe W o.r-aatloa,. wl~ a. commoo l'C'd·ill izMu• a.ad ac,.l'a :.C rt&d: ·oa.t .......... 

RcJcrt"CCe 
0 1cill• tor 

G~tc 

F llJ> • F lop 

• 

. ' 

• 

.t ;-
I •, .. .. ........ ~ \'-. ·-. 

" -' . 
·. 

·. 

Va~S...bt. Clock~. 
) 

··~ -~ . • 
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LUKN'S LOt<OtTUDINAL Ri:CORDU<G ROD 

l.alo~tioo i • • to:red io.) tr•cb a.ad a clock t.n.c,lt •,.ec:d uoand t.btl e-irc:unfcrc:oc.e 
of a V ~- O. 010"' cU..a..m.tltr rod.. {Ori&ia&lly. 10 trac tt.. wu. to be • tore d . ,.....,. 
lDe. e:ircom!c:n:occ . W.t a llmlt o! ZO t:r-&.Clt.9/ lnc.h allow• oalf 4 . t The V •VOO'f'• pro .. 
rid.ea .a locadoa polat to all .. 'Mcrlrza ol ODc mA;(Mdc M..a4 to plclnlp .a ulecu-d 
ttulr... TT-a..Ck.• rva aloq the rod .a.t .a d~iry of 100 bita/laclri •o t&a.t .a 24: incb Tori l• 
r e qu.f.red !Gr ea.ch 1'a co•d oi "• to6J of.10 .. 000 rod• . 

Volume • toraa• d.c.01lt1i• 10. 000 bit1 /ca.blc locb 

A.cc:e •• time: l • a botat 0.5 ae:coad, ••iaa u X - Y Ulve aimila.r to a plott•r 
me-ch.a..ai 1m. Pic.lru.p o( the rod will 'be almlla.r to tM.t •~for tht wt.re 
sn.aLrlx. Doable ace••• f • po11ible by pWll•J roci• from. tl1hu c.od. o! 
di!• ll'Q.,.,.Ort i.ooe)'Comb. 

M.&ia dv&.a:LafC • ol &ld.s cwe-daod o.er dae wir• cn.a.tl'b: .a.re tht Y •ITOOTCI 

tor ~.r alia"&m$.Al &ad ibc a.-a.il.ahillry of • cloc.k .a:rult. for iad.uiaz 
~e I C01"... (al OT ma..tioo. 

t 
I 
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$<iliac 
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Stepping 
A><W 
Tr~ll.tion 

• 

ROTATlNG RO!> STORAGE 

\ 
\ 
v 

I 

~··I 

Thi• stora.ic d e.tee w-ould utili::s.e t~.n-tbou•a..Dd a.J:umitw.m rod.I 0. JZ.S" ill diunetc-r Uld &"'in lc:agtti u .d:i of 
wbic h woqld be c:a.pa.ble of •tori.cz 400 alpha.numeric cha.ra..ctcrs on it• nie:-kcl plat.e-d masrnctic aurta.cc . Any 
rod could be •clce:led by &A clec:t:ronw·c .h&Nc.a.l d.evic• c.pahlc o! lou..~ in a f-r~·ticm ol .a. scco-nd. &nJ' one 
o! ID, 000 poictt in .a. lOO x 100 rnurbt. upoa com..'"'.f'W.Ad of._ fOl.ll'-4.isit •44rc••. Tbc rod 'Vl'Ould be r~tcd 
to Cac~tc rn&CJ:iettc rca:diJ:I.& .ud rttordlca. -

ldo~tion "WOuJd b$ • ·to.re d on. JOO rlna• o:r tt-ac..k.... on a rod.. £.a.ch r-'na would co'a.t.a.ln 4 Wonm.tioo 
cha.ractcr• am oa.c coettol c~ra.ctu. A t.ota.1 o ! JS bits uc thu stored in c<l.cb ring U ., 1 cleroe-ut code 
i• used for rcprc•cn.t&ticra. Each rina: of intorm.tloo t. trcakd a• ua i..adc-p-endco! unit 2nd i:nay be r~a.d. 

r~orded or e.r••ed. dub.a one re•ol~tioc oC d:ac rod. The rotation rod i-9' tT&A91Ate:d 1 / 20 c! a.n inch to 

-r-~d. re11;.0rd or C"f'a.•e the suecccdir\t ri.ng. ~ bW!cr st0l'a111.. capable of ato~ the: coate:t1.U1 of o~ ring. 
would be rcquirff: in o:ri!e:r to utiliz• the rim• requ.i.r t d to •tt,p &he rod from ring t0 r-ia..g . 

Since e•cb Tod m.y s-co re 400 dl.a.r-a.ctcr•. it inay be thouiht o! u Z \Ulit rcco rd..s ol 200 colu:am..a ca.ell. 4 
rec:OTU ol lOD c.ol~• c<11ch or S r~ord• ol 80 collllm:IM .. a.eh. 

The foltO"Ai.ng adva..olage• UC chua.C.tc.r{•tfc il:l thj.s device: 
I . Va.rbble and a..synch70ft0-u.rc.a.d;ica speed of the i:D.formatiot) on on.e rod Uom. a •~ry • lo-w :rat.e to 

a maxim.um r.a.tc of 200 c~a.c:te-r• p•r •ec.o?Mi. C May • vpply CS.la to a typttwtitcr or a 407) 

.. 
n .c dcvk• t s eubject to chit folJ.owi::;g iimitattoc•: 

l . ru.. 

z. 



TA.PE M ETHOOS 

:i_ There uc two g-eiwr..t •upc" mctbod-s •• the Qpe aJiltt"b propo•cd by Tclcco1Dp'llling whkb is c••cQU.allJ equiY&knt 
:- 10· \hr rod or wire sya rt::ni.S. a.:od. int'tbod• ln wlllcb a more co.nvUltion.U Ape drive i-• u•ed. 

The c.onventioeal 1y1te:-_. a.re c! t'Wo typea • • lnd.ividua.lly cl·utched •pools u:id c o nri=nou tly rwmlnt eadl••• Of::lta. 
TI:c elu:cbcd •-pool•' a.pp.t:a.r robe ....-dlc d out by tblt brse ntll'ftbf:r req,uil'c-d uid short V-9&blc leaath ol u;ie CSO • 
100'') with each.. • · 

As•v.mhag Wt contioaou•ly rum:U.o,-z • cpa.r&tc Upot"• a.rt: to be a.J.cd. the pri.Dc:iplc c:onfigvr~tioi» consldu-cd a.re: 
(l) s ide by tide, (2) cylli:id.rical ~ (3) pieeon hole. For 1a1tc o! exa.m.plc. a••wne t b.a.t l>O ~pe v;iiits, each SO•• long. 
-11\ b• :r.eqo..i'rcd. Fo:t- th• tide by •ide: coallauzatlon, the m.ech.a.nic.U ••lecti'o!l will con•i • t a.f d'riving th., h•.ad ift one 
vd..t ior a t:ravd. of 2.SO"'. The nibrimnm tape vol™ will be ZSO" x. 13'" x. ll ... .Multiple •••e•• l• unlimited. 

'For the cyliochie.l coi:ifigw"a.ttoD, •electlOG -..ri.U co:o.tlet. or rout.lat• 4011 arm c.o the prcsc~ porition oat or .)600. 

The m!niCDQm volume -.ill be a..o 80'" diamcte.T cyliDder. ZS" loq. Multiple a.cce.._, i• w:ilil:nited. 

For lhe pii1on hole a.rraogcmc-r.t. • a.naming tbc u.pc ca.A run ovc:r Nlle~• •pa.1;cd l/~'-' between cc:n.tcrc, ulitctioo 
-.rill he o::i.a.dc by d.rivm, the l:iea.d a ~m1Un of 12." iA c.acb of. two axi•. A.li.ntmu?n volume ..rube IZ." JC 1 Z'" •ZS" . 
AC'c:e.s• i s limited t.o twc •t.atiOOtU. O%le a' e&eh ~. A •-.bccJ -1poh" va..rl.a.tlo-n t!L the pi.fcOl'l bolt" would provide. 
.a.cce•• by o.r:.c rot:a.tioo or a 6~· a:rm a od a ~um U&Mla.tion o[ 6•. Volum.c wo:lld be a 60°1 cll.a.m.et.cr cylinder, 
6 .. l:Ugb. Acee•• would be 1.intlud to onic eudon.. 

For a.U tap.c •Ytt~m.• add.re•• wi1hln a •Utale tape c .a.n be obtained by adj.a.cit:ttt trac:lt• of magnc-Uc. or optic:;aJ 
?'~O?'di:g. 

lOtJ 

r·Tn<k•-·lincb -
~Al•o .cqu:.a.ls 
oo. of h"a.ds .) 

RC'qWrcd T.apc 
Are.a. - a:q . .. 

A•otr. 'I.ape ... r 
•pc-cd 
inc.h/•ec. 

(l/? •cc. ) 
Max. U.pc 
le~ per hot~d 

(I .. wld<) - I 
R~ref!No. 

of upc• 

I

· • ·-1 ----- ;_.. ---+ 
... _!no_ __ .: . s.a___ 7zn I 

36 QQO___ __500 _ 25D • _ .---1.-.-~ 

I ;.._.JQQ..__ .... _ .5tl _ +--~ 501) 4 

,__10_0 __ -+ _ __ z_o ___ ~--z~s.000 __ .J. __ sao _ z,;o +---·-lJlO • 
_.!OJ) ~0- _ -t- 160 i 

soo zso. · 1 _u_ 1.' 

zo 12 soo oo. · -- • - - ;o -~ - -'-__ _.z..,o;o.._ ___ ~ 
'------'--------'----·-----' -~~SOO=~ ~ ---~ - - ----· I _ ,,.54.,_ ___ .t 

200 

PICi&ONHOL.£ SYSTEM: 

Tape: Po.ltioa 
z.,cllait b.i.na.ry coded 
d.c~ c:owrtc.r 

< 

' 

--' 

• 

. · 
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mw t UCAae11 Al(!) 0£Vt;l.QpMJ:!fT l.JJIOR-'TClllT 
9' )f.o. 0..-. A.caac:. S... l•• · C..u..to:r.ta 

t ---

(2) 

(CJllod.rl~) 

Co-D-thn1.oua 1 y a miitbla 
,Endlc•• TA.JM • OD -r.o 
Col!U:Olh Tle:dblc ~ 
Dr~ ""1¥\dual Poolky• 
Wltb 1otatl....t Mc.•• 

• . 

t 
I 

..,._ 

1 

·. 

TELECOMPUTING 
TAP.£ MATRIX 

Ill 
(Side: oy SW•) 

c ... ~1,a....w., 
6od.l• •• Tape• OD Two 
Commoo PuJJey• With 
Tru..la.tioa Ace••• 

( )) 
fPiJC«l Hole:) 

ConU-.oa.ly Ra.a.aic..1 
£M..1••• Tapf: • Orn Tic1' a 
01 Pcillieys Wida X a..ed" Y 
Tra.a.ela.tOTy Acc.••• 



IBM lt£S£Al\CH ANO Dl:Vl:l.OPl.a:NT 1.ABOltATOltY 
79 tiotre Du:ne A•C:llue, $t.a lo•c, C&Uforai& 

ltABINO'il"S NOTCHl:D DISCS 

Jacob hblnow. Natlooal Borcao o! Sc:a.nd:arct.. dc• c r tk • a notcllic:d d!K memory ta Electrlc.a.1 £na'inter· 
lq for Aoro•t. 19S2. 

Di• C• 20" lD d~tu are •r-r-a.ozitd oc a com.mo.a abfl wblclli la kat lAto a drcle •o da.l.t ihc rc•uh.iaa 
ec•el~ l • a to:roi.4 or •t._,,.cm_ • £.a.ch dlac hu a de ep v.~ ••t·'"''DC oe.uly coiu cr.aiu. Tb.c 
DOl<l.c • <t.rc •li,_.d • o tlt.&t .a r:ri;aa:oetk. he.ad •• • c mhly c:&a be rouLC-d a.bo1id the &Jd.s cl the cor.oid ud 
taro111C1' dair V·IMC<-~- A Tttord is selected by ro&atia.a ~. llu 4 •••cmbly to th<e d.e•i..rtd di • c uld. lh~ 
rouda;c th« d.l• c • o tb.a.t h ~·c• be.rwce..a lhc rccordlJls head• ol wt..k.b. the.re ~c 04 0# c.a.ci.. • idc of 
the • lot p rovidH for the cli•c•. ~ Crom dac proper ~·~• prO'rid:._• fo r track s~l.-cdon.. A.cc••• 
d..mc: t.. about 0 . S ••c.-da. 

Rccordtna dcn• ltic• o' I J trac.b/iadt and 100 bita /lDc.1' a.re uetd •o Ui.a.t SOO.ooo biu rr.a.y ~ rrcordcd 
O.l:l ca.cb 20' ' d.l1c . Provialon for Z0. 000 l'Ccord • . at a compul•oll wttll otbcz method.t c01Uidcrrd. woWd 
re-quire ao dt.cs . 

Notched dl• c • do oot provide multiple icccas, but it doc-• e e c m ( ea.•lblt: to proridc fo r p1\l.&:~d 
c.N:r.ac:tc:r • •lectJoo 'by a. method • l.m.1.1.&.r to tha.1 dir•cribed for tbir lotlfihMli.a.al dlac array. Bu!fcr 
•10raze wW oot be tlCCit•••rr fo:r ~CIT a pplica.t-too• bC'cau• e ol the btah r~ • peed a vailable. 

Adv&ntagt:• 

Co.Id.era.We 4it•c lopawai Already c.om.plc:tt-4. L.atc• t rc;ioort:e ( F ehrua.ry 4. 19SJ) 
LDdluic Ut.a.t ~ probtcma Uvc bcu Ml•ir:cl but .om.it m.a,rM:tk p.ro!:ilir::m..s 
•~m.a.la. 

U.m.l&a.ttoa. 

Si.J:nvJ.t.t..n.eOQAI ,J,..tiplc a.cc.c•• not a.vaila 'ble . 

t 
' I 

' 

-. 



C<mata.a.t 
Routio.o 

IBM RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABO!lATORY 
'9 Notre DaJDO AYCJ1ae , SU Jos•. CJli(ornil 

MAGNETIC DISC - LONGITUDINAL ARRAY 

zoo Colw:n.a 

Coa.nol t>i• c 

Aa aT"ra.y o! 50 m.aa-octlc disc• M.OU.ntitd o-a a l ocainadin.d • haft and To-Roted at • peed• up 
t-o 16 rc.,olution• per •ecoDd. b.a.• be:e:a preTIO!U.4117 dca crlbe-d le '1PropoW for Soo.:rce: 
Ruordla.a Sr•tc:m~ by A.. J. 'Critc.hl.09. (Fc:brca..ary 2. t953) 

Dl•c • &re IS'"' U. d4meter by O. 006" thkk &.ad arc: made: of &hun.imun coat-4 wiLb 
ma.g-actic olddc: or platiaa oo. ea.ch a ide ao Wt 100 surface• arc a 'f"&ilablc:. Detaltie:a 
of~O t.rac:k_a / bch a.Ad ZOO bU. / Lxh per 11.a.ea.1 U.C.b. a.llo-# aioraae: o! ZOO recoTd• of 
ZOO column.a per record cc ca.ell diac to pr0-Yidc: a total d 20, 000 record•. 

Sele:cdon of a de:aitc:d :record i • a.ccompli.ab.d 'by a 100 p09tdoo X-drive: ~on2 tbit 
lonaitudin&I azll uw:l in..e..rtion of a rn&inc:tlc h e:ad be.twc:ea. the: diac• by &A cl.ccb'o:aic 
c;ounteT-controllcd T dri•c: wl:i.ich i a po• itionitd aimvl~•ly. Acee•• tUn. of O. 2-
ac:co:da a.ppe-a.r• (c:u iblc:. Read-out of • aelc:ctcd r c e:o:rd to OuUe..r a tor.aae: l a poaalblc 

· lo O. 06 • ee.ond• . 

Buffer • tor• i• ~y be itliml~te-d by r~i one ch.a.T&cter per r.e.volodOQ. ioto aA OZ6 
prlndoa puocla. £.nu-y !rots). a b yboard may be a.c.c.ompU•hcd in the •a.me - Y· a.• 
• bown by diagram• oa. t.be- {ollowb,a: paa:c• . · 

:WvJdple acct•• a.sq either multiple X - Y drl•c• a.nd nmltiple he.wt• or 
moltiple butle r .-tol'agc from OM iae•d ia po.s• iblc. 
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a.an. ..... Ca.rrl.a1• 
SlzDi4z t:o Ty\Mwrite'I' 
s..pport 3p·tc-m 

lllM USi!AllCH ANO Otvi:LOPM£NT LA.l!ORATOR Y 
99 Not1'e Da.me Av e . • Sa~ Jo• e. CUUOJ"'Dia 

Ca..-rb1e Drh•e ( • trro) _ 

RJ:AJ> LOCATDfO M£CRANlSM - MAOKETIC DISC 
LONGJTUDIJ(.U. AJUlAT - RANDOM ACCl:$S flt.£ 

100 Clti&r.c«:u ... i bit c.odc 

100 Clila.rK'ltt-• - 7 Dir: code ( 1 d!Mtdl 1ri.tJ 

: 

·~ 
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.. ,. -~~---~· ·_ . . 
I .. ! ~ ,· .-. ~- >6" ix.?otu IMhk TT• cl> , 

~1.E-~;rEll CO!>fNO.- ~TIC : . 
_ .• DISf LOllGlT utllllµ. &llJt. T - JWalO't' ACC~ nu: ·. 

,.. -' : surao:; "-lff) 
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# • .. 

100 CM.racier • • 10 blt~«;od.e 
Cl d>•ckba .. d ) Mt • p&.:;.., 
bc-twe .. sw;oaip• ) 
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Track Select Coat:rol 

x Ad• 
zot~·c~ 

ad.TT .... J&tiac 
flio' 1t.i. yo I 

~- 100 , ...... .............. .
•• V<lh&p Di...WU -. 

t • .: 
., 

m.w: RES£ . .U.CH AMO D&VELOP~? LUOllA.Taai 
9' Nol"?• D~ A.Ye. • S...a Jo..c. <:....uto'ata 

1 .... ·. ~ ~· 
~: .. I 

' 
r~ ' ,, 

I' 
f 

.. 

Htmd:reds aiit• 
~-'-...L__J~ _ __J~M' 

T Axl• 
Z ot S CtaccldAg .&Dd Drive Sta_rt 

Tra.a• l a. ti:Ag 
(JS R.cla.y• ) 

Co ll)f t e.mca.t 
COUJUe r-

(C~tccncai ot 
DcaUect Addrc_ 

Y X:Jd_• Drl •• Sc'°9 
(B.cJ4a"1 .Locator .Pb 
&o:l Stop• O,l•c) 

R•cord 
Co=t Puhd---4<'.> 

IFHm Clock 
TrackC-~) 

" 8.cc:ord S.lectcdu 
PW•c IO &Aad a.rd 
Writ& Ci.rash• 

T AXIS DIU VE CONTROL 
MACNETIC DISC - LONOtT<IDIHAL AllllA T 

3-.!~· ~ 
l==;:n=:;::::=.-------o=-.~1h:.'hpe b.J ..._ __ 

I ~~ 

f 1' 
l 1 
l ! 

I ~ ·~ - •t -.· - > ;-. 

· 1.- ' . 

x A.XU Da..tVE cotn"aOJ,. 
··MA.CJIET1C DUC -, LONCllTlll>DfAl. AAUT 
'it.Ala>ow ACCU.S nLZ ., ,......., .. .,., 

... 

. ' 
~ - ,/ 

} 
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18M RESEARCH AND DEY&.LOPM.ENT LABORATORY 
99 Nob"e 0-...ne A•e.uuc-. S.a..n 1.o..e.. Cdlloro.La 

Pul• e-• 

Rec.o:rd 
Selected -.. 
Clo.<l< 
Colt.iia.A 
PGlae 

!"Write" 
.c C-a.te 

I 
I 

r-~~=r l·/ 
Lo ... 

Write 
Circuit• 

Col~ Selcctloa Lighl:9 

200 P a.ltion £m1ttcr 
MOWlte:d oo Oise Sb.a.ft. 
Drl•fll by R.at.c!Mt Pul• ed 
t>y 02D !U:yboud 

ENTRY lNTO MAGNETIC DISC MEMORY FROM OZ6 KEYBOAAD 

" W'l'itc;•• 
C i .re.Git 

016 
Prmd.na 

h 

"Read" 
Circ.cait 

CoJ'wld•ote G&i:e 
~~S!..pbal 

~ . 
•.a.ecord. Sel•ckd,.. _ , _ _ 
. . .PW•• . -ctec)t.Col~~~;. 

{F:ram-Y A.xi• Ori•c. C9}:ltrol) ~ .- ~ ' ., 

~E~OUT FR~llol MAGNE~ ~-~O ~~6 J>UNCH 

I 
~ 

·-

... 
£NTflT AND.µu 

• MACN.£T IC DISC•.11.ANDOJ,l ACCESS 
Ml?MOR.Y· 

-.. ::. 

' ... . . 



• --- M>l.IUA."'~""''' A41U Ut.• t.W.t'M,.t..NT J.J..lS.IJRATOl'Y 
9' Nooe Dae:.. A.-~. Sa.a Jo•• · ~ ... m 

To • A.• cord 
,_. lt.ed~Clrc.U.t. 

Pulae • 

C lock T1'adt 
!11..ay - 0.ci>MI 

C041tlter 

ClK'k "GolUllUl.ft Pt!J •e 
(0..C Puhc ld.c.b Teo Btu ) 

L •R.c-c.ord C~t"" Palae OM 
P e r 204 C olumn R.t"C:ord 
To Y AJd• Drive Con.ttol 

To Cb.u-acter 
...._ -SU.ft ltirtl•U,.... 

G •tc 

I 

/ 

/ -

too Po•ltl .. E m:li:i.e ... ... 
MOUtlt~cl oo Di• c Sh.a.ft. 
Orive..o. by lt.a.tdiet Pnl •~d 
87 026 Keyboard 

I 
I 

I 

Lou 

' 
Col-omo S.lce-~ Pnl•it 

_ T o "ll .. , . c ... r 

\ 

I\ 
I 
I 

_L._ 
I ' ..., 

I 
/ 

CLOCK CfaG11ITS - ""'C>ICTJC DISC 
LONGITUDINA1. ARRA T 
R.&Nt>OM ACC CSS T U.C 

.. 
- "' 

Pboc. Mcald · 
pllar Aa• unbtr 
Ou.tlltt. 

CONTROL DWC - MAONETJC D lSC 
LONCITUDIN.\J,. A1lkA T 
R AMDOM ACC £.SS FlJ.I: 
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• • :.t~ ~ ·.l • ~ 
";:':~ _.; -7f 

' • I . .. 

----· 
.... 

MIJl..TIPU DltOM AJUl.AT 

TM m¥ldplc drom ur-ay wwld -.c 4-ld• tia.a drwza c.c.Wqu: • ap
plkd co 10 or 20 dru.iau .t.rl'aa&ri t. a ci..r<le widti dll: clram &d..9 
pa.raUc.l tAt tlt.e cird.e axi• . Ace• •• -Olllld be by ... mA;l"oetlc 
HM roLatitd a.:d t:rmi.Lt.lc4 10 Cbc • elected tr-adt oa • •• lcci.4 d..roi:n.. 
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ABSTRACT 

A· study is made oi the applications of a Random Access Memory 
to data processing systems. A series of machines is proposed, 

•, f •• 

the simplest of which would handle problems such as. file reference· 
and the most cotnplex would be capahle of handling the complete 
range of business problems. The emphasis in the plann~g is 
toward ~D inexpensive and relatively slow machine adapted to th~ 
needs of small to moderate sized applicaiions. The results of the 
st~dy indicate that systems of this type would find wide applica
tion in almost-all phases of business.operations. Recommenda
tions for increased effort in developing an effective· Random Access 

·Memory and for continuance of this type of study are made. 
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FOR A RANDOM· ACCESS MEMORY TO GENERAL PURPOSE. 
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by 

LABOJ;lATORY STAFF 
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ABSTRACT 

A· study is made of the applications of a Random Access M:emory 
to data processing systems. A series of machines is proposed, 
the simplest o~ which woUld handle problems such as .. file 'reference 

. and the most complex would be capa.Jjle of handling the complete 
range of business probl~ms. The emphasis in the plaDJl~g· is·· 
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toward ~n inexpensive and relatively slow i:iiachine adapted to:th~ 
needs of small to moderate sized applications. The· results of the 
s:~pdy tnc;licate ibat: systems of th.is type would. find wide· applica-. 
tion in almost·all ·phases of business· operatipns. · Recommen4a- .. 
tions for inc:rea~ed effort in developing an effective· Random Acee.es ,,. 

·· M~m~ry an~ for continuance 9£ this type 'c>~ study are ma~e. . 
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TITLE: PRE~IMINARY INVESTIGATION OF APPLICATIONS FOR A RANDOM ACCES 
MEMORY TO GENERAL PURPOSE DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS 

BY: LABORATORY STAFF 

Introduction 

This paper presents the results. of a two week study by five members of the San. 
Jose Laboratory Staff to examine the potentialitie.s of a Random Access Memory 
as the basic coIJlponent of.a general purpose data processing system. A previous 
paper (1) bas described some of the possible approac·hes to the·development. of a 
Random Acc~~s Memory; another paper (2) has presentecl the app~ication of this type 
of device td..:the Source Recording Problem. Jn: this paper a Random Access Mem
ory of eerta~n characteristics is assumed-and consideration is given to the possible 

. machines which could be buiit around this component. 

'Many times in the planning it has been possible to reduce operatiQn times by ad4fng 
equipment, . o:r reduce equipment requir~meiltS by increasing operation times. The 
latter choice has been taken .whenever reasonable. in order to arrive at a series of 

. . . . . . l 

mac:b.ine s w~ch would find wide application for small to medium-sized data pro-
cessing requir.ements.· It is felt. that appropriate combinations. of the copiponents 
planned could provide .a good solution to modera~ely large data pro~es:s.ing· require
ments. F.or the very large. requi~ements, machines such as the Tape Proc.essing 
Machi_I:le are considered applicable • 

. This study has. indic~ted that a series of machines may be best suited to th~ full 
1utilization of the capabilitles of a Random Access Memory. This t;Jeries :ranges 
from a source recording or file reference machine, through macbines·capable of 
preparing accounting and statistical reports on a limited basis -· appli~able to re
quire·D,l.ents SOµlewhat J>elow.thpse where card machines are best utilized - on up 
to a General ~-pose Data Pro~essing System with ~omplete flexibUify for preparing 
any type .of acco.linting or statistical report. This ·coinplete data proc·essi11g system 

. is somewhat ·al~wer than a card system; however, it may eventually prove superior 
.with it.s r-e~uced operator requiiement$ and its greater applicability t"o business 
procedures in a~~~s where the card sys·tem offers only the tub file or t}l~ key punch. 
For the mor.e· imme.tµate future, the machines planned aroqnd a Random Acee es. 

· Memory complime~t the card syst~m. a:pd offer a new type of machine applicable to 
·business requirements where the·.versatility and speed of the card system in pre
.paring wide :varieties of reports is not required. 

2.. ·Data Proce_ssing Systems Planned About a Random Access Memory 

Z. l Random Access Memory 

(1) "Proposal foif a Random Access ·File"· A .. J. Critchlow, IBM Research and 
J?evelopment Laboratory Report, February 6, 1953 

,,,... · .(Z) 11 Proposal for A Source Recording System" A. J. Critchlow, IBM Research and 
Development Laboratory Report, February Z, 1953. 
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The Random Access Memory about which the machine planning bas proce·eded con
sists of two hundred magnetic disks ~paced along a linear shaft. These di ska ro
tate at a speed of ZO revolutions per second. With two dimensional motion of 
magnetic heads which read the disks, it is anticipated that the access time to any 
record in the file will be of the o~der of l· second. Estimat~s as to the ultimate 
storage. density indicate that a capacity of 40, 000, 000 alpbanumer.ic .characters may 
be achieved. Two characteristic S· of the disk system important to· the a:pplications · . 
considered are the multiple accessibility and the rapid: systematic scannU:ii facility 
Figure 1 summarizes these characteristic.a. · 

Assuming the information in 'the Random Access Memory to be divided i:Dto ~00, 000 
records of 100 co.lumns each, it can be seen that. this file will store practically all 
information of interest in even moderat.ely large business applications. Thus given 
a storage facility capable of holding all information of interest, given ac·~ess· to aia.y. 
re~ord in the file in one second, and given the facility of automatically reading the 
rec.Qrd once obtained -with no loss of time, o~e can proceed to consider many types 
of pro~essing machines .based on such a system. 

Z. Z The File Reference - File Maintenance Machine 

Figure 2 shows the a~dition ~f three types of components to ~he _Rand~ Access 
Memory. The keyboard-printer units, called transactors, are us~d for remote 
interrogation or entry of data to the file,_ and ~ead out from "tlie .file. The trans
action .proce·ssing unit is proyided to perform the .~cessary control of ~ormation 
.between transactors and ~andom Access Memory, and to provide ~ithmetlc and· 
control f~cility ~o operate on the data from. the keyboard.and data frolll the Random 

·.Access File. _A _tra~sa~tion recorde.r is provided to give a· printed· record of ail 
transactions. 

Tlie simplest appiic-~tion f.or this machine would be 'that of file reie·rence where it 
is necessary '~0 obtain infor:rnation from a central file" at remote stations . ." If the . 
·facility. for addition, subtraction, and limited progra:mming is .added to the trans-

. ~ction processing unit, this machine becomes. a very ·effective tool iJ;t th~ area of . 
file maintenai:ice. Thus it V?Ould be possible in say a sales application tQ process 
orders by obtaining complete commodity and.customer information o~ incommg 
documents. The arithmetic facility along with simple pr'ogramming would allow up 
to the minute balance forward operations on conunWlity files. In general this system 
would provid:e facility for a large part of the "in line" or random data processing · 
so necessary in almost all business applications. K few of the· potential applications 
are: 

Coni.modity Sales and Distribution 

Wholesale Grocery, Drug, etc. 
J?epartment Stores 
Military Supply Operations 

.·· 
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Banking Operations 

Checking, Savings, Chri~tmas Club, etc. 

Inventory Control 

Applicable to most any busi~ess 

2. 3 File Referenc;:e and File Maintenance with Card Processing 

In all businesses there is a requirement for processing of data periodically to 
produce various types of reports. Examples are: · 

Sales Analysis 
Commission Statements 
~onthly Statements 
Inventory Reports 

The IBM Card system is a valuable tool for the automatic preparation of such re
ports. Figure 3 illustrates how the card system could be utilized along with the 
machine described in the previous paragraph. A card punch is used as the trans
action recorder and the cards so produced may be processed by conventional means 
with card machines. This system offers much over the conventional card system 
in that the new machine supplies facility in the· areas where the card system is 
weakest . 

. 2. 4 Systematic Processing with a Random Access Memory 

~ While the system de~cribed in section Z. 3 will handle very effectively a wide range 
of business applications, there are some shortcomings. Among these are: 

fflll• 

Duplication of files in the Random Access Memory and the Card System 

The Card sys_tem often forces one into a more elaborate accounting system 
than is 1'.'equired. · 

The number of operators required in a ~ard system is ~xpensive 

Information is being handled in two different ways, usually resulting in 
inefficiency. 

. . 
Since all information which is required for .the periodic processing and ·report 
preparation is available in the Random Access Memory, one is immediately led to 
the consideration of a mechanism to ·process this information directly without trans
ferring the information to a medium such as cards. 

In the past few years a tremendous engineering effort has been expended toward the 
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development of General Purpose.Computing Equipme.nt. Machines-of this type have 
b~en very large. and very fast, a~d for ·~e moat part have been slanted toward solu
tion ~f mathematical problems. The 'problem• encounte.red ~ bu•iness applications 
are nothing but a ·rather simple class of mathema.tical pr~bleril. A General Purpose 
Computer th.en can handle any business problem with eae-e. ·In many caa~a the reason 
for the size of the~e ·computers has been the high ·speeds required. in· other cases 
the reasons lie more in the infancy of ~he art resulting in a lack of suitable com
ponents. It is felt that by not requiring very high speeds a11d by utiliz~ng some of 
the n·ewer components _.that ·are .·no~ ~e~oming ·available one can begin to.think in· 
terms of general purpose data processing units of a moderate size. 

Figure 4 shows a data processing unit associated with the. Randem Access Mem~ry. 
It is assumed that tJ:iia .llnit is substantially a general purpose stored program arith
metic unit·with the fac,ity for handling 2~.lphanumeric characters,_ and one ~n ·which 
time has been sacrifice·d in the interests of minimhing equipment whereve·r possible • 
.As indicated in the diagram this unit has associated with it one or more serial print
ers and an input unit. The additfon of the data pr.ocessing unit will permit the ~ame 
type of flexibility in data processing and report.prepar·ation as may be achieved with 
the card system but with a reduced operating speed. 

If a. few card machines ~re .retained, cards may be sorted in the order required for 
reports, an:d the. cards used to program the sequence of reference to Iecords in the 

· Random Access File. Without any cards sorting and collating may be done using the 
data processing unit; however this is a ra~her slow operation and would not adapt it
self too well ~~ sorting in many way~ to produce a variety of repor.ts. 

2. 5 Historical File 

. . 
In many applications it is necessary or desirable to reta~n detailed records for some 
fixed period of time. While these records· have been completely processed there is. 

· always the chance that. some new report involving this information wUl be required 
It is not feasible to consider keeping information of this type for long periods of time 
in the Random Access Memory, as it would soon use all of the available memory 
capacity. For this reason, it is considered ne.cessary to provide an optional facility 

. for the storage of this type of da:ta. Figure 5 shows t~e addition of the Historical File 
to the previous system. 

Several alternatives for the historical file are sugg6_•ted in se·ction 4. of this report. 
It should be· note~ that it is net necessary t~ always have this facility since a printed 
record. may form ~n· adeq\late historical. file. The addition of this µnit would be !or 
applications where automatiC re-entry of historical information is deemed necessary . 

.• , . z. 6 . Sofier.-Collator •. 7.. . 

·it waa pointed out in section z. 4 that t~>' produce the wide varieties of reports some
ti.mes r~qui~ed in bueinees application• it is necessar.y to sort and collate the records 
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prior to processing. ~his can be accomplished with the aid of card 
machines as an adjunct to the system, or for applications· where a small 
a.mount of sorting and collat.ing is ~equired, the data processing unit will 
suffice. ·The forD).er solution requires card files of records containuig· the 
infor--i'On on which sortin·g may be.required, ~nd the latter solution will 
be a time consuming one. 

In order to avoid the difficulties referred tQ above, it is thought desueable 
to proVide. a sorter-collator as an optional machine for this ~ystem.- Figure 
6 shows the complete system with tbe s~rter•coll~tor added. Tbis machine 
would be designed specifically for. these tasks ~d would .hence be a relatively 
small, special purpose device. · FoUl" independent accesses to the Ramdom . . 

.Access Memory are provided to allow full utilization of the ·systematic search-
ing facility provided by the di~k type of.l\amdom Access Memory. This 
!na.C.hine wo.uld provide· fo~ sol'ting .records at a rate ·of .about 80 records per 
minute independent of ~he length o! the sort control field • 

.. 
Z. 7 System Operating Speeds · 

Preli~nary estimates of the operating speeds of the syst~ms described in 
·the previous paragraphs :indicate the following: · · 

·aamdom Ac·cess to Memory 
Systematic Searc;h of Membry 
Procet&&iniS of a ~ingle R.ecord 
Sorting witb the Data Proc~ssing U~t 
Sorting with ~ Sorte~ Collator 

1 second 
20 recQ:r.ds per second 
·112 seeo:nd 
5 recor~s per mmute* 
80 records per minute• 

These operation times are based .on. assuxiiptions as to the <:Jla,racteriatica of 
. the vario~s.uirlts mentioned. 'It should be noted that should eon:ie ol theae 
· tiaes p~ove excessive in certain applications, ·it is possr~ie to iJJ:lprove most 

· ··of the=. by ~he addition of ext~a eq~~~nt. 

3. A~plicat~ons of the Planned Systems 

It is dilficult to describe the operation of th!! various p~ses of the proposed 
syateni without considerhl1 specific problems on which the machine might be 
·used. E~n with a specific problem at hand, a detailed program would be 
necessary to complt:tely i:ndi.cate the particular manner in which a probl!i'~ i8 
solved. While· it has not been possible to program.a problem In detail, two 

. · broad ap.plication~ for the planned systems are described iia this secti,on. 

3.1 The Banking P·roblem 

• This is the time for a complete sort and is independent of the length of the 
sort control field. 
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We·s~ll now indicate brie.fly how· a Ramdom Acee as Memo:ry and iis related 
equi·plhent (as described in eect~on·s 2.1 - 2. 7 above) can be applied on.pro
gressive levels to 'om.e .inl~rniation pro~el[Ssing problems. ~volved in banldn •. 

· .3. 1~1 Sayings Deposi~ Aoc~lll:'tbJ1 

The blitia.1 problem in saVin.gs ·depesit accountblg ·is ~e actpl transaction 

..... 

at the teU~r·~a. ~dow ... t;T~~~~:.~-erv:entio~ metlie)d:• ~e cua~~.mer l'hust make 
out .a.tr~sact.ion ti«;ket and ~~(it. to tbe telle.r~a· whldo~~ :"With a ·car·d ayste~~. 
the teller. sorts through a ·master tube fil~ ~d selecte the cq.tQmer•, account
card. Once :the tra.naac:tlon -is completed. the master card must be ·returlled 
agai.i·to ~ •. master tube ·fi~e •. This costly and tim~ con1~nf.Qling.hand sorting 

:/· ... 
'. 

.-.. ·:and filing wcnil~ be .. elim.tnated ~t)l the use of a R~~~cess :Memory. 
. . .. : . ·. :·• 

. ·.With a· Random Access Memort=JtePtacing th~ pr.e~e~t tubt1 file·s ·of mast~r 
. ~c;count cards'. each dep~sit or wi~drawal trau.saction coJld be completed in .. . 

a shorter period Of time. Assuming ·that it ~e• .appro~~tely cme minute ·fo~· =· ·. 

a teller to walk. over·to the mast~JI tube .file a.ad hand pull ~e custome;-'s 
... a~count car~, we see that a. Random Acc'ess Memory co~d y•·p~ed up sayings 

·deposit transactions by~ f-.ctor of about 60. T~a would m~~n ~bat· fewer 
te~lers would be needed to ba.Ddle .the daily tra~sactions, cu~J~~er.lines .in.~e 
bank. lobby would ~ reduced. the .filing .. space would be decre\aed, and there 
w0Uld be practically no .. c~c.~ .. Qf mis-fnmg cardi:a. · · ~ . . • • • .• 1-. 

. . 
With the Random A-ccess Memory, the custo~er would take hif;·transactioi;i · 
ticket and passbook to the tellerie window, the teller wo~~ kej\in the r.elevant · 
iii.formation, the custoin:er' s account would, be automatically m4~i~d to · 
correspond with ~he transaction ticket, and Ute corrected up to rate e1:cc~unt 
µiformation· would be printed out into the customer's passbook. trhis WQ"uld . . . . . \ . 
. give the customer a permanent history of his account including ~\record of every 
\ransaction. 
l 

With the addition of a Data Processing. Unit, it would be possible tj'.raut'o- . . 
·~ati~ally calculate tlie interest for each account and mod.:\fy theire~~rd:'accord-. 
ii,gly.·\ Since a record of the lowest balan~e for every 30 day period is.'_kept 
i~ the customer• s account, the data proces~ing unit co.uld be inBttru~

1 
t~d 

~nthly to go through every account, multiply the int~rest rate.iby. h~ low 
·~eriod balance and add this amount to the current balanc.e. Th~ to )interest 
paid out would also be recorded. It should be mentioned that thp ~ehine would 
keep a da~ly .record totaling all of the deposits and all of the witpdr~wals so . 
that the b.ooks could be balanced more :rapidly at the end of ea.c~ busmess .day. 

Additional ·acc;unting and statistical reports that the 1:>ank mkt.y· reql:iire would 
be produced by the data processing unit. 

3. 1. Z Checking AccoWlts 

• f 

lt is ·not di~ficult to visualize how the above mentioned :equipme~ could be 
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·applied to checking accounts. It would probably store in the memory a 
record of the mo:pthly activity of each account. This history would be kept 
up to date constantly and at the end of each 30-day period it could print 
out the custome·r'.s statement. 

3. 2 Commodity Sales and.Distribution Applications 

A gr~at many business operations may be characterized as Commodity Sales 
and _Distribution applications. This area i~cludes the complete area of middle
man distribution such as wholesale grocery and ~rug, meat packing houses 
and many others. Departm~nt stores and mai~ order houses may also be 
classified in this area. The paper processing requir.ed in these applications 
is quite large, and it is felt that the planned systems would lend themselves . 
well to increased efficiency in these operations. · 

· 3. Z. 1 Applications of the File Reference - File Maintenance Machine 

The basic File Reference - File Maintenance Machine described in section 2. 2 
would be used for: 

Entry of infor.mation from orders 

·Reference 'to Customer file for ·credit report, address infor
mation, etc. 

~efe.rence to Commodity file ~o check on availabili~y, cost, etc. 

Entry of information from order to a transaction file. This file 
would consist of records containing information necessary for 
subsequent processing. · 

Entry of information from receiving department 

In order to maintain an up to date record of commodity availability, 
information on received commodities may be entered in the com-· 
modity file u~on recei,pt. 

Maintenance of an up~to-date record of what is in stock 

The stock records would ~e kept.up to date, and it would be 
possible to print out an in~entory l~st to chec~ against the 
physical inve~tory. 

In this manner the machine is performing the fWlctions of processing orders 
as they are received and also maintaining an accurate record of co~odity · 
a~ability which may.be re'ferred to rather rapidly. A f..ither function of the 
$chine ·is the entry of all information which will be required in subsequent 
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processing to produce various reports and statements. Jn ·cases where this 
machine is to be used in conjunctioµ with a card processing system, trans

. actipn cards would be pun ched containing all information necessary for 
preparation of the required statements and ;reports. 

A list of steps which might be used in processing an order is given below: 

1. · Supervisor audits order to verify that· necessary information is present. 

Z. Operator keys customer account number, machine prints customer 
name and address for verification. In the event that only customer 
name is available· on the order, a catalog ~uch as a flexo_!ine file will 
have to be used to obtain customer acc.ount numbe.r. 

3. Following verification, ·the mac~e assembles all customer informa
tion necessary for subsequent processing in a transaction record. 

4. Ope~ator keys item.number for first commodity on the order. The 
~chine prints ·commodity description for· verification. 

5. Operato~. keys ·the item amount. The machine checks av~labiiity of 

6. 

7. 

8. 

of commodity and notifies the operator if the required quantity is 
available. It it is, the quantitY ordered will be subtracted from the 
number on hand. If it is not, operator. will be so informed and may 
s~~~titute, backorder, or perfor_in· any other a·pprop:riate operation. 

The machine places the·information concerning the item in the trans
actio~.record for .subsequent proc.eseing. 

Repeat steps 4., 5 and 6 for all items on the order. 

The transaction record may DOW be punched into a card (or cards) 
where card processi.ng is to be used, or may be entered in the 
transaction file portion of the R3=J1dom Access Memory where ·a 
data processing unit is available for preparation of reports and 
statements. 

While this series. of ~teps may be incomplete for any specific application, 
it is given to p;resent an idea as to how the machine may be utilized. 
Sufficient flexibUity would be engineered into the machine. to allow adaption 
to the requirements of any specific application. 

3. 2. Z .Applications of the .Pata Processing Unit 

There are. a wide variety. of statements and reports which must be pr~pared 
from the information associated with orders, and the other operations char
acteristic of this type of applicatioh. Among these are: 
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Invoices 
Daily Cash J curnal 
Accounts Receivable Statements 
Collection Commission Statements 
Sales Analy~is Reports 
Inventory R~ports 
Customer Analysis Reports 
General Ledger Work 

. These and other reports may be prepared using the Data Processing Unit. 
For a relatively small operation, eacli report may be prepared by scanning 
through the tr~nsaction. file, s_electing the transactions applicable to a pir -
ticular section of a particular report, processing the information ·in~the data 
processing unit, and printing out. the data required on the report form. Al
ternatively a portion of the Random Acce·ss Memory may be se~ a~~de f~r each 
report to be produced and the inforipation may be distributed to. the proper sec
tions as it is entered. This procedure would require more memory space, 
but would pernlit more rapid report preparation. 

In applications where neither of the above approaches ai-e satisfactory either 
from the point of view of requiring too much equipm~nt or too much time, 
sorting of information in. the transaction file will ha"ve to be used. This may 
be ·accompiished by punching transaction cards when the transactions ·occur, 
sor~ing the cards accoriing to the sequence required for the· report and 
us·ing the cards for selection of records from the transact.ion file. Altern_a
ti vel y the transaction fµe. ~y be sorted by the dat~ pl".ocessing ~t, or if . 
this is too ~low, the. sbrter-collator descr_ibed in section Z. 6. of this. report 
may.be· used. 

4. Technical Description of. the Planned Machine 

The purpose of thie section is to p:resent and discuss block diagrams which 
describe in somewhat more ·detail the functions of ~e various· component 
units whi~h have been previously considered. 

4. 1 R·andom· Access· Memory and Buffer Sto~age 

As indicated in Figttre · 3, a s·ingle magnetic; drum provides b~er .s~ora:ge 
between the Random Acee~~ Memory and the YaJ'.ious information processing· 
units. The manner of utiliza~io:ii of this buffer storage ·drum varies among· 
the units' but in no case need it store· more than ·a few records a~ a. time. 
It can, therefore,· be of rather modest proportions. 

4. Z Transaction Processing Unit 

This equipment, shown in block diagram in Figure 4, when connected to the 
Random Access Memory, would form the simplest anc;I least expensive useful 
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co~iguration of components. It would p'erform the functions of file reference 
and file maintenance. 

The equipment consists.of one or more Transaction Keyboard and Verifying 
Printer Assemblies used to enter references to the Random Memory and 
to display verification and file contents data, an Input-Output Exchange which 
prevents inquiry by more than one operator at a time and directs the. reply 
to the proper receptor. An Arithmetic Unit caplble of altering the contents 
of the file in accordance with data entered at the keyboards, a Transaction 
Recorder which produces either a ·printed form or punched cards, or both, 
listing the details of each transilction. 

The operator inserts at· tJ:Le keyboard the address code of the de sired file 
entry together with any additional data not contained i.i1 the file but which must. 
be entered.on the transaction record or utilized by the machine in altering 
the ·stored data. (In the stock control application, for instance, such additional 
data might consist. of the customer's order number and the quantity ordered). 
There are then two options open to the operator, (a) he may make a simple 
inquiry, in which case the contents of the file is printed. out at his station 
(perhaps with some arithmetic manipulation, for example to determine whether 
billing the order would violate the danger or reorder levels), or {b) he may 
initiate a transaction {of which there may be availabl~ sev~ral varieties) in 
which case the indicated alteration of the file is performed in addition to the 
foregoing. · 

In any case once an inquiry or a transa¢tion is initiated. by ~y keyboard, 
the Jnput-.Output Exchange prevents access to the Rand.om Access Memory 
by all other keyboard~ ~d keeps the cha~el open to the active keyboar.d until 
the oper~tion is complete.. It is vis'1Cllized that ·a transactioµ would take about 
3 se·conds, including access to the memory, perform.a:nce of necessary arith
metic and printing· out. Priority of access among the keyboards may be on 

· a "first come-first served." basis or on a; rotational basis.· 

The Arithmetic Unit·, capable of addition and subtraction only, performs the 
simple operations necessary for fil~ maintenance and can be connected to alt~r 
the program in the event of a negative· balance (as would be .required in the 
event that filling an order results in violation of the danger level or permitting· 
a Withdrawal produces an overdrawn account. 

The program and Control Unit, operating on the inst~\tctions of a plugged pro
gram provides the necessary electrical signals to control the flow of data 
between ·the other components. 

'It is visualized that the Transaction Recorder would be either a serial card 
punch or a serip.l printer or both. ·~le it' would be possible to fill the mem
.ory initially from the keyboard it is likely that many customers would already 
have the necessary Q.ata on punched cards. The card machine could thel;\ be 
used for this purpose. 

·~. 
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The details of each tran~action can be recorded internally .in chronological 
order in a section of the Random Access File reserved for this purpose. This 

. feature will be found necessary in conjunction with. the Data Processing Unit 
described in the next section. 

4. 3 Data Processin~ Unit 

The next step in the evolution of the machine is the addition. of the Data 
Processing Unit .-shown in Figure 5. This ~s essentially a general purpose 
computing facility in that it has a stored program which is alterable by the 
results of computation. High speed, however, would be sa.crificed for sim
plicity of ·equipment. 

The same magnetic drum which is used as a buffer storage for the other processin1 
units. stores the required instructions, the few records at a time withdrawn from 
the Random Access Memory for processing, and the summary results of com
putation. Inst,.-uctions (and perhaps original data) is entered initially onto the 
drum via the In~ut Unit which will probably be_ a serial card reader. 

The primary function of the Data Processing Un.it is the preparation of final 
reports and other documents. The information necessary for such reports is 
all continued in th~ section of the Random Access Memory reserved for a 
~hronological recording of transactions but the sequence must be rearranged 
in the order desired for reports. The rearrangement can be accomplished in 
several ways. In the first method "pigeon holes" by categories for each of 
the more important reports are reserve·d in a ·separate section of the Random 
Access Memory. Enough spaces must be. ·reserved·in each category.for the 
maximum number of ·entries pos.sible in that category (unless some method o~ 
systematically handling overflow is resorted to). Then periodically the Data 
Processing Machine scans the chronological t~ansaction file and routes each 
entry to its proper slots in the several records. During this process wh~tever 
documents (shipping tickets, bills of lading,· confirmation of deposits, etc.) 
necessary for each transaction are produced. · 

It is to be noted that the above procedure, while conseryative of machine time 
in some respects is wasteful of storage space in the ·Random Access ·Memory 
and should therefor.e be resorted to, if at all, only for a few reports (perhaps 

. 4 or 5) which are certain to be required each reporting period. 

Special reports and perhaps even routine reports can be handled· by sorting down 
the entries in the chronological transaction file for each report successively. 
This can be accomplished in several ways. (a) The card file of transactions 
accumulated by the Tr~saction Recorder of the Transaction Processing Q'nit 
can be arranged in proper sequence by a conventional card sorter and used to 
program the Data Processing Machine to extract records in proper sequence £i:om 
th~ internal chronological transaction file. (b) The Data Processing Machine 
itself can perform sorting and collating operations by a process of field com-
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parison in the arithmetic unit. Or. (c) if it i~ desired not to int.roduce the 
punched card and alternative (b) is deemed too wasteful of machine time, 
the separate unit d·escribed in Section 4. 4 can be employed. · 

The choice of methods of rearranging transaction for report preparation 
.obviously depends on the application, the number. of reports involved, the num
ber of transactions in the period, the ntµnber of digits in the sort, and the number 
of report categories, but, due to the general purpose na~ure of the Data Pro-

. cessing Unit, the method need not be specified in advance. 

As many printers might be provided as there ~re· levels of' detail in the desired 
reports. That is Printer No. 1 might be producing a sales ·report by State, Sales 
office, salesman, and invoice number while Printer No. Z produces a .report 
by State and office with summary dat~ for each salesman. Fifty. characters 
per second serial printers are proposed. · 

4. 4 Sorter Collator 

For those applications in which (a) sorting is required for special report, (b) 
it is de sired to divorce the system entirely from the punched ca:rd and (c) 
the Data Processing Unit is too commpletely occupied otherwise to perform 
the sorting operation, a separate electronic Sorter-Collator Unit will be pro
vided. A.block diagram of this unit is shown in Figure 6. 

Registers A, B, and C ·are sections of the Buffer Storage Drum common to 
all processing units. Initially the first two ·entri.es from the chronological 
transaction file are brought, via the Record Address Selection Unit. and the 
Switching Unit to Registers A and )3. These two entries are compared in mag~ 
nitude in the Comparison Unit on as many fi,elds an~ in any field sequence as 
is selected by the control panel of this unit. A signal from the Comparison· 
Unit indicates to the Control Unit which is the smaller ·ana this number is re
turned a.s the first entry to Space X on the Random Access Memory, and is 
also entered in Register C. 

The next entry from the chronological transaction file is then brought to the 
Register just vacated by the. smaller number above and compared with the 
contents of the other two Registers. If both A and B are larger tha~· C, the 
smaller of the two is returned as the second entry to Space X. U 4 01! B 
but not both is larger than C, the larger is returned to· Space X. U neither 

. is larger than C then the ascending sequence ·being established in Space C 
would be broken by entering either, and so the smaller is entered in Space Y 
to star.t a new sequence. 

• • & • 

!\fter the chronologic.al transaction file has been exhausted in this .manne·r, 
another pass is. made on the data now stored in Spaces X and Y. H there are 
n entries in the transaction file it will take no more than log z~ p~sses to 
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completely order the file in ascending sequence. Of course, de~cending 
sequences can be achieved as well. 

A fixed program for accomplishing the above is p~o-vided by the Program and 
Control Unit. 

4. 5 Historical File 

It is possible to. maintain summary data in the Random Access Memory 
for extended. periods for purposes of quarterly. or annual reporting, but, 
because of legal requirements ·or user policy, it may be nec.essary to re
tain data for such long periods that this solution is untenable. In .this case 
it is desirable to ~e provisions for storing such information externally 
to the machine yet in such a form that it can easily be re-entered if neces-

.. sary. The ·cards produced by the Tran.saction Recorder could be used thusly, 
but since it is a detailed ·record it might soon become unwieldly. 

It might prove feasible to solve the historica..i fil ~ problem by r~cording summary 
data on certain discs of the Rand9m Access Memory reserved for that purpose 
and physically removing these discs from the assembly at periodic intervals-
for st~rage. .Alternatively, e·quipment to preserve the summary data in 
punched cards or tape, shown in Figure 7, can be provided as an option. 
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5. Conclusions 

This study has indicated that the Random Access Memory is extremely 
usef~l as a component for data processing systems. A serie.s of machines 
may be constructed around this component which would be capable of 
handling the complete range of business problems. It might be said that 
a Random ~ccess Memory is a component which has the possibility of 
eliminating the need· for a physically independent unit record such as the 
punched card. This of course cannot extend to the area where cards are 
used as doctiments. 

This study has indicated that in addition to the random access time. one 
should be concerned with the rate at which a random access memory may 
be systematically scanned. It is ·important in the preparation of records 
and statements that. the "systematic scanning speed be in the 'region of 10 or 
more records per second. 

Several times during this study it has been noted that a Random Ace es s 
Memory as a component would make an excellent input-output unit for a 
data processing system such as the Tape. f-rocessing Machine. The remote 
entry of data to such a unit would make the tape processing ~achine much 
more adaptable to large applications such as manufacturing control, 
magazine subscriptions. and the larger applications of the business opera._ 
.tions discu~sed in Section 3 ·of this report. 

Due to the variety in size of applications encountered it has not been possi
ble to specify requirements on the size of Random Access Memory. Pro
bably the best general statement tha.t could be made is that it should be 
capable of holding all the information contained in active card files for a 
ca.rd installation. If a high speed loading facility is available with the R.andom 
Access Memory one could pr~bably interpret active as meaning active in a 
given day or week rather than active in a given month or year. 

While the use of a General Purpose Data Processing Machine has been taken 
for granted in this study. it is recognized that no such device exists for a 
reasonable cost. The utility of such a device in even the small applications 
indicates that .there is a n~ed for a low cost General Purpose Data Processing 
Unit. It would seem to be very necessary that in the near future IBM take 
steps ~o find out just how low priced a unit such as this might be. On the 
surface it looks as though a magnetic drum and about 500 tubes should be 
adequate for such a unit. ·The use of some of the newer. storage techniques 
may well reduce the tube requirements. At any rate. "it doesn't seem that 
such a unit represents any more equipment than say the 604 electronic card 
punch. 
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Finally the question of reliability should be mentioned. The machines 
discussed in thi.s paper have the c_}:iaracteristic of doing more of the data 
processing job per machine than card machines do. There is also the 
point that the machines represent a higher level oI automatic ope.ration 
than do the card machines. for these two reasons :machines of this type 
will seriously affect the operation of a business when they are inoperative 
and hence will have to be either more reliable than card machines, or 
study will have to be devoted to alternatlv.es such as automatic error 
correction or possibly. ·duplication of machines in order that a breakdown 
will not halt ·business operations. 

6. Recommendations 

The importance of the Development of an effective Random Access Memory 
can hardly be overestimated. Since this report has indicated that this 
component can be:the-basis for a very effective series of data processing 
machines it would seem that the efforts toward development of this type 
of component should be increased substantially. 

It is further· recommended that the study of the problems treated in this 
report be continued with the view of 

1. Producing designs for the machines planned in sufficient detail 
to a:llow realistic cos.t estimates to be made. 

Z. Extending the application ~tudies to other problems and to more 
detail in order to evaluate the planned sy!?tems il) terms of their 
cost, speed and effectiveness ln solving th:e problem of data 
processing in busin~ss applications. 

7. Particip~nts in the Study 

·This report is the result of a two week study at the San Jose L.aboratory .. 
Participants in this study include: 

J. · W. Haanstra 
D. W. Kean 
·M. E. Maron 
A. J. Critchlow 
T. Leary 

Mr. Haanstra had the responsibility for the study and preparation of the 
report. Mr. Kean and Mr. Haanstra concerned themselves with the 
technical aspects of machine planning. Messers Maron, Critchlow, and 
Leary did. the application studies which were of invaluable importance in 
formulating requirements for the planned machines. 
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Random Processing Machine 

JWH 4-15-53 
Stevens 

1.0 Objective - to study the possibility of 
associating a data processing 
unit with the Random Access 
Memory to provice a complete 
data processing system. 

Deadline 
Apr 27 

Stated in another way the 
objective is to provide a 
low cost machinge capable of 
the functions of the TPM. It 
is felt that it is possible 
to accomplish this by planning 
a relatively slow machine. 

2.0 Meeting 3:00 PM Wednesday April 15 

attending - Haanstra 
Kean? 
Maron 
Critchlow 

Tremelling 
Leary 

Committee for consideration 
of the machine 

Consultants on 
IBM Applications 

Tom Gardner
Text Box
This appears to be Stevens' copy of a document prepared by Haanstra on April 15 (pgs 1-16) and April 19, 1953 (pgs 17-36).  Pages 31 and 33 appear to be missing.First page transcribed by:T. Gardner  10/30/2007
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IBM Engineers at San J9se 
Perfect New Machine 

Two years of intensive work by 
some 50 men in · the Advanced 

Engineering Laboratory of Interna
tional Business Machines Corp. at San 
Jose has resulted in a starUingly new 
electronic device. 

Known simply as IBM 305, it is 
destined to make ~ignificant contribu
tions to the business world by speed
ing up bookkeep~g procedures and 
cutting costs. 

So far only engineering pilot models 
of the "random access" memory de .... 
vice have been co~tructed but t:\1.e 
day of general manufacture and use 
is approaching. 

The experin;lental unit stores 5,000,-
000 characters, and, when combined 
in multiple units for use with a single 
electronic data processing system, will 
provide a business information mem-

. ory bin of ·almost unlimited capacity: 
The new memory unit is made up 

of a stack of.magnetic discs, mounted 
on vertical shafts and slightly sep
arated one from another. Data are 
stored as magnetized spots .on the . 
discs. At the side of t:pe stack is a 
reading and writing arm which moves 
under electronic control direcUy to 
the "address" or location of the data 
desired: 

A good example of how IBM 305 
might be used is this: 

Installed in a department store, the 
device could record the inventory of 
thousands of different.' kinds of items. 
When a· sale is made it would credit 
·the sales person with a commission, 
deduct the item· .from the available. 
inventory and add one to the list of 
reorders. It would also ~barge the 
item to a customer's account and give 
the store a constant running record 
Of itS total overall inventocy.' Buyer~ 
would have an up-to-the-minute 
picture of how their merchandise is 
moving and would thus know when 
new orders shc;mld be placed. 

Cards conveying . appropriate in-· 
formation would be available for the 
sales, payroll, shipping and purchas
ing departments. 
.. Such department store bookkeeping 
is now performed by far slower and 
costlier methods. 

Rand.om access memory permits re
turn. jn prinCiple ·to the . accounting 
methods used in pusiness ·houses long 
ago when there was no necessity for 
batch-processing of records as today. 
Then, clerks on high stools adjusted 
all affeCted records each time a trans-

July, 1955 

action occurred. But the 305 borrows 
only the old p~osophy, and, using 
a multi-million character memory 
and taking instructions from a stor:ed 
program, it does its job automatically 
and at very high speed. 

The new equipment will be used 
with both punched cards and mag
netic tape-operated machines, and 
also will be the lieart of a new line 
of IBM electronic processing ma
chines. 

The IBM laboratory at San 'Jose 
was established in .1952 to augment 
a plant installation started 10 years 
previously. In the initial stages of 
the 305, a wide variety of scliemes and 
ideas were generated in engineering 
"brainstorming" ses.sic;ms. Whirling 

rods, spinning· drums, endless tapes, 
wires, bands, plates and spirals were 
all considered as possible 1'memory" 
units. 

Each idea was pursued to the point 
where its individual limitations were 
established. The in-line philosophy of 
machine accounting was developed 
with the aid qf sales, engineering and 
product planning people cooperating. 

The 305 will serve the smaller busi
·ness as well as the large national 
corporation and the military organiza
tion with vast supply operatio~ ... 
IBM expects to find· extensive use 'm 
such diverse fields .as banking,_. in~ 
surance, manufacturing, distributiOn, 
transportation,. retailing · and many 
others. 

THis rs IBM'S new magnetic disc "memory" device. Wesiey Diclin~on, associate engineer 
in IBM's development group at San Jose, points to the reading an~ writing arm that permits 
instaritaneou$ access to any one of five million characters wt.ich the machine can -store. 

Million Will Enjoy · · · 
Yosemite ·This Year 

According to the National Park 
Service 1,060,000 per~ons a:re expected 
to visit Yosemite National Park this· 
year. This will be an increase of 109 
per cent over 1940 when 507,000 en
joyed the famous California region. 

This summer an estimated 19,000,-
000 persons are expected to tour our 
national parks, which are equipped to 
handle only 9,000,000, the Park Serv
iCe has announced. 

A total of 1,568 students from 87· 
different foreign countries were en
rolled on the various campuses of the 
University of CaJifornia during the 
last semester. 

G. E. Will Double Size 
Of Palo Alto Laboratory 

A 100 per cent expansion .of the 
new General Electric microwave r.e
search laboratory on Stanford Uni
versity land has been announced only 
six- months after the laboratory was 
first opened. . 

Scientists at the laboratory are busy· · 
developing new and improved micro
wave tuoes which will make possible 
new wonders in the American home 
and in the field of communications. 

According to H. R. Oldfield, Jr., 
laboratory manager, microwave tubes 
will be used for home cooking, µistant 
·defrosting of frozen foods and visual 
telphones based on television ·.prin
ciples. Tubes now under study may 
make possible transoceanic television. 
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Slu:m Communkarion 

L. D. Seader 

A Self-Clocking System for Information Transfer 

Summary 

Thil paper describ~ :.i circuit which genc:rutes :i con1in· 
. uou5 main or clock pulses be:aring a fixed phase rela· 
don5hip to informacion pul~es. By swirching two gated 
oscillatots. the inform;ation pulses continuously correct 
the phase ~f the c:lock pubes. 

Introduction 

Jn digitul cJut.1-s1or.>gc un'1 cran:sfc:r 5ysrem~. a clock signal 
is rcquin?d in ordar to cJetcct lhe ;absence or prescn~ of 
informcaiion bit.~ The clock signed i~ merely a lr:ain of 
pvlscs of unirorm sp.acing which has a fixed phase rel~
tionship with the inforni:ttion bit~. Coincidence between 
a clock pulse <1ntl an information pulse indlc-.rc:s u ··one" 
bit whlle Mti-coinc:iJencc indicarc~ a ••t.cro" bil for the 
bh slot corresponding to that particular clock pulse. 

In ~omc synchronou.' syst~,;. suc:h as a ma~nctic-drum 
sror.a~9C s~tcm. il is pe>::.~iblc to gcnct".ate the clock signal 
so that h inherenlly muin.1ains 1he proper ph:ase relation
ship wilh respect to lhc informarion bits. In some usyn· 
chronouic systems. "uc:tl :as a nlcsgnctic:-core sroragc system. 
the phase :and frequency of the: infotmarion birs is deter· 
mined by an inc.lcpen~ently gener-cated clock signal. In 
addition. however. there :trc some systems where it is 
\.ither inconvenient or impo~:\ibJc to use an independently 
generated clock signal. These $ystem~ require that the 

. clock $ignal be derived from the information bits. The 
purpose of lhis reporr is to presenl a method of deriving· 
c;Jock pulses from information bits which has proved·to 
be both simple and reliable. The circuit is called a 
pha~ c:lock .. pul,;c generator. 

Figurct J Bloclc diagram of the circuit. 

® GATED 

OSCILLATOR 

INCOMING BINARY 

OATA <D TRtOGER 

GATED 

® OSOILLATOR 

© 

@ 

Block diagram description 

A block Jiagram of the circuit i~ shown in Fig. l and the 
idealite<J waveforms ure shown in Fig. 3. A binary cor
reetecJ triggct ill driven hy the information pulses so that 
every time a pulse ls received. rhc trigger changes st:uus. 
The lWO outputs of the trigger urc used to gate two oscil
l:nors such that one oscill:iror is on :and the other oscillator 
i~ off. An incoming lnformulion pul!iie reverse.' condition.oe 
and the o~illutor which w:.s previously on i"S turned off 
and vice versa. The uscUlators ~tre of a type which start 
with a known ph:tse so 1hut ph:isc correction is inherent 
in the swicching of the oscillators. The outpulS of the 
two o~cill<ltors arc: mixcJ in an ··or .. circuit to pro"'ide a 
continuou:t truin of clock. pul.;cs. and the overdriven 
:impliflcr serves ro square up the half-sinusoidal output 
of the '"oe··· circuir. ·rhe ourpur or 1he circuit. then. i:s " 
continuou,r truin or ~quurc clock pulses which mainl:ain 
:t tixed-phusc rehltionship with ahe informaliori puJsc5. 

Detailed circuit description 

The pha5ed clock-pur~e gcncr~dor was originuUy devcl· 
oped to overcome cerro.in clock-phasing prah!cms a$$0ci
ared with rhe IBM random-access memory. Because 
of the mcchanic-c1I tolerance$ in the access mechanism a 
proper pha~e rclation!hip bc1ween the data and a recorded 
clock track. could not be maintained over Jong periods. 

figure 2 is :.. detailed circuit di;agram of the phased 
clock-pulse generator cs:s ir i5 used in the RAMAC 305 
computer in conjuncrion with the random-access meni· 
ory. The circuits are d!$igncd for a nominal clock fre
quency of 80 kc. NRZl recording is u!'ed. 

OR 
© OVERDRIVEN © PHASED 

AMPLIFIER CLOCK PULSES 
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Figu,e 2 Circuit diagram 
of the phased dock' pulse generator. 
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Reading 

For reading information out or the memory rel3y point 
S - l is open. v l B is. rheref ore, cut off and does not a fleet 
the operation or the trigger. Jncoming data pulses are 

. invened by VI A and fed to the binary-connected trigger 
so tbac the trigger changes states with the leading edge 
of each data pulse. The trigger is a standard Ecclcs
Jordan type with capacitive-coupled triggering. Each 
plate of the trigger is d-c coupled to a gated Hartley oscil
lator. V4A and V4B provide the gating functions for the 
two oscillators while VSA and VSB provlde low-im
pedance outputs and supply energy to the tank circuits to 
sustain oscillation." The initial amplitude of oscillation 
depends upon the LI C ratio of the tank circuit and the 
cathode current of rhe gating tube (V4) just before the 
tube is cut off. The relationship L~ given by rhe equation 

fl-21~~ ' (1) 

where I is the cathode current of V4, JI is peak .. peak 
initial amplitude of oscillation. · 

The outputs of the two oscillators are mixed in a nega· 
live "or" circuit consi~c;ng of V6A :md V6B. A negative 
••or" circuit is used since the gatc:d Hartley oscillator ~rarrs 
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in :i neg;ative-going c.lircclion. The voltage level of the 
.. oft'' oscilla&ot' is such that rhe ··or" circuit clips off the 
positive h:.lf of the signal. The capacitor shunting the load 
resiscor of the .. or., circuit :llJoW$ a certain control over 
the symmetry of the clock signal by smearing the positive 
going edge of the half-sinusoid and thereby changing the 
width or the clock pulses. The hal!-sinu~idal signal is 
squared up by the overdriven amplifier consisting of 
V7Aand V7B. 

Writing 

For writing information into the memory, a continuous 
train of cloclc pulses is required. This is obtained by clos· 
ing relay point S-1. V 1 B, then, conduclS and clamps the 
trigger to the state In which V2A is conducting and V2B 
is cut off. The clamp renders the trigger immune to any 
impulses from VIA. The grid voltage of V4A is about 
-35 volts while the grid voltage of V4B is 0 voles. Under 
these conditions. the HarUey oscillator associated with 
VSA is allowed to oscillate while the oscillator associated 
with VSB is highly damped and produces no signal. Suffi
cient feedb:ick is provided in the Hartley oscillator for 
the amplitude of oscillation ro build up to the point when:: 
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Flgw·~ 4 Sliver elimination. 

V4A will conduct on the negative peaks and limit the 
buildup. The feedback is not so great, however, that :my 
appreciable di~rortion occu~ from the limbing acrion. 

Special considerations 

Figure 4 illustndcs two special con$iderations which must 
be taken into account in the design and application of the 
PCPG. Both of these considerations arise from the facr 
that individual data pulses may be out or phase with 
respect to adjacent puJses. 

In the left half of Fig. 4. ir will be noted that the 
dat~ pulse in slot 3 is lagging in phase. As a result of this. 
oscillator (S) generates an extra fraction of a cycle which 
operates the overdriven amplifier. Assuming the ideal 
waveshape shown at (3). oscillator (5) is abruptly shut 
off at the leading edge of the data pulse while oscillator 
(4) is turned on and starts down at a sinusoidal rate. 
It is seen. the ref ore, that a sliver will be generated equal 
in width to the time it takes oscillator (4) to get through 
the active region o( the overdriven amplifier. 

The solution to the sliver problem is shown in the right 
half of Fig. 4 •. By slowing down the rise time of the 
wa"e!orm at ( 3) so that oscillator ( 4) crosses the active 
region before osci1Jat0r (S) recrosses the active region 
the sliver is eliminated. In the circuit of Fig. 2, the 
rise rime of the trigger is inherently poor with respect to 
the faJl rime because of the 82 µ.pl compensating capaci
tors. 
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The? sccont.I ~peclal con~idcration is ~ccn in the wuvc
forn\ of C7J in the right h~llr of Fig. 4. h will be noteJ 
thal when a data pulse is out of phase the negative goin8 
\?dg~ of the clock pul~e hca~ no fixccJ rclutionship to the 
leading edge of the datn pulse, but the positive going edge 
~lways occurs half a bir time after she leading edge or th~ 
dar:i pulse. Any data standardizing $}'Stem using the 
PCPO must take thi$ facl into account for reliable 
operdtion. 

While the PCPG will tolerate rather large phase errors 
in individual data birs. the Jong-term data rate must be 
held quite accurately. depending upon the maximum 
nu.mber of cycles which may occur in the system between 
data pulses. The reht.tionship is given by the equation 

A/ .. n. .S 
(2) ---=-

/ N 

whc~ h./ is the: difference in frequency of oscillators 
and data, N is the maximum number of cycles between 
data pulses. 

This is a theoretical limit and a safety factor should be 
employed to take into account short-term phase errors 
and finite rise and fall times of the circuits. When prop· 
c:rly designed and applied, the PCPG has resulted in 
reliability and simplicity previously unattainable. 

R.~c~fr~d January JS, 1957 
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ME~ORANDUM TO: Mr. R 11 L. Palmer 

SUBJECT: 

REFERENCE: 

La.rge Capacity Random Access Memory St~dy 

September Z7, 1957 ~emo on Referen~e Subject 
J. W. Ha.anstra to R. L. Palmer · 

Our ·study of the Large Capacity Random Access Memory area has been. 
compl~ted from the Engineering viewpoint and· we would like to submit 
the attached report· for your consideration. Mr. L. C. Wood is conducting 
a series of four applications studies to further define the requirements in 
the.Large Capacity Memory A~ea. We plan to combine the information 
in this. repo.rt with the application study results to form· a joint .Product 
Development-Product Planning report· and recommendation for presenta
tion at the Top Priority meeting scheduled for November 14, 1957. 

We .have contacted all of the organizations listed. in the attachment to the 
reference memorandum and have summarized and interpreted as best we 
can what we have learned.· Our three directions of study- competitive 
situation, requirements, and Engineering status of devices and technology~ 
have. been investigated. In the competitive area we concluded that there is 
no significant threat at the present time, however, the pressing requirement 
for Random Access Memory in Business Data Processing will undoubtedly 
foster competition in the future. In the requirements area there was very 
little in the way of specific detailed information, however, the.re was a 
general unanimity·of opinion concerning the importance of Random Access 
Memory and the direction and p~iorities tliat should be associated with 
our future efforts in this ar.ea. 

We have reviewed the status of Large Capacity Memory Developments 
in IBM and elsewhere, and have studied the related compone~t technology 
as it exists in IBM. We have concluded that three development prograxris 
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should be implemented to assure a position of leadership for IBM in the 
I.arge Capacity Randc:>m Access Memory Area. 

Our recommendations based upon the results of this study are as follows: 

A. Product Development Programs 

B. 

1. Increase the capacity specifications of the 
Advanced File Program to 50 million characters 
and expand this program to assure release in 
the last half of 1959. 

Z. Initiate development of a tape strip bin file with a 
capacity goal of 1 billion characters. Anticipated 
release date for this product would be in 1961. 

3. Formulate a program for development of a 
1 million character 10 millisecond access time Random 
Acc~:ss Memory unit. 

Other Programs 

1. Formulate an aggressive program to explore 
the Systems Applications for Random Access 
Memory with the view of further refining the 
specifications for the above developments 
and providing a sounder IBM kD.owledge in the 
application of Random Access Memor~es than 
presently exists. 

Z. Emphasize Research in the areas necessary to 
provide a technological basis for extensions in 
performance. beyond that which can be attained in 
the programs recommend~d above. 

The attached report contains a discussion of the various aspects of the 
Large Capacity Random Access Memory Area that le·d to the above 
conclusions and recommendations, along with detailed informati~n con
cerning the recommended programs. We have included in the appendix 
written information from the departments contacted during this study 
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whenever possible. Some of this information is not yet available. It 
will be incorporated when received. 

We plan· to work closely with Mr. L. C. Wood in preparing the final 
recommendations for Division Management to be presented at the 
November 14, 1957 Top Priority meeting.. I plan to discuss this 
report with you before that time in order that we have a chance to 
incorporate your thinldng on this subject in the final recommendations. 

JWH:mf 

cc: Mr. C._ F. Earley 
Mr. W. W. Simmons 
Mr. M. · B. Smith· 
Mr. L. i:>. Stevens 
Mr .. L. C. Wood 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Within the Data Processing Division there is an increasing realization 
of the importance of Large Capacity Random Access Memories in future 
Data Processing Systems. The correspondence enclosed in Appendix 7.1 
indicates the concern that the planned effort in the Random Access 
Memory area ~ay not be sufficient to follow through fast enough on the 
initial entry of the 305-650 RAMAC into this area. AccoJ'dingly, an initial 

I . 

survey of current Research effort was made and is documented in Dr. Piore's 
report of September 12 (Appendix 7. 2). A Pro~uct De~lopment study was 
then initiated to. evaluate the readiness of Research efforts for Product 
Development ·and to recommend specific programs to develop Random 
Access Memory Units. A concurrent Product Planning survey of 
requirements will verify the need for the recommended programs 
and final recommendations will be jointly presented.· 

The purpose of this report is to explain and substantiate the recommendations 
resulting from that study, and thus form a basis for securing the recommended . 
increase in the presently planned research and development effort on 
Random Access Memories. 

The problem is to recommend development programs for Random 
Access Me~ory units in. the most important market areas timed 
within range of present technology and ahead of competition. Programs · 
for high capacity units i;-equiring more advanced development IIlU&t also 
be recommended along with fast access units to complete coverage of the 
Random Access area. Of course. rental targets ~ust be kept within 
a marketable range. 



2. 

f*'. 

SCOPE 

Jn order to formulate a recommended program for early management 
decision. a quick three pronged approach was taken. First, a review of 
the competitive situation, second, an evaluation of available devices and 
proposals, and third, a determination of application requirements and 
markets. 

Z. l 

2.2 

2.3 

Competitive Situations 

An analysis of the competitive situation was obtained from 
Business Ma.ch.ines Analysis, and is enclosed as Appendix 7. 3. 
With the possible exception of the small drum area, the~e is ~o 
evidence of a serious competitive threat. In view of th.is in
formation we have concentrated on. r.ecommending a comprehensive 
development program for all market areas. Vigorous imple
mentation of this program should minimize the risk of 
competition gaining any eub~tantial lead. 

Technology 

The various devices and propo~als in Research and Product
Developmen~ at all Laboratory locations were considered and 
discussed with the engineer's advocating them. To make valid 
comparisons between various proposal&, the important . 

. characteristics such as bit and track density have been 
evaluated on the common basis of what would have ·an· 
excellent probability of reliable operation within a ~ormal ·develop
ment t:Tc~e:.· 

Requirements 

·Rather than taking the time for a general requirements survey 
without any proposed hardware in mind, the following 
approacla was _chosen. First, a general idea of requirements 
was formed from several interviews with key people and groups 
within the Division.· Product Planning .~d Engineering Planning 
at Endicott and Poughkeepsie, Advanced Planning, Market 
Analysis, and the various Product Planning and Research groups 
in San Jose have been interviewed an4 the written· ·comments will 
be attached in.the Appendix when available.· Second, a proposal · 
to develop three basic memory units to cover the requirements is 
ma·de in this report. Third, Product Planning is to verify the 
developments chosen by checking the selected functional 
specifications vs. various industry requirements and markets. 
Their verification will be both an immediate effort to back up 
the recommended program and a longer term program to 
provide further guidance during early development. 

. . 



3. REQUIREMENTS CONSIDERATIONS 
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3.1 Cost, Capacity, and Access Time Relationships 

In order to provide a framework for stating capacity and 
access time requirements and the consequent cost of meeting them, 
Mr. Haanstra's proposal to relate these three by means of the 
square root r~lationship: 

(Rental) Cost : k Capacity 
Access Time 

was adopted as a working hypothesis. The assigned constant k 
is $1000 for disk files in the 10 to 100 million character region, 
about $500 for bin configurations in the billion character 
region at access times longer than 0. 5 second, and about 
$2000 for faster access drum or disk storage in the one
million character region. These relationships are 
illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Note that this square root appr9ximation applies only to 
choice of basic module, for example a 40 million character disk 
module would be expected to cost twice that of a 10 million 
character module of the same access time. Once the module 
size is chosen, the cost varies directly -- two 10 million 
modules obviously cost double that of a single 10 million 
module. Thua to minimize cost and achieve reasonable 
reliability. module size should be chosen as large and as 
fast as technology permits, yet the basic module should 
not be larger than the majority mark.et needs. 
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3. Z Requirement Opinions 

3. 2.1 Sales 

Mr. Jones' feeling of the Sales situation is that, although 
the billion character region is important for prestige, 
the most urgent requirements are in the 100 million 
character region and that we must find a way to increase 
the capacity of our disk.files before our competition 
finds a way to increase the access of their tape arrays. 
He is anxious for IBM to retain their leadership in the 
Random Access Memory field, and thinks that we have 
only about two years time before we are threatened with 
losing business, although even if competition were first, 
they wouldn't develop the market as fast as IBM. He 
feels that rental should vary as the square root of the 
capacity (as proposed). 

Mr •. Wesl~y feels that there is no need to go over 
100 million characters for commercial markets except 
in special industries such as insurance and military 
applications. He believes two units of 50 million characters 
would handle 90% of the business~ Since techniques in 
the large capacity region are more unlmown he would spend 
75% of the effort on the unknown concurrently with 
ZS% on the known. He stressed the need for flexibility 
and pointed out that the "furnace type" construction is the 
only practical method of achieving such modularity . 
outside of extreme miniat~rization. Perhaps his 
most important contributi<Dn was calling our attention 
to our lack of knowledge of the hows and whys of 
System Requirements - that we should know what other 
industries are thinking, that we should know the future 
growth and trends in banking, public utilities, insurance. 
because we can largely guide the future, not run along 
trying to catch up. 

3. Z. 2 Endicott 

Mr. Renner (Pr.oduct Planning) feels .. the most pre.ssing 
need is for Rando~ Access Memory capacity-fron;i ZO 
million to 100 million characters, and that not nearly as 
much business is in the 100 million to 400 million capacity 
area. He feels that customers can afford quite high prices, 
based on the 700 series sale.a and the relative inefficiency 
in scanning tape. Mr. Renner made several other very 
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valid points: (1) the need for a preliminary file 
processor unit to translate the address, access the 
file to the record, and deliver the record to the computer's 
working storage, thus making the file more self-
sufficient and inc~easing the processor's speed, ~ 

(Z) the need for modularity and flexibility to tailor 
make a system for each application, (3) the concept of 
removable cartridges of records that can combine the 
advantages of Random Access and sequential processing,. 
( 4) the limit to consolidation of records for processing 
with tape machines. 

The comments of Endicott Product Planning and 
Engineering Planning will be attached to Appendix 7. 5 
when available. 

Poughke ep.sie 

Engineering Planning at Poughkeepsie (Mr. Winger) 
had worked on the Ai~ Material Command requirement 
for 80 million characters of storage and had briefly 
considered requirements for insurance, Michigan Bell 
(1 billion at 1 second), and California Motor Vehicle 
(400 million at 0.1). Product Planning at Poughkeepsie 
(Mr. Pend~y and group) had not yet given too much 
consideration to Random Access Memories, being very 
involved in providing higher tape speeds. They were 
considering Random Access Memory Units more as memory 
extensions to work like several tape units. They considered 
tape units 'more practical for cyclic processing up to 
daily cycles .but not for cycles more frequent than daily. 
Actually the daily cyclic processing areas were felt to be 
most vulnerable. The new tape units for Stretch will 
be too fast for 700 main frames, so the 700 series has 
reached the limit of tape speeds with the 7Z9 Ill. At our 
request, both groups more carefully considered use of 
Random Access Memory units with the 700 series machines -
their comments will be attached as part of Appendix 7. 5. 

3. Z. 4 Corporate (Advanced) Planning 

Corporate Planning in their September 23, 1957 Priority 
List of Research and Development projects lists "Large 
Random Access Memories of 100 million to 10 billion characters 
in modular increments of capacity and access time" as 
being the .highest priority development needed in Long Range 
Systems Hardware in the next ten years. 



Mr. Crawford (Advanced Planning - Ossining) feels that 
our nwnber one long range need is to provide for the 
efficient mechanization of historical storage. He feels 
the future need will be more in management science 
(operation research et. al. ) than in "h.ot" data processing 
so that he thinks future systems would be centered on 
Historical Record Storage. Essentially, he feels historical 
record storage should be "open ended" the same way present 
card file cabinets are - perhaps fewer girls (access 
mechanisms) assigned to the older storage but nevertheless 
all storage should be quickly and easily accessible. 
It would be preferable to transport the reader to the 
storage media rather than transporting the media to the 
reader. 

Mr. Crawford gave us an excellent example with his study 
of Cincinnati Gas and Electric to illustrate that any 
rea.sonable approach to a random access solution must 
consider inherently cyclic transaction requirements 
separately from inherently random requirements. The 
point was (l) the reduction of apparent requirements 
by handling each type of transaction differently and 
(Z) the need for independence of access and capacity. 

He also stressed the importance of a fast access-lower 
capacity storage to bridge the gap between files and internal 
memories of processing units and thinks that fast access 
storage devices and the historical storage device-should 
form the basis of the rest of the system. He was im
pressed by our proposed cost-capacity-acc~ss formulation 
and would consider application. requirements further 
in that light. His further comments will be attached in 
Appendix 7. 5 when available. 

3. Z. 5 Market Analysis 

Mr. McManus (Market Analysis) gave us som~ feeling for 
the market situation derived from a recent survey of 
regional representatives. There seemed to be an overall 
need for (1) combined batch and in-line processing and 
(Z) for low· cost large capacity Random Access Memory Units. 
He felt half of all 705 series installation would order large 
disk units of 50 million modules on·up. · 
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Over 15% of 705 installations are for life insurance 
applications. ·Each million policies requires 300-400 
million characters storage with 1. 5 to 3o/o daily total' 
policy reference. He felt 90% of the life insurance companies 
were potential Random Access Unit customers. Another 
15% of the 705 business is in the fire and casualty field 
where units of 100 million characters would be needed. 
The General and Manufacturing Area (01) has 450/o of 
the 705 busin~ss and again he felt 50% of that area 
have need for Random Access Memories of 100 million 
to 1 billion. 

Mr. McManus has abstracted some of the remarks from 
the survey (Appendix 7. 6). In addition he will make a 
market analysis for the p~oposed Random Access Memory 
Units. His informal estimates were for 1000 units of a 
50 million module and/or 300 units of ZOO million character 
module.. Preliminary RAMAC II market estimates were 
for ZSOO to 3500 systems with memory uni_ts in the 
ZO to 50 million character region. The formal market 
analysi~ requested will be attached as in Appendix 7. 6 also. 

Requirements Summary 

3. 3. 1 100 Million Character Region 

3.3.Z 

We can conclude from the various comments that there is 
no "average situation" which Random Access Memory 
capacity and access time requirements could be specified 
for, but rather that capacity and access time requirements 
are quite independent and are scattered widely over the 
requirements "spectrum". The consensus of opinion 
is that .the largest market is for Random Access Memory 
Units in the 100 million character--0.1 second access time 
region and that availability in 1960 is desirable. 

Large Capacity Region 

There: is a definite need for larger capacify' Random 
Access Memory systems than appears feasible With . 

·disks. These requirements are generally based on present 
need without regard to future· expansion (which, as Mr. Wesley. 
points ·out, may be enormous for insurance) or to the need 
for essentially "open ended" historical storage as ad-
vocated by Mr. Crawford. Proceeding on a normal 

.. development cycle would permit delivery in·l96Z which seems 
soon enough unless competition co1pes up.'With a f:!urprise 
development much earlier.· . 
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Quick calc:ulations in the large capacity region generally 
indicate a billion character file would have to access at 
O. 1 second or faster to handle the daily transactions. 
Present technology indicates no method of achieving such 
rapid access in economic ally fe·asible units. There 
are two practical system solutions to this problem, 
however, either or both may be applicable. 

The first solution would take advantage of the fact that 
many activities follow the "Pareto" curve l such 
that 80.o/o of the transactions occur on only 20% of the records. 
H the activity were of that nature,. the smallest bu most 
active percentage of records could be stored on a faster 
access unit as dictated by the economics of the situation. 

The second solution would arrange the file records to· 
speed processing of cyclic activity such as monthly 
billing. The -apparent gross requirements in the large 
ca:Pacity memory area are generally much larger than 
the actual requirements need to be if the files can 
be arranged to process cyclic work efficiently. Most 
large capacity Random Access proposals move a mechanism 
within range of a block (e.g. a bwidle· of 10 or zo tape strips) 
of records, and each reading pass makes avai~ble a group 
(e.g. one tape strip) of records. Additional access 
mechanisms may be added for areas of the file but interfere 
with each other in the same area. Thus, access time probably 
cannot be made as "modular" as in disk files. There~ ore, 
the inherently random processing requirements need to 
be stated separately from cyclic processing requirements 
and careful consideration·needs to be given to arranging 
the records so that processing the cyclic activity takes 
advantage of the Random Access Memory Unit's natural 
record group availability per access. Of course, the 
processing unit must .have a corresponding .ability to 
accept the group~ of records in its internal or fast 
access storage. 

:Further indhridual evaluation is needed to boil the gross 
requirements down to realistic requirements; until then 
it is felt that Random Access Memory Units having a 
capacity of one billion characters at a one second reference 
cycle time probably can satisfy most known requirements 
with some systems organization ingenuity. 

1. Joseph M. Juran The Management Review 11-54 



-3. ~. 4 Proposed RequireJ;nent Coverage 

In order to "pin down" these scattered (capacity and access 
time wise) requirements we are proposing the following 
family of units chosen together to systematically cover 
the requirement range. The delivery given is based on 
devices capable of early development. The "family" 
would be system engineered to be compatible with each 
other and common processing units. · 

1. 50 Million Character Disk File 

Reference Cycle 
Rental Target 
Delivery 

0. 2 to 0. 1 
$2000 

1960 

Multiple independent accesses for 
reliability ·and for separation of input, output, and 

("ti processing. Group access ability--perhaps 500 
records per setting. Modular system capac~ty 
by adding up to 10 uni ts. 

2. One Billion Character File 

Reference Cycle 
Re.ntal Target 
Delivery 

1 second 
$1500 
1962 

Second access available for reliability (mandatory). 
Dual access to any record (if possible). 
Modu~rity of access for file areas .(optional). 
FlexibilitY· by manuaily re·movable record cartriges. 
Modular system capacity by adding up to 5 units. 
Open ended (if possible or by adaptation). 

3.. One Million Character Fast Access Storage 

Reference Cycle 
Rental Targe~ 
Delivery 

O. 02 second 
$2000 

1961. 

Note: Reference cycle refers to time required 
to get a record,. read it, and ~estore the 
changed record to ihe file exclusive of 
process time. 

Figure 3 Illustrates. coverage of these devices on 
the capacity - access chart. 
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Engineering Considerations 

Based upon the engineering techniques known today, a Large Capacity 
Random Access Memory which can be developed at a reasonable · 
price requires utilization of a relatively small iuumber of read 
(record) elements, and a· mechanical motion of the recording surface 
·and/ or the read (-record) elements to allow these ele'ments to operate 
on any part of the stored information·. With this a·pproach t~e;re are 
two basic aspects to the development of a Large Capaci,ty Random 
Access Memory: The recording or storage technique. and the · 
mechanical selection and registration. Before considering devices 
which are appropriate for handling the ~ando;m access memory 
requirements outlined· above, it will be well to consider each of 
these aspects of the random access· memory. 

4.1· Recording Techniques 

Since we are interested in large capacity. the recording 
technique utilized should be such that high recording 
densities are possible. The two techniques that have been 
considered. for this application are magnetic and photographic 
storage. Practically all of the existing or proposed devices 
to date have 'utilized magnetic recording. While there has been 
considerable work in the photographic area. at the present time, 
indications are that magnetic recording provides the best 
technique for exploitation in the immediate future. 

Further work in the p~otographic area should ~e done 
toward overco:n;iing the disadvantages· of slow recording 
and/or the development process,· and th:e eXpense and· 
complications of both the recording a~d reading opel'."ations. 
lt would appear that photographic techniques could offer 
considerably greater recording densities than magne'tic; 
howeve.r, further research and component development is . 
required before one ·could plan a product development on this . 
bat;J.is. There are many who feel that photographic recording 
will never prove comi)etitive with magn~tic recording in the 
coded storage application. Even .if this were so, co~tinued 

. work should be carried out on photographic techniques because 
of the promising possibilities in the facsimile or document 
storage areas. 



·• 4.2 

•t' 

Disk RAMAC Memory 

During the past two years advanced development activities in 
Disk RAMAC memories have progressed to the point where 

. Product Development of a RAMAC fi~e having 10 tines the 
·capacity and about 1/5 the access time in a unit about the size 
of the 350 is possible. The developments which provide this 
possibility along with improved reliability are as follows: 

1. Shielded recording head.8 providing greater 
linear and track densities. 

2. Closer spacing, improved following and 
reduced cost in a gliding head. 

3. Reduced access time by utilizing a "comb" 

4. 

(One ·heC!:d per disk) type of access mechanism.~ 

Reduced access time and improved acc.ess 
mechanism reliability utilizing hydra~.lic dri~es. 

··:-·:5. Improved storage reliability with increased 
toughness of surfaces. 

These developments, along with the knowhow in the disk area 
represented in the 350 design, indicate that the fastest and 
most effective Pro.duct Development that could be .undertaken 
to further secure our position of leadership in the Large Capacity 
Mem~ry area is with disks. The requirement in the 50-100 million 
capacity ~egion to a large extent is derived: from th~ general 
expectations within IBM that this is the next logical deve ~opment. 

Aiong. with. the capacity and access tim.e characteristics, 
the magnetic disk configuration offe.rs other features far a 
memory ~t will undoubtedly prove vital in future data processing 
systems. Among. these are:. 

1. Data Flow rates of as high as 10 million 
characters per second. This feature is important 
for data rearrangement, associative addressing, 
and batch inquiry operations. · 

2. Independent muitiple access to the stored information. 
This feature provides a means for high system 
dependability and red':1ced access time. 



4.1 cont. 

Recent developments in._magnetic recording have indicated that 
quite high densities can be achieved. As we go to these greater 
densities we require that the dimensions of the recording head 
be reduced and we get less signal in the read-back process. 
With new fabrication techniques densities of several thousand 
bits per lineal inch are possible and track densities ~f 100 per 
inch and higher can be achieved. While the signal amplitude 
received in recording at these densities are quite small, the 
important parameter of signal to noise ratio· can be kept at 
an acceptable level. These achievements allow one. to 
consider the development of devices with densities in the 
region of 100, 000 bits per square inch and above. 

The limitations in magnetic recording appear to be more 
in the registration area than they are in the area of actual . 
resolution of the magnetic rec.Ording system itself. This is 

,another factor which makes one choose magnetic rather than 
photographic recording. Since we appear to be limited by 
mechanical registration not the resolution ol the recording 
system itself., the greater resolution of photographic 
recording could not be utilized without significant improvements 
in the accuracy of positioning and registration. Meanwhile, 
with the accuracies that can be achieved the resolution of 
magnetic recording is adequate and the simplification 9f 
the recording and reading process, plus the erasibility 
feature ma~_ .it: the choice for the development of Large 
Capacity Random Access Memory devices for capacities 
up to a billion or more characters per unit. 
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It is felt that the magnetic disk configuration will provide 
coverage of the Large Capacity Memory Area of from 10 to ZOO 
million character capacities and 1/2 to l/ZO second access 
time. The high performance end of this area will be covered 
by the 50 million character file and the remainder by the 
350 and 350 improvements. 

Design Considerations in the Billion Character Region 

Since we have assumed magnetic recording as the basic storage 
phenomena in the billion character region, the choice of a memory 
device becomes one of selecting a geometry that allows maximum 
surface area iD a volume. The arrangement of this surface area 
must of course be in a fashion that allows relatively rapid access 
to any portion of that surface with a precision sufficient to 
assure accurate reading at the densities used. 

Vir~lly all of the proposals that have been made for devices in 
this capacity region suggest an arrangement of thin(. 005 11 - • 020") 
surfaces packed together in a volume. Access to the information 
is accomplished by withdrawing the element from the volume where 
it is stored passing it by the read/write. element, and returning it 
to the storage location. 

Assuming that in the immediate future storage densities of 100, 000 
bits per.square inch are attainable (50-100 tracks/inch, 1000-ZOOO 
bits /inch). then one billion characters will require a surface 
area of approximately 100, 000 square inches. This is about 
700 square feet, or a square area Z6 feet on a side. The 
geometry problem then is to cut this area up and pack it into a 
volume in a fashion that will meet~~ acceJJa .. time and accuracy 
requirements. 

The accuracy or registration requirements appear to be the 
most difficult to meet, and the ref ore the most. reasonable approach 
would appear to ·be to cut this surface into thin strips and record 
the information with tracks running along the strips. In this 
fashion the accuracy in the along track dimension is handled by 
electronic timing circuits, and the cross track accuracy 
pro'f?lem is brought within practical limits by reducing the probl~m 
to strip selection and maintaining the required accuracies by· 
registering the strip during reading or writing accurately to the 
magnetic head or to· a point to which the head· is accurately 
registered. 



The above arguments bring one to a family of possible designs of 
which the SCRAM, the Telecomputing MAAS, Potter RAM, and 
the Electrodata Datafile are members. Before following this 
approach further it will be well to pause and consider devices that 
are not in this class with the view of understanding their design 
principles. 

4. 3. 1 Non Strip Systems 

CRAM 

The CRAM (Condensed Random Access Memory) is an 
approach to large cap~city random access. memory that has 
been proposed in the Endicott Product Development 
La~oratory. A plate model of this device has been built 
and the mechanical principles tested. The device consists 
of a matrix of wires that are selected by a dual hole 
masking technique and the wires are driven from the 
storage location into feed rolls by an air jet. The 
magnetic recording is single track along the wire. 

The wires can be arranged in the matrix at a density of 
about 1000 per square inch. For the same dimension tapes 
can be arranged at about 100 tapes per inch with say 
50 tracks per inch of .tape width. The re is another 
f~ctor of 2. increase for tape in recording on both sides. 
This gives a factor of 10 in density in favor of the tape 
strip. Magnetic recording principles would indicate that 
linear densities on wire and tape would differ by a 
factor of 5-10 in favor of the tape. These factors taken 
together give .an advantage in volumetri·c efficiency to 
the tape strip approach of 50 to 100. In the very large 
capacity region it is felt that this difference is quite 
significant and, therefore, the wire matrix approach is 
not considered further in the .very large capacity memory 
region. 

The greatest advantage of the wire matrix approach lies 
in the fact that the accuracy problem is re~uced to that of 
wire selection and this prlnciple has been demonstrated. 
This factor must be remembered, and in the 
event that accuracy requirements in the tape· strip area 
prove impossible to meet, the wire matrix may yet prove 
to be the best approach in spite of the relatively poor 
volumetric efficiency. 



Other 11 Plcite Like" Systems 

From time to time there have been large capacity random 
access memory proposals utilizing a series of sheet~ 
or plates. The basic problem with proposals of this 
type is that very difficult accuracy problems must be 
solved to effectively utilize the potential magnetic densities. 
Usually the result is that the densities are severely compromised 
to ease the accuracy problem. This approach is acceptable 
when moderate capacity objectives are set and other 
·characteristics ·of the design are important. (A familiar 
example in Uiis category is the disk array.) For the billion 
character region compromis·es in maximum effective 
storage density cannot be tolerated and, therefore, the 
choice must be one which will allow maximum storage 
density in an arrangement where the accuracy problems 
can be handled." This choice essentially rules out the 
"Plate Like" systems and again the choice is in the 
tape strip area. 

One further consideration in "Plate Like" structures ·is that 
the volumetric efficiency tends to be compromised in that 
the surfaces will be chosen to have a substantial 
thickness to simplify handling ·and to have some built in 
rigidity and hence accuracy reference to work from. In 
the tape strip area we can work with thicknesses in the 
O. 00511 region. In the plate like structures we would 
tend to work with thibknesses in the 0. 05" region, and 
hence we find a factor of 10 los_s in volumetric efficiency. 
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At\ . 

Tape Strip Systems 

The tape strip type of configuration offers the maximum 
volumetric efficiency for Random Access Memories 
in the billion character region. Considerable work 
has been done in this area upon ·strip selection. 
techniques. Means for maintaining the required 
registration have not been extensively tested, . 
however, for reasonable tape widths (2 11 and below) 
this problem should be ·capable of solution in a 
reasonable time. 

The specification of the exact configuration of a 
tape s~rip system will not be made here, but some 
of the considerations re la ting to this choice will 
be discussed. 

The choice of tape width to a large extent is determined 
by the registration problem. Considering the accu.racy 
required, and the means that woµld be used for guiding 
the tape, a width in the 111 region would appear to b~ 
the most reasonable choice. It should be noted that 
much of the technique for tape guiding that has been 
developed for tape units can be C:'PPlied to the deslgn 
of a tape strip random access memory system. · 

Given the choice of tape width, the remaining design 
decision required to pretty well specify the tape 
strip configuration is the length of tape and 
number of tapes in the system. In making this . 
decision we are balancing access time against 
complexity of strip selection (assuming the capacity 
goal is specified). In general the access time re
quirement would appear to be the most important, 
and a design which stresses minimum access time 
would tend to specify-relatively short lengths. A 
further advantage to a design with short tapes is 
that it would force the development program to face 
a more difficult strip selection problem and once this 
problem was sol,;ed, higher capacities could be 
achieved with relatively little ·development effort 
by lengthening the strips. The choice of short 
strips also leads one to a nice physical size where 



one could package the tapes in capsules that 
are changeable by the customer. This factor would. 
extend the utility of the memory device in that the 
capacity may be greatly extended by manual capsule 
interchange. 

Our review of the existing and proposed large 
capacity random access memory devices·bas shown 
many devices that fall into the tape strip cat~gory. 
While some excellent work has been done in this 
area, none of the devices are developed to the 
point where they could be immediately engineered 
into a product, nor do any of the devices appear to 
combine all of the features that might be chosen 
for a product in the billion character region. 
Comments on each of the ~evices proposed are 
given below. 

SCRAM (Strip Circular Random Access Memory) 

SCRAM is a tape strip _random access memory in 
an exploratory development stage in IBM ~esearch 
at Ossining. A detailed report on this device was 
included in Dr. E. R. Piore 's report on Large 
Capacity Random Access Memories to Mr~ L. H. 
La.Motte of September lZ, 1957. 

This program has been in existence about one year 
with two or three people assigned. Plans are to 
expand this program to about six people by the end . 

. of 1957 and to about ten by ~e end of 1958. The 
schedule for this program calls for completion of 
an experimental model by the end of 1958. 

It is felt that many of the tape selection and handling 
techniques. developed in this program would be 
applicable to the development of a ·Large Capacity 
Random Access Me~~ry in the billion character 
region. The aspects of the design which appear 
objectionable from a product viewpoint are the 
oversize configuration and the proposed means for 
attaching the recording surface to the strips. 



In the matter of configuration the circular array 
occupies approximately a ten foot diameter circle 
and is only about two feet in height. While there 
tna y be certain technical advantages to th~ proposed 
configuration, it is felt that they do not justify the 
unwieldy ·physical configuration. From a product 
viewpoint it is felt that a rectangular bin array would 
accomplish the same objectives in a physical 
configuration that is much more appropriate 
for office use. A further and very serious. problem 
with the large circular. configuration lies in the diffi
cult accessability of the access mechanism. 
Maintenance problems with the configuration as 
proposed would be exceedingly difficult. 

A further drawback of the circular co.nfiguration 
as proposed lies in the need for fairly long 
unused portions at each end of the tape. This factor 
forces the design to longer tape lengths in order to 
write off this wasted tape length over a large amount 
of information on each tape. 

The present thinking on the SCRAM design is to 
attach standard magnetic ta?,? to a steel strip. 
This has been selected as an expedient to 
utilize tape techniques in order to demonstrate 
the other principles of the 4evice. It would seem 
that in a product design one would not use this tech
nique, but would rather directly coat the steel or 
perhaps better yet, utilize the direct steel 
oxidation as developed in San Jose Research for 
the recording surface. Such an approach would 
simplify manufacture of the strips and provide 
the mor~ rugged surface required in a random access 
memory. 



Potter RAM 

This device has been proposed in many configurations 
by the Potter fustrument Company. The develop
ment has only been carried to an early experimental 
stage and bas been offered for sale to computer 
manufacturers, including IBM. IBM evaluation 
has indicated' that there was not sufficient content 
to the development to warrent any purcha·se. It 
has been reporte.d that Sperry Rand has purchased 
a device but there has been no indication of intent 
to use it in a pr.oduct. 

Electrodata Data File 

This Wlit is announced and deliveries have been 
made. The present device is very slow (average 15 
seconds access) and has a capacity of ZO million 
characters. This device has very long tapes 
(ZSO feet) and is a direct adaptation of the tape 
unit approach. While the tape densities and 
speeds can be expected to increase, it does not 
seem that this general approach could be adapted 
to the billion character capacity, one second 
access time region. 

IBM Air File 

This was an exploratory development in Poughkeepsie 
that demonstrated a simple means for driving a 
tape loop at high speeds. The volumetric efficiency 
of such an approach would be very low and the 
device does not appear feasible for storage in the 
billion character region. 

A further disadvantage of this device lies in the 
continuous surface motion planned for very 
inactive data. It should be noted here that a 
billion characters split into say 500 character 
records would give Z million records. An 
access time of 1 second would give an ave.rage record 
activity of one per 100 days. An approach which 
keeps a surface moving continuously for average 
reference of once per 100 days does not appear 
particularly appropriate. 



Telecomputing - IBM MAAS System 

This device was developed by the Telecomputing 
Corporation of Burbank, California with the 
sponsorship of IBM. The total MAAS system was 
to contain 5000 cells, housing a total of 1, 000, 000 
tapes. Initial efforts were concentrated upon the 
developme~t of the one cell unit with 100 tapes, mea~s 
for selecting any tape in the cell, and means for 
recording (and reading out) information on the tape. 

A patent application has been taken out upon this 
device in the name of Ward W. Beman. IBM 
sponsorship of the development provides for 
j9int license of IBM and Telecomputing Corporation 
to the device. 

The tape selection system was carried to a point 
· beyond that where the SCRAM device is at the 
present time and some clever approaches were 
developed. · At the time of this development 
recording densities were.considerably below that 
currently achievable and hence the large number 
of tapes propo~ed to obtain a high total capacity. 
Actually, recording was done on the steel tape 
itself and very low resolutions achieved. 

While this device would probably not be directly 
chosen as the Large Cap~city Memory device, 
work was performed in this development that 
is applicable. 



4.4 Low Capacity High Speed Random Access Memory Unit 

Consideration of the full spectrum of Random Access Memory 
Unit• indicates a need for a device in the 1 million character 
region with access times in the order gf o. 01 seconds. rrhis 
device would be used for storage of very active records, 
indexes. alternate programs, and other infermation 
voluminous enough not to fit into the working memory of 
a data processing machine yet requiring access times faster 
than can be economically achieved with the larger memories. 

A survey of the techniques that show promise in this area of 
capacity and access time indicate that the most.appropriate .. 
approaches lie in extensions to drum technology or in small 
disk arrays. In order to meet the access time requirements it 
would be necessary to severely iimit the mechanical motion 
involved in the access time or not have any at all. 

Improvements in Drum Technology where the gliding head 
approach is used indicate the possibility of extending the 
capacity of relatively modest size drums up to the region of 
1 million characters capacity. The head following techniques 
allow very close spacings and it is possible to consider 
1 million characters stored on a drum approximately 12 inches 
in .diameter and 10 inches long. Such a unit would have about 
500 track&; however. the head count could be reduced by 
incorporating a small amowit·of mechanical positioning to keep the 
price within a reasonable range. 

An alternate approach to this·proi?lem has been proposed in San Jose 
Research where a drum and cylinder are given a superfinish 
and the drum supported on an ai~ b~aring within the cylinder. 
In this configuration the drum itself may be moved to substitute 
some mechanical positioning for a fuif c~mplement of heads. 
This approach bas some interesting poasibilitie s in 
positioning technique and could well pro"'(e to be an excellent 
engineering approacll for meeting this requirement. 

The technology is available today for development of the low . 
capacity-fast ac.cess time memory '1ll~~··~ The low capacity goal 
does not have the sales appeal of very·targe capacity.memories,' 
however, it is felt that a unit with the stated characteristics will 
be an important component of future data processing systems·. 



s. Recommended Development Programs 

Programs to develop Random Access Memory units in the three 
.selected requirement areas are summarized on the following page 
and each program is detailed in tJae succ~eding sec.tiona. Development 
and. New Product funds ace itemized separately.t but only that 
portion of New Product funds required to support Product Development 
personnel is considered. Production rele·aae and pilot producti~ 
ls based on ~ now established San Jose Manufacturing organization 
so that an entire plant learning curve need.not be superimposed on 
normal learning curves aa initial ·RAMAC file development~ 
Figure 4 summarizes program manpowe.r requirements graphically 
and presents the program coat estimates. 
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5.1 50 Million Character Disk File Program 

5.1.1 Target Dates 

5.1. 2 

5.1. 3 

June 1958 
January 1959 
July_ 1959 
October 1959 
March 1960 

Functional Specification Complete 
Experimental Model Complete 
Prototype Model Complete 
Product Test Starts 
Initial Production 

Key- Technical Problems 

1. Precision location of disks axially and radially,-. 
2. Precision location of heads to disk - radial, 

circumferential, gap spacing. 
3. Access mechanisms - high speed - simplicity for extreme 

reliability - design variations to provide different 
access times and data. flow rates. 

Manpower and Money 

The zna.npowe·r requirements are su.nimarized under 
the Professional, Technical, and Utilized requirements 
for each major development task. The detailed break
down& from which the summary was derived are attached 
in Appendix 7. 5 (for engineering distributie>n only) . 

... 
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5. 2 One Billion Character Bin irne Program 

5. 2.1 Target Dates 

December 1958 
October 1959 
March 1960 
October 1960 
June 1961 

Func~ional Specific~tion Complete 
Experimental Model Complete 
Prototype Model Complete 
Product Te st Starts 
Initial Production 

S. 2. 2 Key Technical Problems 

1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 

St:rip Selection and Drive - simplicity. reliability. 
Storage Media - development of a durable. economical, 
magnetic coating on steel strips. 
Rapid, acc':lrate, ~chanical pos~tioning and 
registration and movement of strips. relative to 
read/write heads. 
Magnetics - achieving on the order of SO tracks/inch 
at 1000 bits /inch - skew-signal detection. 
Tape - Head wear. 
Configuration - access mechanism. length, width, 
cartridge removability. 

5. 2. 3 Manpow.Jr and Money 

As attaclled on following page. The billion file 
development effort ia predicated upon drawing from the 
technological foundations that experience in the disk 
development program will provide. 
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5. 3 · One Million Character Fast Access Storage Program 

5. 3.1 Target Dates 

October 1958 
March 1959 
October 1959 
January 1960 
July 1960. 

Functional Specifications Complete 
Experimental Model Complete 

· Prototype Model Complete 
Product ·Test Starts 
Initial Production 

5. 3. 2 Key Technical Problems 

1. Configuration with minimum·number of head.a. 
2. · Head awitchiiig. 
3. Very fast access time. 
4. Signal detection - of high. density information. 

5. 3. 3 Manpower and Money 

As attachecl ~1'.l following page. 
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6. Recommended Research 

The three Product Development programs recommended in this 
report will secure for IBM a commaiiding lead in the area of Large 
Capacity Low Cost memory units. The characteristics proposed for 
these devices are such as to utilize the latest technology in magnetic 
recording and mechanical positioning. We must recognize that• ile 
these developments are being pursued there needs to be a continued re
search program to form Ute basis for the Product Developments which 
will follow those proposed in this report. 

Based on the study made for this report research is particularly 
recommended in the following areas to underwrite future developments 
in the Large Capacity memory area. 

1. 

z. 

Rapid, accurate, high resolution mechanical positioning. 
There appears to be no fundamental work in this area which 
will allow one to have an appreciation for the ultim·ate limits 
that can be achieved. It would appear that current and future 
work in Large Capacity Memory applications will depend heavily 
upon the ·state of the art in mechanical positioning. Observation 
of the devices and techniques known today would indicate that there 
are fundamental limitations to what can be achieved. In · 
particular it would appear that one can trade· speed for accuracy 
and resolution and vice ver.sa according to ~onie, as yet 

. unknown, relationship. A fundamental understanding of possible 
relationships in thi~ area would be invaluable in planning future. 
developments and ~ould undoubtedly eave much effort. that 
will probably be dissipated in pnrsuit of goals that are difficult 
or impos e.ible to achi~ve. 

Non ·magnetic ·recording phenomena. 
As was stated earlier in this section. recording techniques othe% 
than magnetic have)>een proposed from time to time; however. 
at this tii:ne nQDe appear to be developed to the point where they 
could be considered for utilization in a Product Dewlopment. 
Ol particular interest in the large capacity memory area are 
techniques that offer pr:o'lmise of densities well above those 
whi~ appear to be achievable with magnetic recording. The 
pbo~ographic area seems particularly appropriate here. The 
next frontier beyond large capacity coded data storage could 
well be that of image or facsimile storage. In this area the parallel 



3. 

4. 

transfer and reproducing techniques available in photogr•phic 
systems will probably be fundamental to the potential devices. 
Random Access Facility will be required for this type of 
storage as well as it ia for coded storage and hence i-esearch in 
this direction would be well directed. · 

Advanced Signal Detection Systems. . . 
. There is probably much that could be done in moving toward 
higher recording densities if systems were developed to take 
advantage of all..tle information content of a recovered signal frQm 
a memory system rather than to simply teat signal amplitude aa 
is done in most recording systems today. The slope senaing 
systems being used on the 650 drtim and the tractor tape 
developments are probably only the first steps in this direction. 
An exhaustive examination in this area.would appear to be a 
fruitful research that could in the future expand our 
performance posaibilitiea in large ca~city memories. 

Non Mechanical Memories. 
This area bas received considerable attention of late and 
a corporate technical committee baa been formed to improve 
communications upon th.is subject. Certainly research in thi• 
area is appropriate and offers the greatest possibility of a major 
breakthrough in access time capabilities. 
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July Z9, 1957 

Memorandum to: Dr. E. R. Piore 

Subject: Large Scale Data Processing 
File Maintenance - Random Acc.ess Memory 

The Data Procesang Division is facing a very critical competitive situation in 
large volume applications involving file maintenance. This is exemplified by the 
recent lose to competition of several orders in th~ life insurance industry. We 
are currenUy losing out to Bizmac and Datamatic. 

A still more menacing future threat to our entire business in this area is represented 
by the NCR 304. It appears that this machine will outperform our equipme_nt in 
practically all applications where file maintenance is an important factor. Not only 
will this equipment outperform ours, but it will do so at a price considerably below 
anything tha:t we how have to ffer. 

Our Division is taking eme_rgency steps to meet the present and anticipated future 
situations aa best we can. These steps consist of faster tape operation and a 
separate off-line special purpose file maintenance machine. These actions will 
hold the line only temporarily until competitors improve their tape operation also. 

We ~11 agree, and we are sure that our customers feel the same, that the ultimate 
solution to the problem is the use of large scale random access memory at a low 
per unit record cost. 

fl\ I am sure that Engineering Research has devoted considerable effort to the principles 
.of random access memory. The purp9se of this memor~dum is to tell you that we 
believe time is running out. 

We urgently request ·tJ?.at Engineering Research give this matter serious considera
tion and advise this Division in the near future of any res.earch projects which you 
believe have progressed to the point where they can become a basis of a develop- · 
ment· program which will provide us the ultimate solution. 

LHL:WCG:lt 

cc: Messrs. R.H. Garretson 
G. E. Jones 

~ W. W. McDowell 
R.L. Palmer 
W. W. Simmons 
M .• B. Smith 

c 

L.A. La Motte 

0 
p 

y 
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September 12, 1957 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Mr. L. H. LaMotte 

Subject: Large Scale Data Processing 
File Maintenance - Random Access Metnory 

Thia ia in reply to your memorandum of July 29 requesting information 
on random access memory. 

The fir1t enclosure contains a summary of work currently underway in 
Research that has a definite time scale .attached to it. The second en
closure contains work on drums that may be applicable to random access 
memory but it is too early in the exploratory development stage ~o assign 
definite dates for evaluation. 

I have not covered any serial memory devices, such as tapes, that may be 
applicable to insurance problems, nor did we have time to give consideration 
to the systems problem to determine possible other logical ways of dealing 
with the insurance industry's problem other than with large random access 
memory devices. 

I am enclosing in addition three studies tha.t may be useful to Y!=>Ur ,staff:_ 

"Large Scale Data Processing and File Maintenance in the 
Life Insurance Industry" prepared ·by R ~ W. Porter, San 
Jose Rese~rch Laboratory. I would urge that you disregard 
San Jose Research's estimate of manufacturing costs ·and 
use these coats only aa Reaearch's feeling for the relative 
complexity of these devices, since Research has no adequate 
means of ea tima ting cos ts. 

A report on SCRAM prepared by Lewis Lipschutz.- This is 
the most complete report issued to date on this from the 
Research Center. 

"A Study of ~oasible Connection of SCRAM to 700 S~ries 
Equipment" by A. S. Goble of Product Planning • .. 

It may be appropriate that a person fr.om Product Development be appointed 
that would have the responsibility of deciding with Research which large 
scale storage (one billion) should be selected. After the selection is made, 
then a plan can be evolved for greater emphasis in Research and a more 
rapid transition to Product Development. 

COPY 
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We will keep you informed on this general area, and I would appreciate 
your letting me know if there is anything else we can do immeditely on 
this problem~ 

ERP:L 
A~tachments (5) 

.cc: Messrs. w. W. McDowell 
R.H. Garretson 
G. E. Jones 
R.L. :Wmer 
W. W. Simmons 
M.B. Smith 
R.B. Johnson 
J. M. Norton 

/s / E. R. Pi·ore 
E. R. Fiore 

9/17 Copies to Messrs. Schubert, Stevens, Troy, ~rc;y 
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RESEARCH CiOALS FOR FUTURE DRUMS 

Research·:·_ . .:_: Drum Long it. Track Storage Access 
Location PrumL Dia. Density Density Volume R.PM Time Application 

San Jose 3"- l" 2000 200 z x 106 60,000 1-ZO ms Low .cost buffer 
·bits/" tracks/" bits and logic 

Spring lZ II 5" 2000 zoo· 40-x 106 6000 10-100 Random Access 
Street bits/" tracks/'' bits ms storage 
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Devices 

Advanced 
RAMAC 

DAP 

Increased 
Denaity 
DAP 

Photo 
document 
storage 

SCRAM 

RBSF 

. . '; ' 
RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY DEVICES IN RESEARCH 

·Storage Principle ·storage Volume Ayerage .A.ccess Time 

Magnetic disks Equal to or less Equal to or· le.:ss than 
than 100 million 76 ms 
characters 

Rectangular file Equal to or less 250 ms 
of non-erasable than one billion 

. photograp'hic characters 
strips 

Rectangular file More than o~e Less than 100 ms 
of non-erasable billion characters 
p~~to strips and 
document. storage 

Rectangular file Less than 10 Less than one secolt'd 
C?f non-erasable photo million pages 
strips 

Circular file of Less than ZO 125 ms 
short magnetic strips billfon characters 

Roe t.. file of Less than one 250 ms 
short magnetic strips billion characters 
(may be comptible 
to DAP) 

COPY 

Stage of Research 

Techniques turned 
over to Prod. Dev •. 
September 1:957 

Ready now for 
eval~tion by 
Research and 
Prod. Dev. 

Ready for evaluation 
early 1960's 

Project Walnut. 
Techniques available 
to· SEPD July 1959 

Technical feasibility 
of components early 
1959 

Technical feasibility 
before 1960 .• 
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Memorandum to Mr. R. L. Palmer 
Mr. M. B. Smith 

y 

Subject: Future Competitive Battles 

September 12, 1957 

Every indication that we get is that the next major competi-
tive battle in th~ Data Processing field wiJl be in the area of large 
scale Random Access Memory. We are continually beseiged with re

. ports that NCR, Bizmac, General Electric, Sperry Rand, and so 
forth are engineering tremendous memories at low pr.ices. 

The manufacturer who can do this the quicke·st wiU b~ 
in a very advantageous position. Our answer to the problem, at the 
moment, seems to be in multiple units of disc memory. ~believe we 
should be pioneering other approa~lies which will allow less mainten
ance and less cost, as I have serious doubts that discs in the billion 
area will be economical. 

EGJ:JG 

cc: Mr. R. T. Samuel 
Mr. W~ W. Simmons 

G. E. Jones 
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PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY 
SAN JOSE 
SEPTEMBER 27, 1957 

MEMORANDUM TO: Mr. R. L. Palmer 

SUBJECT: Large Capacity Low Cost Memory Study 

REFERENCES: Memoranda on reference subj~ct: 

1. L. H. La.Motte to E. R. Piore 7/29/57 
2. E. R. Piore to L. H. La.Motte 9/12/57 
3. G. E. Jones to R. L. Palmer, M. B. Smith 9/12/57 
4. R. L. Palmer to G. E. Jones 9/20/57 
5. M. B. Smith to W.W. Simmons 9/24/57 

As you know, it bas been proposed that Product Development activities upon 
a l/Z to 1 billion character capacity Random Access Memory be initiated 
in early 1959 with release pro~cted for late 1962. The above references 
would indicate that competitive pressure in this area requires a more 
immediate and accelerated program. Mr. Stevens has .asked that I forward, 
for your consideration, a procedure for establishing the required program. 

I propose that an Engineering team consisting of myself, Mr. Gibson,. and 
Mr. Noyes in conjunction with Mr. Wood (WHO Product Planning) review our 
situation and reco~end an bmnediate program in this area. In order to · 
arrive at the proper decision such a study should incorporate the following: 

1. A review and consolidation of our competitive position in this area·~ 

Z. A consolidation of ·the requirements picture for Large Capacity 
Low Cost Memory. 

3. A study of the devices existent and proposed that are applicable 
to this area. 

I would estimate that this study phase ca~ be completed in three weeks and 
a recommendation for a program in--this area could be made to Division 
Management at that time. 

The attached sheet lists the organizations that '\\Ould )>~ rntacted and the 
tyJ?e information to be obtained from each. p u,/ ;41~--

JWH:mf 
Attachment 

. IJ. W. Haanstra 

cc: Messrs: G. E. Jones, W. W. Simmons, M. B. Smith, ·L. D. Stevens 
L. C. Wood 
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Sources of Information for Consideration 
in a Recommended Program on Large 
Capacity Low Cost Memory Development 

WHO Data Processing Division 

.1.1 
1. 2 
1. 3 
1. 4 

8ales Department 
Product Planning 
Business Machines Analysis 
Market Analysis 

Determine competitive positio~, applications requirements 
(5Ji and sales potential. 

2. Poughkeepsie Product Development 

2. 1 Product Planning 
2.2 Engineering P~g 

Determine 700 series requirements and competitive position. 

2.3 Magnetic Recording Development Activities 

Determine present and projected magnetic densities. 

3. Endicott Product Development 

3.1 Product Planning 
3. 2 Engineering Planning 

Determine 600 series requirements and com~titive po~ition • 
. Review CRAM Status •. 

4. San Jose Product Development 

4.1 
4.2 

Product Planning 
Product Development 

Determine 300 series requirements and. competi_tive position. 
Determine area of application for disk memories and the 
present and projected magnetic densities. 



5. Corporate Research 

5. 1 Poughkeepsie - Ossining 
5. 2 San Jose 

-2-

t1/!li. Review Research activities and proposals for Random Access 
Memory Devices. 

~) 

Review Research present and projected magnetic densitiea. 
Review non-magnetic storage techniques. 

6. Military Products Di vision 

Review requirements and Engineering status of Large 
Capacity Low Cost Memories. 

7. Special Engineering Products Division 

JWH:mf 

Review SEPD information on competitive position and 
requirements for Large Capac:;ity Low Cost Me~ory. 
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MEMORANDUM TO: L. C. Wood October 15, 1957 

~ SUBJECT: Large Random Access Memory 

In. response to your request of October 11th. we are submitting some of the major 
comments and opinions of the Special Industry Department Managers and District 
Data Processing Representatives concerning the need for large random access 

f!!1' memory. 

The comments were gathered by our analysts in the EDPM field survey program 
we conducted in August, 1957. 

H. E. Schmit - Manager Manufacturing Control Department and ''unofficial" 
representative of Dept. 01 - General Industry. 

''Need r~dom accessaorate in the hundreds of millions for storage of bills of 
material, inventory records, labor specifications, etc. - Storage must be arranged 
for fast access. Input and output speeds will depend on speed of large storage. 
Large random memory eliminates the need for faster tape and processing. Fifty 
per cent of all the 705's in Dept. 01 - General Industry would order if price is 
right." Sixty-one of all 705's sold to date are in Dept. 01. This department 
normally represents 40% of IBM's business. 

I. S. Homans - Manager Life Insurance Department 
"Need random access storage in multiples of one hundred million characters up to 
at least one billion characters. The basic policy record re·quirea 300 million to 
400 million characters for every million policies outstanding •. There are approxi
mately 20, 000 - 30, 000 references per day per million policies. Ninety per cent 
of all 70~ customers would order if price is not out of line. 11 Eighteen of the 
705's sold thus far are in the Life Insurance Industry. 

C.H. Mahan - Manager Fire 8t ·Casualty Insurance Department 
"The succe4s of our large scale EDPM ~ystems in the Fire le Casualty Insurance 
companies will be dependent upon our ability to develop mor~ economical large 
·capacity random access interrogation units - each unit to handle 100 million 
characters. Some of the larger companies will necessarily need more than one 
such unit as their requirements might run over 800 million characters. With all 
the effort and the increased cost of developing high speed magnetic tape units, the 
companies who have and will install this type equipment will not be able to inter .. 
rogate on a random access basis, source data stored in the master tape files. I 
believe we are spending too much time on developing high speed tape units for file 
maintenance and still we are not able to interrogate. the master file for source 
information which is necessary for reference purposes." Sixteen of the 705's 
sold thus far are in the Fire & Casualty Insurance Industry. 

R.M. James, Jr. - Former Manager State Government Department 
"Ten prospects for Motor Vehicle Registration with requirement for 100 million to 
500 million characters· of inexpensive random access storage. " · 
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W. J. Hollenkamp - Manager Communications Department 
''Need at least 60 million characters of random access storage for Cable Pair 
Assignment appli~ation. Possible sale of five (5) such systems: Two (Z) to 
New York relephone, one to General Telephone - California, one to Pacific 
·Telephone, and one to Illinois Bell. " 

C. C. Smith - Manager Banking and Brokerage Department 
"Need large disk storage for eight (8) Type 705 accounts - two Savings banks for 
posting and inquiry of savings accounts, four comme r·cial banks for central credit 
reference files, and two Commercial banks for installment loan posting and 
in~uiry. " 

Ci. F. Trexler - Manager Public Utility Department 
''Need very large random access storage for· Customer records, Material and 
Supplies Records, Personnel Records, and Stockholders Records. Seventy-five 
percent of 705 accounts would order." Eight of the 705"s sold to date are in the 
Public Utility industry. 

C. Q • Thompson - Manager Transportation Department 
"Need large random access memory on the 705 for Car Records and Freight Revenue, 
and Pas11enger Reservations applications. At this sta~ without knowing cost a·nd 
speed it is very.difficult to make any definite forecast. " 

~- . J. D. Shaver - Program Manager - Air Force 
''Need Random Access Memory of up to ZOO million digits for Weapon System 
Invento.ry application for up to 6 Air Material Command Accounts. Need 1 to 50 
l'Jlilliseconds access time. " 

J. Stinson - Program Manager - Army . 
"Need up to 75 million characters of random access memory for lZ Army supply 
depots.'' Federal Catalog application has 3 million 250-300 character items with 
a 190 activity ratio and is potential for large random access if priced favorably. 

R. Hinchcliffe - Program Manager - Navy 
~ "Five hundred million characters of random access storage in increments of 100 

million characters needed in Supply application for 6 locations. Twenty-five 
thouaaD.d ·i transactions per day handled with 6-50 inquiry stations will eliminate 
75cyo of the people in these accounts. " 

All seventeen District Data Processing representatives contacted indicated a 
real need for very large economical random access storage and generally speaking 
felt that its development had more potential and represented a better answer to 
today's data processing problems than higher p.erformance magnetic tapes. 
However, concern was expressed about the cost of inactive storage on random 
access as compared to magnetic tape. 

We ·feel that the next decade offers a market potential of Z00-400 random access 
files of ZOO million characters each and lOOQ - ZOOO files of 50 million characters 
each. Thia potential can only be captured if a range of access speeds are offered 

COPY 
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on these files that can be adapted to varying application requirements and if 
Ai\ total storage and processing c:;:osts can be kept in l~e with costs of present day 

techniques of data processing, storage, and inquiry handling. 

FLM/mml 
cc: J. Hanastra-SanJose 

C. Earley - San Jose 
B. L. Sarahan - WHQ 
H.T. Ware, Jr. - WHO 

/s/ F.L. McManus 
F. L. McManus 
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